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Abstract
CAD based shape optimization aims at finding the shapes of internal and external boundaries
of a structural components. The method is able to improve the design of structures against var-
ious criteria such as restricted displacements, stress criteria, eigenfrequencies, etc. However, this
technique has been quite unsuccessful in industrial applications because of the mesh management
problems coming from the large shape modifications. The main technical problems stems from
the sensitivity analysis requiring the calculation of the so-called velocity field related to mesh
modifications. If 2D problems are quite well mastered, 3D solid and shell problems are difficult
to handle in the most general way. It turns out that shape optimization remains generally quite
fragile and delicate to use in industrial context. To circumvent the technical difficulties of the
moving mesh problems, a couple of methods have been proposed such as the fictitious domain
approach, the fixed grid finite elements and the projection methods.
The present work relies on the application of the extended finite element method (X-FEM) to
handle parametric shape optimization. The X-FEM method is naturally associated with the
Level Set description of the geometry to provide an efficient and flexible treatment of problems
involving moving boundaries or discontinuities. On the one hand, the method proposed benefits
from the fixed mesh approach using X-FEM to prevent from mesh management difficulties. On
the other hand, the Level Set description provides a smooth curves representation while being
able to treat topology modifications naturally.
In this thesis, we focus on the material-void and bi-material X-FEM elements for mechanical
structures. The representation of the geometry is realized with a Level Set description. Basic
shapes can be modeled from simple Level Set such as plane, circle, ... NURBS curves and surfaces
that can be combined together using a Constructive Solid Geometry approach to represent com-
plex geometries. The design variables of the optimization problem are the parameters of basic
Level Set features or the NURBS control points. Classical global (compliance, eigenfrequencies,
volume) and local responses (such as stress constraint) can be considered in the optimization
problem that is solved using a mathematical programming approach with the CONLIN optimizer.
The problem of the computation of the shape sensitivity analysis with X-FEM is carefully ad-
dressed and investigated using several original methods based on semi-analytical and analytical
approaches that are developed. Academic examples are first considered to illustrate that the
proposed method is able to tackle accurately shape optimization problems. Then, real life struc-
tures including 2D and 3D complex geometries illustrate the advantages and the drawbacks of
using X-FEM and Level Set description for generalized shape optimization.
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Chapter1
Introduction
Nowadays the domain of structural design remains a complex and arduous task for engineers as
they have to face every day new challenging problems. Hence, whatever the field of his activity,
the designer must continuously create new innovative solutions to achieve better performance
while satisfying the demands from the industry and markets.
In high technology industries such as aerospace and automotive, the engineer has to present high
quality solutions. For instance, the design of a structure must satisfy numerous requirements
considering the mass of the structure, its global resistance, its cost of development and also
manufacturing and practical aspects.
Generally the best solution results from a trade off between the various design criteria imposed
by the manufacturing specifications which are very often conflicting. Such antagonistic criteria
arise in the typical example of the design of a structure which should have the smallest mass
while retaining the strongest mechanical resistance.
The traditional design strategy considers a previous existing design as a starting point to create
a new structure. The intuition of the engineer lead to step by step modifications from an initial
design towards a solution which should exhibits a better performance. However, this trials-and-
errors procedure, which implies, in case of unsatisfactory solution, to investigate other concepts,
is both time consuming and expensive. Furthermore, the solution obtained is generally very
similar to the initial design and there is no guarantee that this is an optimal solution. While this
approach has been applied for several decades, the increasingly more complex problems that en-
gineers have to solve now make the design process so difficult that new approaches are desirable.
For example, the drastic rise of fuel price during the last 10 years have forced the aerospace and
automotive industries to resort to modern optimization techniques to achieve significant weight
reductions.
Beside the development of numerical methods in engineering to extend analysis capabilities, the
research has also focused on the development of automatic design methods. The automation of
the design procedure leads naturally to develop adapted procedures in which computers could
greatly help the engineer in the search for the optimal design. Depending on the nature of the
design variables, different classes of structural optimization problems have been addressed: the
sizing, the shape and the topology optimization.
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 The hierarchy of structural optimization problems
Figure 1.1: Illustration of a sizing optimization problem
The first kind of optimization problem which has been investigated is the optimal sizing of
structures. This is the simplest strategy in structural optimization. In this approach, only the
transverse dimensions of structures, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, such as cross section of bars
and beams or the thickness of plates and shells are modified. Therefore, no modifications of
the shape or the topology is involved and the finite element mesh does not change during the
redesign process. This method is now well established and is able to treat industrial applications
with a gain of 5 % to 10 % in performance. The class of problem studied with this method are
truss-like or frames structures.
Figure 1.2: Illustration of a shape optimization problem
Shape optimization has now been investigated for more than 30 years. It aims at finding the
shapes of internal and external boundaries without modifying the structural topology as in
Fig. 1.2. The method has a great interest in the improvement of the detailed design of structures
against various criteria such as restricted displacements, stress criteria, buckling, etc and it is also
able to treat multidisciplinary or multiphysics problems. Two different approaches can be con-
sidered to modify the geometry. As suggested by Braibant and Fleury [38], a regular formulation
of the shape optimization problem can be defined at the level of the CAD model independently
of the finite element model. The design variables are then selected among the control points or
the parameters describing the geometrical entities. Or, as proposed by Bletzinger et al. [33], one
can also work directly on FE-based data by considering the nodal coordinates and nodal thick-
ness as design variables. The major difficulty of the shape optimization formulation is related
to the mesh management problems coming from the large shape modifications. If 2D problems
are quite well mastered, 3D problems are still difficult to handle in the most general case due to
problems related to mesh distortions or automatic and reliable mesh (re)generation difficulties.
Moreover, large modifications of the shape parameters usually result to a situation in which it
is impossible to reconstruct the geometric model without human intervention.
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the Velocity Field and mesh perturbation
Another main technical problem stems from the sensitivity analysis. Shape derivatives have to
be regarded as material derivatives and the sensitivity analysis requires the calculation of the
so-called Velocity Field [17, 18] or practically of a perturbed mesh as illustrated in Figure 1.3.
Currently, it turns out that shape optimization remains generally quite fragile and delicate to
use in industrial context with little application in practice nowadays.
Figure 1.4: Illustration of a topology optimization problem
Topology optimization has been first handled efficiently with the homogenization method by
Bendsøe and Kikuchi [28] and is now available within several commercial finite element codes [11,
146]. The optimization method is formulated as an optimal material distribution problem [29]. A
given amount of material is distributed in a design domain in order to minimize some performance
criteria, generally a global criterion such as the compliance or the fundamental eigenfrequency.
As illustrated in Figure 1.5, by adding or removing material, one is able to determine the optimal
structure inside a prescribed design domain without any a priori knowledge of the solution.
Ei = E0
ri = r0
Ei = 0
ri = 0
mi = 1 þ
mi = 0 þ
Design domain where
the material properties
have to be distributed
Void:
Soli
Figure 1.5: Parametrization of a topology optimization problem
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Practically, one major advantage of the formulation is that it works on a fixed mesh. The
design variables are the element or nodal densities. This parameterization allows topological
modifications, deep geometrical remodeling providing large gains of performance. The drawback
of this formulation comes from the very large scale of the optimization problem with thousands
of design variables. Therefore one generally considers simple design problems as the minimum
compliance problem with a single volume constraint. Introducing local stress constraints as
in Duysinx and Bendsøe [58] leads to huge problems, which may become difficult to handle,
whereas the physical meaning of the local stress constraints can become questionable because of
the jumps of density between neighboring elements and the absence of geometric description. In
addition density formulation makes quite sophisticated any control of the geometry (minimum
size, perimeter, etc.), which is mainly related to manufacturing considerations. Finally the
definition of the optimal structure as a picture with gray material and chattered boundaries
fosters engineers to interpret the optimal design to later reconstruct a parametric CAD model.
This interpretation step sometimes degrades strongly the performance of the structure [131].
1.2 Context and objectives of this thesis
For the last 20 years shape optimization has been stocking to penetrate industrial and real-life
applications, whereas topology optimization has experienced a fast growing soar and was ex-
tended to various applications. By the way there is still a great interest in shape optimization
because of the intrinsic capability of shape description to consider easily complex problems in-
volving local stress and manufacturing constraints for instance.
In order to circumvent the technical difficulties of the moving mesh problems, a couple of re-
searches have tried to formulate shape optimization using different numerical methods and pa-
rameterizations. Among others, we can mention fixed mesh approaches such as the fictitious
domains method of Dankova and Haslinger [50] or the projection methods by Norato et al. [127]
and more recently the Eulerian shape optimization of Kim and Chang [93]. Non conventional
methods like the Meshfree have also been applied to shape optimization in 2D and 3D [94] and
a T-Spline finite element method [77] based on the isogeometric analysis by Hughes et al. [83].
The Level Set method proposed by Osher and Sethian [133] has opened new perspectives to han-
dle variable and moving boundaries. The implicit description of the geometrical entities enables
for a more friendly and flexible manipulation of the geometry and overcomes some restrictions
related to the explicit approach of the geometry used in CAD systems. For example it is pos-
sible to reduce the topological complexity by removing or merging geometric entities (i.e. holes
can merge or disappear) without degenerating the model, which is a major restriction of shape
optimization using CAD systems. These advantages have been early identified and applied to
topology optimization in the seminal works of Allaire et al. [9] and Wang et al. [177].
In the late 2000’s a new fixed mesh method called eXtended Finite Element Method (X-FEM)
has been proposed as an alternative to remeshing methods [114]. This approach greatly reduces
the difficulty of considering time-variable boundaries and complex geometries by using non-
conforming meshes. The X-FEM method is naturally associated with the Level Set description
of the geometry to provide a very efficient treatment of difficult problems involving discontinu-
ities and propagations. Up to now X-FEM has been mostly developed for crack propagation
problems [114], but the potential interest of the X-FEM and the Level Set description for other
problems like topology optimization was identified very early in Belytschko et al. [25].
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In this thesis, we propose to use the X-FEM and the Level Set description as an elegant way to
fill the gap between topology and shape optimization. The method can be qualified as gener-
alized shape optimization as it presents smooth boundary descriptions while allowing topology
modifications as holes can merge and disappear. X-FEM enables working on a fixed mesh, as
in topology optimization, circumventing the technical difficulties of shape optimization. The
structural shape description uses basic Level Set features (circles, rectangles, etc.) or NURBS
curves transformed into a Level Set that can be freely combined to generate any shapes. The
design variables are the parameters of the Level Set features or the NURBS control points.
This work extends and summarizes the investigations realized in preliminary studies on the ap-
plication of X-FEM and Level Sets to shape optimization [173, 174]. In these works, we obtained
promising results with a rather simple approach based on finite differences and semi-analytic
approach in 2D. However, these works pointed out some specific aspects and difficulties that
needed to be further investigated.
The first objective of the present Ph.D is to develop X-FEM elements for material-void inter-
faces in 2D and 3D along with a complete Level Set description of the geometry. The second
objective lies in the development of a shape optimization framework adapted to the X-FEM and
its shape sensitivity analysis. The finite difference approach used in the previous studies was to
be replaced by an adapted and accurate semi-analytical approach. However, this method may
be not adapted in all cases and flaws have been identified so several alternative strategies to
circumvent these problems are proposed and validated.
All the developments of this thesis have been implemented in the C++ software OOFELIE [132].
1.3 Outline
The thesis outline is the following. The Level Set method is introduced in chapter 2. It mainly
emphasizes on the geometrical representation aspects, referred here as Level Set description,
rather than on the mathematical foundations of the Level Set method that are not used in this
work.
Chapter 3 presents the basis of the extended finite element method for elastostatic analysis
applied to three kinds of discontinuities whereas chapter 4 focuses on the details of efficient nu-
merical implementation of the extended finite element method for the material-void interfaces.
The chapter 5 briefly describes the different approaches available to compute the sensitivity anal-
ysis in computational mechanic and particularly in the context of FEM based shape sensitivity
analysis. The strategy is then extended to the X-FEM based shape optimization. Particular
problem of shape optimization with extended elements are discussed in details and several ap-
proaches are proposed.
In chapter 6, academic and classical shape and topology optimization benchmarks are reinvesti-
gated to illustrate the capabilities of the shape optimization method developed.
Finally, chapter 7 presents some possible future researches and extensions of the work. The
present work is summarized in the conclusions in chapter 8.

Chapter2
Introduction to the Level Set Description of
the geometry
The explicit representation of a structural shape using parametric CAD geometry makes difficult
deep boundary or topological changes such as the creation of new holes, merging or separation
of holes. This limitation is one of the main reasons of the low performances generally associated
to the classical shape optimization approach [79]. However, the representation of the geometry
using CAD curves has the advantage of keeping smooth boundaries clearly defined, which does
not call for any interpretation as it is the case in topological optimization [131]. Therefore, a
method that could present the advantage of the CAD representation without its drawbacks is
of a great interest in shape optimization as well as in all kinds of problems in which topological
changes or moving boundaries are involved.
The Level Set method, which has been initially developed by Sethian and Osher in 1987 [133],
exhibits these two properties. The idea of this method is very simple and consists in representing
the boundaries of the structure with an implicit function of a higher dimension. The main advan-
tages of this representation is its ability to deal with topological changes while keeping smooth
boundaries. Its implementation can be extended to any number of spatial dimensions without
any difficulties and the numerical methods to solve the underlying equations are well established.
This method has been now successfully applied to a huge variety of problems ranging from
multiphase fluid flows[167], fire propagation simulation [107], computer vision and shape recog-
nition [91, 105], image processing [106] and even in movie special effect [59]. Moreover, as we
will see later, the pairing of the Level Set Description/Method and the extended finite element
method (X-FEM) is also particularly advantageous for tracking moving and evolving interfaces.
In this chapter, the general principles of the Level Set description and evolution method are
introduced, as well as its advantages, its inherent drawbacks and the interesting complementarity
with the X-FEM method. In this manuscript, a distinction is made between the Level Set
Description which refers to the implicit geometrical representation and the Level Set Method
which refers to the mathematical method for moving interfaces.
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2.1 Description of the Level Set (Implicit representation)
The Level Set method is a numerical technique originally developed to analyze and follow the
motions and deformations of an interface under an arbitrary velocity field. This velocity can
depend: on time, on the position of the interface, on a related underlying physic problem, on
a geometrical property of the interface or on any other parameters. While a usual geometric
representation of the tracked interface generally rely on an explicit description, the key idea of
Sethian and Osher [133] was to suggest the use of an implicit representation. They proposed
to introduce a smooth scalar function φ(x) defined on all x ∈ Rn which, at all time, should
represent an interface Γ of dimension n− 1 as the set where φ(x)=0.
Hence, the interface is implicitly defined as the zero-level of a higher dimension scalar function
φ(x). For example, if the interface Γ corresponds to a circle of radius r, one could define the
following function φ(x):
φ(x) = x2 + y2 − r
Γ =
{
x ∈ R2|φ(x) = 0}
rather than using the classical parametric definition in polar coordinates: x=r cos θ, y=r sin θ.
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(b) φ(x) function
Figure 2.1: Implicit representation of a circular interface
The representation of Γ and φ(x), with a radius r = 1 is depicted in Figure 2.1. The Figure 2.1 (a)
represents different isocontours of the function φ(x). As expected, the shape of the isocontours
are circular as the φ(x) function is in fact the equation of a circle in Cartesian coordinates and
the iso-zero contour, which represents the interface (in dashed line), corresponds to a circle of
radius r = 1. In Figure 2.1 (b), one can see the representation of the function φ(x) and its
zero-level contour.
In practice, as an interface represented by an analytical expression is a quite restrictive case, the
Level Set φ(x) can be constructed conveniently as a signed distance function. To define a signed
distance function, we first introduce the distance function d(x), which, on a domain Ω ∈ Rn, is
given as:
d(x) = min
xΓ∈Γ
‖x− xΓ‖ ∀x ∈ Ω
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where ‖.‖ denotes the Euclidean norm and ’min’ is the minimum operator. By its very definition,
the value of the function d is equal to zero if the point x ∈ Γ and ‖x− xΓ‖ otherwise, xΓ being
the closest point on the interface Γ (xΓ ∈ Γ) to the point x. For a circular interface of radius
r, the corresponding distance function d(x) =
∣∣∣√x2 + y2 − r∣∣∣, where |·| is the absolute value
operator, is represented in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Representation of a circular interface with a distance function
Then, if we partition the domain Ω into Ω+, Ω− and ∂Ω corresponding to the region outside
the interface, inside the interface and on the interface Γ (Γ=∂Ω) respectively, a signed distance
function φ(x) to the interface is defined by φ(x) = ±minxΓ∈Γ ‖x− xΓ‖ or:
φ(x) =

d(x) if x ∈ Ω+
− d(x) if x ∈ Ω−
0 if x ∈ ∂Ω
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(b) φ(x) function
Figure 2.3: Level Set signed distance function representation of a circle
Hence, the implicit function φ(x) representing the circle of Fig. 2.1 can be equivalently replaced
with the signed distance function φ =
√
x2 + y2 − r representing the same unit radius (r=1)
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circle interface Γ.
Given the fact that the distance function is always positive, the signed distance function has the
following property:
φ(x) > 0 if x ∈ Ω+
φ(x) = 0 if x ∈ ∂Ω
φ(x) < 0 if x ∈ Ω−
We can remark in Figure 2.3 that compared to the distance function, the signed distance function
is smooth across the interface and can be differentiated without any problems. It also verifies the
property ‖∇φ(x)‖ = 1 which guarantees that it does not present too steep or too flat regions.
When it is not the case, numerical inaccuracies can be encountered when localizing the iso-zero
contour for instance.
2.2 Level Set method
Coming back to the original idea of the Level Set i.e. tracking the motion and the deformation
of an interface, we now have to consider that both the interface Γ and the scalar function φ(x)
are dependent on time (or a pseudo time parameter): Γ =Γ(t) and φ = φ(x, t). Moreover, for all
time t ≥ 0, the interface should always correspond to the set where the function φ(x, t) vanishes:
Γ(t)=(x|φ(x, t) = 0). Hence, as time increases and the interface Γ propagates, φ(x, t) should
then evolve in such a way that the set of points φ(x(t), t) = 0 represent the evolution of the
interface Γ(t).
Noting x(t) the successive positions of a point on the interface Γ(t) , x(t = 0) is a point on
the initial interface and x(t = τ) the position of the same material point at time τ . Since the
function φ(x(t)) should always be equal to zero on the interface, we have:
φ(x(t), t) = 0 (2.1)
for all time t. Differentiating (2.1) using chain rule with respect to time gives:
∂φ(x, t)
∂t
+∇φ(x(t), t) · ∂x(t)
∂t
= 0 (2.2)
Now, if we note F the speed of the boundary in the outward normal direction, N = ∇φ‖∇φ‖ the
unit normal of φ, and by u the magnitude of the speed of the point x(t), ∂x(t)∂t = u, we have:
F = u ·N , and equation (2.2) can be rewritten as:
∂φ(x, t)
∂t
+ F · ‖∇φ‖ = 0
φ(x, t) = 0 given
Thus, the evolution of the boundary Γ(t) is ruled by a first order hyperbolic PDE (Partial Dif-
ferential Equation) for φ, where φ(x, t = 0) is the initial value of the problem. The evolution
equation describing the propagation of the interface under a speed u is turned into an equation
involving the function φ(x, t) and its normal vector field F . From (2.3) one can remark that
any tangential component of speed u will have no effect on the position of the interface. This
equation, due to the work of Osher and Sethian [133], has the form of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation
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and is often referred as the Level Set equation.
Several techniques to solve the general equation of movement (2.3) of the Level Set have been
developed. One of the most popular method is the high order Hamilton-Jacobi Essentially Non
Oscillatory (ENO) method which is based on non oscillatory polynomial interpolation of data.
However, the weighted version of the ENO scheme (WENO), proposed by Liu et al. [104] is
considered as the state-of-the-art method to solve the level set equation. Interested readers can
refer to [89, 134, 135] for a more exhaustive discussion about these methods.
In the seminal research on the Level Set Method, the level set function was initialized as an
Heaviside distance function φ(x) = 1± d(x), where d(x) is the distance to the interface Γ. How-
ever, numerical experiments have shown that it is obviously more appropriate to define φ as a
smooth function. The most general implementation follows the proposition of Mulder, Osher and
Sethian [124] to initialize the Level Set function as a signed distance function. Unfortunately,
in practice, as the interface evolves, the φ function drifts away from a signed distance function.
In this case, the φ function may become very steep or flat particularly near the interface which
can cause numerical errors when computing derivatives or localizing the interface. In order to
reduce these numerical errors, Chopp [48] proposed to periodically reinitialize the level set as a
signed distance function. The most straightforward approach is to stop the iteration at some
time t, locate the interface and rebuild a new Level Set function from this interface. However,
this method presents the drawback of increasing the computational time.
Noting that only the isocontour of the Level Set is important, Chopp [48] proposed to efficiently
reduce the cost of resolution by restricting the definition of the level set function to a neigh-
borhood of the interface rather than defining it on the whole computational domain. Thus,
reasonable computational times are obtained for the construction of a level set function in a
band around the interface, the reinitialization procedure and the resolution of the level set equa-
tion. This technique, which presents a much lower operation cost than on the full domain Ω, has
been introduced as the Narrow Band Level Set method by Adalsteinsson and Sethian in [2].
Later, Sussman et al. [167] proposed to realize the reinitialization by solving a partial differential
equation before updating the level set with equation (2.3):
∂φ
∂t
+ sign(φ)(‖∇φ‖ − 1) = 0
φ(x, 0) = φ(t)
where φ(t) is the level set function at time step t of the level set equation. This equation is solved
until a steady state is reached for which ∂φ∂t =0 and the signed distance property ‖∇φ‖ = 1 holds.
Although this method has the advantage of removing the need for locating the interface position,
it also exhibits some drawbacks. The sign function has to be regularized which introduces some
diffusion that results in inaccuracies when locating the interface.
The introduction of the φ(x) function of a higher dimension in Ω assumes that the velocity field
F is also defined on the domain Ω and not only on the interface Γ. While it can be the case or
at least in a neighborhood of the interface, F generally comes from the underlying physics of the
problem and is only known along the interface Γ. Thus, F needs to be appropriately extended
to the entire domain Ω from a prescribed speed F Γ on the interface. Generally, the velocity is
extended in such a way that the signed distance function property of φ(x) is preserved during
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iteration i.e. with a speed F that verifies ∇F · ∇φ = 0 (see [3] for more details).
To illustrate the type of solution that can be obtained with the Level Set method, we present in
Figure 2.4 the evolution of 2 curves.
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of 2D interfaces
In Figure 2.4 (a), a normal speed F = 1 is applied to the initial curve in black, while the center
one 2.4 (b) presents the evolution with a speed function F = 1-κ where κ is the curvature
of the curve and with =0.05. In Fig. 2.4, we note that the curvature has a smoothing effect
on the evolution of interface as the successive interfaces remain smooth while the left Figure
develops sharp corners. The Figure 2.5 represents the evolution of a star-shaped interface under
a constant normal motion. In these Figures, and specifically in the Figure 2.4 (a) and 2.5, there
is no problem when the interface tends to get closer to itself.
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Figure 2.5: Evolution of 2D star-shaped interfaces
The Level Set Equation describes the evolution of an interface Γ by monitoring the evolution of
the implicit function φ. Thus, the formalism is Eulerian and the interface is recovered by seeking
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the iso-zero curve of φ at any time t. Hence, there is no difficulty to treat a modification of the
topology like a separation as it can be easily noted in the Fig. 2.6 that represents the evolution
of a dumbbell under a velocity field proportional to the mean curvature of the interface.
Figure 2.6: Level Set evolution of a dumbbell under mean curvature velocity field. Realized with
the Ian Mitchell Level Set Matlab Toolbox [111]
In a Lagrangian approach, we should recover the positions of the interface points x(t) during the
evolution of the interface by solving the following ordinary differential equation:
dx
dt
= F (x) (2.3)
where F (x) is the velocity of a point x on the interface. As the interface is generally composed
of an infinite set of points x, in a discrete 2D setting, Γ would be discretized into a finite number
of points connected by line segments for instance. Thus, the equation (2.3) has to be solved on
this set of points to obtain a new position and the result is generally accurate provided that the
interface elements remains not too much distorted and that the connectivity does not change (i.e.
no merging or pinching apart of the interface). Unfortunately, these conditions are rarely fulfilled
and a simple velocity field can deteriorate rapidly the accuracy involving large distortions if the
interface discretization is not modified to maintain an acceptable aspect ratio of the elements.
Figure 2.7: Overlapping of two growing circles
Moreover, if the connectivity of these points is modified between two consecutive time steps,
the detection of the external contour can become troublesome. The illustration of this problem
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is depicted in Figure 2.7 where two initial disjoint circular interfaces grow so much that they
overlap. In 3 dimensions, the segments would be replaced by triangles and/or quadrangles and
it is easy to conceive that it becomes quite difficult. With an implicit definition in an Eulerian
framework as in the Level Set method, the extension to 3D interface is much simpler and does
not introduce additional difficulties.
2.3 Fast Marching Method
When the speed has a constant sign, i.e for steadily propagating fronts, the interface is always
moving forward or backward. Therefore, the evolution of the Level Set can be seen as a stationary
problem because the interface cross a fixed point only once. The equation of movement can be
modified into a stationary one to take the form of the Eikonal equation:
‖∇φ(x)‖ = 1
F
(2.4)
Hence, the initial value problem of (2.3) is now turned into a boundary value problem. This
form presents the advantage that it can be solved with a very efficient numerical scheme known
as the Fast Marching Method (FMM) (the most efficient technique can solve equation (2.4) in
O(N), where N is the number of points [182]). In this case, the initial position of the interface
is the boundary value of this equation and the solution φ(x) is a stationary function.
In general, the function φ(x) values do not represent the distance to the interface but corresponds
to the time needed by the interface Γ(t) to reach the point x. Therefore, the initial interface
position corresponds to the zero level of the φ(x) function while the intersection of the φ(x) with
a plane z = τ will give the interface shape and position at a given time τ . When solved with a
constant and uniform speed F=1 on the interface, the FMM corresponds also to the minimum
distance from a point x to the interface Γ. Consequently, the Fast Marching Method can be
used to efficiently compute the minimum distance to an interface Γ that can be used to define a
distance function φ(x) to Γ. This method has been successfully applied to a variety of problems
such as image segmentation, optimal path planning, migration and seismic problems (see [154]
for more details). Moreover, the FMM has also been applied in crack growth with X-FEM by
Sukumar et al. [165].
In practice, during the evolution of the function φ(x) with the Level Set Method, difficulties can
occur because the Level Set function may develop flat or steep gradient. Steep regions suffer from
a poor precision on the gradient of the function φ(x) while flat regions exhibit poor accuracy
on the φ(x) values. Thus, when solving the equation (2.3), a reinitialization step is introduced
to rebuild the Level Set as a signed distance function to avoid the loss of accuracy. While it
can be done by recomputing a new signed distance function to the interface, another approach
consists in using the Fast Marching Method (forward and backward) to solve the Eikonal equation
‖∇φ(x)‖ = 1 to obtain a new signed distance function φ(x).
2.4 Geometric tools
Much geometrical information of the interface can be retrieved easily from the implicit repre-
sentation using the φ function values. For instance, the gradient ∇φ is perpendicular to the
isocontours of φ function and it points out in the direction of increasing φ values.
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Normal
Thus, the unit outward normal N to the interface is easily given by: N = ∇φ‖∇φ‖ .
Curvature
Similarly, one can show that the curvature κ of the φ function is given by: κ = ∇·N . Generally,
it is more convenient and accurate to compute the curvature directly from the φ values with:
κ = ∇ · ∇φ|∇φ| = (φ
2
xφyy + φ
2
xφzz + φ
2
yφzz + φ
2
yφxx + φ
2
zφxx + φ
2
zφyy − 2φxφyφxy
−2φxφzφxz − 2φyφzφyz)/ ‖∇φ‖3
so that for convex regions, the curvature is κ < 0 everywhere whereas κ > 0 for concave regions,
and κ = 0 for planar regions.
Volume and volume integral
If we define a Heaviside function H(φ) such that:
H(φ(x)) =
{
1 if φ ≤ 0
0 if φ > 0
where the sign of φ depends on the point of evaluation x. The volume integral of a function f(x)
over the positive or negative part of the Level Set is given by:∫
Ω
f(x)H(φ(x))dΩ or
∫
Ω
f(x)(1−H(φ(x)))dΩ
Using f(x) = 1 in Ω, one can calculate the volume (area) of the positive or negative part.
Boundary integral
Similarly, the integration of f(x) along the interface φ=0 is given by:∫
Ω
f(x)δˆ(x) ‖∇φ(x)‖ dΩ
where δ(x) is the Dirac function. If the function f(x)=1 on the domain Ω, the surface integral
corresponds to length of the interface in 2D and the area of the interface in 3D.
Closest interface point
If φ(x) is defined as a signed distance function, the closest point on the interface xΓ to a point
x in the domain Ω is easily given by: xΓ = x− φ(x)N .
Point in polygon
Moreover, the implicit geometrical representation allows to easily determine whether a point x
is inside or outside the interface just by inspecting the sign of the function φ. Here again, the
implicit formulation of the interface is of a great help. To realize the same test with an explicit
geometry, one generally uses a Point in polygon algorithm [168], which consists in casting a ray
from the point of interest x to another point located far from the interface and known as outside.
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Then, if the ray crosses an even number of times the interface, the point x is outside, while
if the ray intersects the interface an odd number of times and is located inside the interface.
It is obviously simpler to determine the sign of the φ function than using the aforementioned
algorithm.
Boolean operations
The possibility to combine different Level Sets is also one of the appealing characteristics of this
method. This property allows an easy treatment of merging interfaces and connectivity modifi-
cations.
Union
For example, the Figure (2.8) represents the union of two Level Sets φ1 and φ2. It is built by
taking the minimum of the two Level Sets (one per geometrical entity) which are computed
separately on the whole grid and it represents the union φ of the two interior regions of φ1 and
φ2: φ = min(φ1, φ2).
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Figure 2.8: Level Set representation of the union of two circles
Intersection
Similarly, the intersection of the interior region of two implicit functions φ1 and φ2 is given by
the max operator.
Difference
The difference φ1−φ2, defined as max(φ1,−φ2), corresponds to the interior region of φ1 function
minus the interior region of φ2 function.
Complement
Finally, the complement of the interior domain of a φ function is naturally given by the oppo-
site −φ as summarized in the Table 2.1.
The interesting advantage of these boolean operators is that any modification of the interface
topology is handled naturally in a systematic manner. Hence, if the two circles in the Figure 2.8
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Union φ1 ∪ φ2 min(φ1, φ2)
Intersection φ1 ∩ φ2 max(φ1, φ2)
Difference φ1 − φ2 max(φ1,−φ2)
Complement φc −φ
Table 2.1: Boolean Level Set operators
reduce their radius to reach a configuration where the two circles do not overlap anymore and
separate to form two disjoint curves, the interface is always defined without any technical diffi-
culties as the set of points where the φ function is equal to zero. In fact, we can easily see from
the Figure 2.8 (a) that, translating the φ function along the z axis produces different interface
topologies. In this case, using an explicit geometrical definition of the interfaces would have
called for a modification of the topological definition of the model when the two circles overlaps.
Above, we have limited the presentation of the Level Set to closed interfaces. While there is no
difficulty if the interface is open with both ends located outside of the computational domain,
the representation of an open interface with both ends within the domain is not straightforward.
An open interface cannot be modeled with only one interface as an open curve does not separate
a domain into two distinct regions. The solution to this problem has been first proposed by
Smereka [159] for spiral crystal growth. It consists in introducing a second Level Set function ψ to
bound the φ function inside the domain. Thus, the interface is still defined as the zero isocontour
of the function φ but is bounded to the region where the second function ψ is ≤ 0 or ≥ 0 as
depicted in Fig. 2.9.
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(b) Resultant interface on the mesh
Figure 2.9: Level Set representation of opened and polygonal closed interface
For Figure 2.9 left, we need one Level Set function φ to define an infinite interface and this
interface is bounded with the second Level Set function ψ. The interface is thus defined as the
set of points where φ = 0 and ψ ≤ 0. For the Figure 2.9 (a), if the two functions ψ and φ are
constructed such they intersect twice the plane z = 0 (a ridge function or a paraboloid function
for instance), a squared region can be defined as the region where ψ and φ are both ≤ 0 i.e.
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or max(φ, ψ), requiring only two functions. However, in the most general case, a square or a
n-side polygon is defined with four or n Level Set functions, each of them defining one side of
the polygon. This technique using two distinct Level Set functions is generally used to represent
a crack and the crack tip inside a computational domain [162]. Remark also that in this precise
case, the interface does not partition the computational domain in two clearly distinct parts
(inside and outside). Using a Level Set description, it is possible to partition a region into a
maximum of 2n parts by using n Level Sets.
2.5 Numerical treatment of Level Sets
2.5.1 Construction of signed distance functions
When one has to implement a representation of interfaces in practice, neither the explicit nor
the implicit representation stores the exact position of the points on the interface. Instead, we
compute the exact position of a set of points on the curve or on the surface and the remaining
points are interpolated.
Hence, with an explicit representation, the interfaces, curves in 2D or surfaces in 3D, are
approximated, i.e. discretized into a finite set of points. Depending on the accuracy re-
quired, a curve c = x(s) defined on an interval [s0,sn] is then divided into different intervals
s0 < s1 < s2 < s3 < . . . < sn which are not necessarily equispaced in the physical space. For
each values of si, the corresponding position of the point is stored into an vector. Obviously,
as the number of intervals is increased the resolution of the curve is improved. Between these
points, the curve is interpolated to determine the position of any additional point lying in the
interval [si, si+1]. In practice, the most simple interpolation scheme consists in representing the
interval [si, si+1] as a line segment or with a spline interpolation.
With an implicit representation, it is not straightforward to determine a priori the positions
of a finite set of points on the interface. Instead, we know the values of the implicit function
φ on a set of points and an interpolation scheme is needed to obtain the values on the other
points. Generally, when using the level set method, the computational domain is discretized on a
uniform Cartesian grid to ease the mesh generation and the computation of geometric quantities
such as derivatives or curvature. Then, the value of the Level Set function is computed at each
grid point and interpolated on the whole grid. Different types of interpolation can be used, for
instance a Lagrange Polynomial interpolation [186] (which is the most common method) or a
Radial Basis Function interpolation [41]. To obtain the position of the interface, the isocontour
φ = 0 requires to be interpolated from the grid points values, which is a rather standard pro-
cedure that can be realized by contouring algorithm. With an explicit representation we know
the exact position of some points on the interface (the sampled points). But with an implicit
formulation it is possible that we do not know the position of any point exactly. In fact, if no grid
point coincide exactly to a point on the interface, no grid point supports a φ value equal to 0.
Therefore all the points of the interface are interpolated and it may happen that no point is exact.
In practice, as an interface represented by an analytical expression is too restrictive to model
complex geometries, the Level Set φ is usually constructed as the signed distance to the boundary
Γ and discretized on a fixed mesh. The sign of this function is then different on each side of the
interface Γ and is determined with the normal n(xΓ) to the interface or with a simple counter-
clock-wise method when marching along the interface. Thus, if the normal n can be obtained
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from the interface description, we can express the signed distance function as:
φ(x, t) = sign(n · (x− xΓ)) · min
xΓ∈Γ
‖x− xΓ‖ ∀x ∈ Ω
where xΓ is the closest point from x to the interface (i.e. the projection of x on Γ). After
discretization on a grid, the points x are the nodes of the grid. If the Level Set description is
used to represent a closed geometrical object such as a mechanical structure, the iso-zero contour
corresponds to the boundary of the structure. The sign is generally chosen to be negative if x is
inside and positive outside the interface (see Fig. 2.13). When considering the inside as the neg-
ative, the normal to the interface computed with N = ∇φ‖∇φ‖ is automatically oriented outward
which is consistent with a geometrical CAD representation where the surface surrounding a 3D
object is usually oriented outward.
When the Level Set is constructed from a NURBS curve, the Level Set can be computed by
dividing the curve into small segments and by computing the distance between the mesh nodes
and these segments. However, to limit the number of operations and the computational time,
each segment is stored into an octree structure (using ANN library [120]) in order to compute
the distance from a given mesh node to the closest points on the interface. For NURBS surfaces,
the same procedure is applied by subdividing the surface into patches.
2.5.2 Interpolation of iso-zero Level Set on an edge
When the Level Set is described with an analytical function, the generation of the corresponding
Level Set is straightforward as in the example of the unit circle. However, as the Level Set φ can
be far from a signed distance function, the determination of the iso-zero from the interpolated
Level Set φh can suffers from inaccuracies as the slope of the Level Set is not constant anymore.
As mentioned in section 2.5.3, the Level Set function φ is interpolated with classical finite element
shape functions. Hence, along an element edge the Level Set function is interpolated from the
nodal Level Set values φhi .
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Figure 2.10: Interpolation of the Level Set and computation of Γ with secant method
As depicted in the Figure 2.10, an estimation of the iso-zero Level Set position p is obtained
using the secant method [117] corresponding to a linesearch with an incertitude interval:
p = p1 + t(p2 − p1)
t =
−φh(p1)
φh(p2)− φh(p1)
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where φh(p1) and φh(p2) are the Level Set value at node 1 and 2 respectively. The position of
p is always interpolated linearly independently of the shape function order used to interpolate
φ. From this first estimation of the iso-zero position p, the corresponding Level Set value is
obtained φh(p) and the procedure is repeated until
∣∣φh(p)∣∣ <  by replacing φ(p1) by φh(p) if
φ(p2)φ
h(p)<0 (or φ(p2) by φh(p) if φ(p1)φh(p)<0). Moreover, the evaluation of φh(p) is obtained
from interpolation of the discretized function φh and no more call to the Level Set function φ
should be realized unless problems can be encountered when evaluating the sign of the Level Set.
2.5.3 Interpolation of the Level Set on a FEM grid
Inside the elements, the Level Set function is generally approximated on the mesh using the finite
elements shape functions as:
φh(x) =
∑
Ni(x)φi (2.5)
where Ni are the FEM shape functions and φi the nodal values of the Level Set at node i. Hence,
the Level Set values are only known exactly at the nodes and interpolated elsewhere in the mesh.
As a consequence, the accuracy of the Level Set approximation depends on the order of the shape
function used in (2.5) for Ni. The figures 2.11 illustrates the interpolation of a Level Set function
φ of order 3 defined as:
φ(x) = y3 + x3 − 1
2
with 3 different orders of approximation (bilinear, biquadratic and bicubic) on a mesh composed
of 4 quadrangular elements.
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Figure 2.11: Interpolation of the Level Set on 4 elements
The Figure 2.12 illustrates the sliced mesh obtained with the corresponding mesh.
To obtain a better geometrical accuracy and a better Level Set representation while keeping a low
order FEM shape function during problem resolution, one can of course use a non conforming
adaptive mesh refinement, a quadtree/octree submesh, or simply define new nodes on FEM
elements to define use different approximation orders for the geometrical representation and
physical fields.
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(a) Degree 1 (b) Degree 2 (c) Degree 3
Figure 2.12: Mesh slicing with 3 different approximation orders
2.5.4 Geometrical accuracy
From equation (2.5), one can notice that with linear shape functions on a triangular mesh, the
interface is linear inside the elements and the interpolation of the Level Set is piecewise linear
on the mesh. In Figure 2.13, one can see that a rather coarse mesh can already gives a good
resolution / representation of a unit circle using a linear interpolation within each element.
(a) Representation of Level Set function
-0.102
0.0380
0.178
0.317
0.457
-0.241
(b) Isocontour of the Level Set function
and interface in black dashed
Figure 2.13: Geometric representation of a circular interface on a first degree triangular mesh
However, the resolution is not always so good. For instance the Level Set description fails at
representing accurately complex geometries containing corners or small details compared to the
mesh size. The Level Set description tends to erase or smooth out these details when using linear
interpolation inside an element as depicted in Fig. 2.14.
The Figure 2.14 represents a square interface represented by an implicit function discretized on
a triangular mesh. In Figure 2.14 (a), the representation is not able to represent sharp corners as
they are smeared out. The reason is that the Level Set is not able to capture a corner in the most
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(a) Standard mesh (b) Adapted mesh (c) Points exactly located at corners
Figure 2.14: Geometric representation of corners
general case because it can not represent a kink inside an element but only a line, when using a
linear interpolation, or a curve, with higher order approximation. Figure 2.14 (b) illustrates that
when the mesh gets more refined near the corners, the representation tends to be more accurate
but still fails at representing the corners. Finally, Figure 2.14 (c) illustrates that it is possible
to obtain an accurate representation of a corner without any refinement if a grid point is placed
exactly at the corner position.
The quality of the representation depends on the curve characteristics and on the mesh densities.
Therefore, when the boundary is made of non smooth curves, the quality of the mesh is very
important to obtain a satisfying geometrical representation of the model. Both the geometrical
and numerical errors from the model are reduced as the mesh gets refined. As example, we
illustrate the effect of the mesh refinement for the representation of a quarter circle on a plate
(Fig. 2.15).
(a) Coarse mesh (b) Locally adapted mesh size map
Figure 2.15: Effect of the mesh refinement on the quality of the Level Set representation
The Figure 2.15 (a) presents a rather coarse mesh and leads to a highly kinked geometrical
boundary whereas the Figure 2.15 (b) has a more accurate geometrical representation of the
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circle. The refinement is only needed for the elements located close to the boundary and, the
mesh conformity is not necessary. To obtain the Figure 2.15 (b), we have adapted the charac-
teristic mesh length of the mesher only in the vicinity of the iso-zero Level Set. The quality
of the representation depends on the curve characteristics and on the mesh density. Both the
geometrical and numerical errors from the model are reduced as the mesh gets refined.
When the Level Set is defined analytically, as in Figure 2.15, the definition of the map of the
characteristic mesh length is easy to obtain and can be defined without an initial mesh. However,
in practice, we do not know the position or the aspect of the Level Set and the mesh refinement
procedure should be iterative. Thus, a first initial coarse mesh should be created in order to
be able to interpolate the Level Set and then compute its geometric quantities to determine the
regions where the element densities should be increased and where the mesh should be refined.
From Figure 2.13, we can clearly see that the geometric quantity to take into account is the
radius of curvature. As the interface is generally considered as a straight line or plane inside
the elements, the size of the elements should be sufficiently small to obtain a given geometrical
accuracy. In case of nearly linear or weakly curved interface no mesh refinement is needed. How-
ever, a global mesh refinement is wasteful as only a few elements located near the zero level set
interface need to be refined. Therefore, in addition to the curvature criteria, it is worthwhile to
limit the refinement in the vicinity of the elements that are close to the interface.
In Ref. [113], Moës et al. have presented a simple criterion to adapt the mesh. The strategy
consists in reducing the characteristic element size lc at the proximity of the iso-zero Level
Set where the radius of curvature ρ of the interface is small until the following conditions are
stratified:
lc > αρ
∣∣φ¯∣∣ < βltot (2.6)∣∣φ¯∣∣ is the level set value at the element barycenter, ltot is the side length of the basic cell and the
dimensionless parameters α and β govern the extent and the level of refinement. For elements
presenting a lc value higher than the radius of curvature of the Level Set and a centroidal Level
Set value smaller than a given threshold, the elements are tagged for subdivision. Starting
from an initial coarse mesh, several refinements are usually required to meet the condition (2.6).
Finally, as meshes get more refined, the evaluation of the curvature ρ becomes more accurate
and the process ends when no element is tagged.
2.6 A Level Set based Constructive Geometry
The constructive solid geometry (CSG) is a technique widely used in solid modeling and Com-
puter Aided Design (CAD) [60]. The idea of this technique is to combine simple objects called
primitives in order to define complex geometries. Typically, the primitives have very simple
shapes such as cuboids, cylinders, prisms or spheres but more complex geometries such as curved
objects can be considered too. Each combination of primitives is obtained by using Boolean op-
erators: union, intersection, difference (see section 2.4). These operators generally act upon two
objects and produce a single compound object. The union of two objects results in an object
that encloses the space occupied by the two primitives. Intersection results in an object that
encloses the shared space of the two given objects. Then, the difference results in the first object
minus the space where the second intersected the first (see Fig. 2.16).
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(a) Union of an extruded
hexagon and cylinder
(b) Difference of an ex-
truded hexagon and
cylinder
(c) Intersection between
extruded hexagon and
cylinder
Figure 2.16: Boolean operations in constructive solid geometry
In constructive solid geometry, the primitives always divide the space in two distinct parts and
the related Boolean operators are used to combine or extract different space regions surrounded
by the primitives. Indeed, one can easily see that the Level Set function also splits a domain in
two parts with respect to its sign value and that the Level Set operators act just as the Boolean
CSG operators. Therefore, these operators can be used together with several Level Set primitives
to represent complex geometries.
(a) Union (b) Difference (c) Intersection
Figure 2.17: Example of a CSG Level Set Model
Practically, following the approach of CSG, a solid structural geometry can be procedurally
modeled as a compound of different Level Sets and organized as a binary tree where the leaves
are Level Set primitives (see Fig. 2.18).
union
(LsExtrudedHexagon) (LsHollowCylinder)
hexagon cylinder
(LsUnion)
PlanePlanePlanePlanePlane Plane Plane Plane Cylinder PlanePlane
Figure 2.18: Tree representation of the Level Set Model for model of Figure 2.17 (a)
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2.7 Level Set and the eXtended Finite Element Method
Applied with the eXtended Finite Element Method, the Level Set is defined on the mesh used for
the structural analysis and a geometrical degree of freedom representing its Level Set function
value is associated at each element node. The construction of this Level Set can be made from an
analytical description in simple cases or from NURBS curves and surfaces or, in a general case,
from a given set of points as described in Ref. [25]. The discrete Level Set is then interpolated
on the whole design domain with the classical shape functions of the finite element approximation.
As the Extended Finite Element Method will be introduced in the next chapter, we will not go
into the details about the utilization of the Level Set with X-FEM. However, we can already
mention some interesting features of coupling these two methods. The basic idea of the X-
FEM method is to add special shape functions to some nodes in order to model a discontinuous
behavior related to the interface. Therefore, the first difficulty arises when we have to find
the elements which support these additional shape functions. For instance, in a material-void
interface, only the elements that intersect the boundary of the hole require a special treatment.
Therefore, with an explicit geometrical representation, one would have to deal with complex
geometrical considerations in order to find these partially filled elements. With a Level Set
representation, these elements are easily detected as they have at least one nodal negative Level
Set value. In the X-FEM, several additional shape functions present a change of sign on each
side of the interface. The sign of these functions can be directly given by the sign of the Level
Set. In fracture mechanics, modeling the dynamic growth of arbitrary cracks in 3D remains
a challenging problem. To this end, several authors [162, 165] coupled the X-FEM with the
Level Set method in order to benefit from the efficient geometrical representation of the Level
Set description which removes the need to represent and to maintain the geometry of the crack
during its evolution. Furthermore, this geometrical representation can rely on efficient algorithms
allowing a free evolution of the crack.
2.8 Implementation of the Level Set representation in OOFELIE
In this thesis, the Level Set is primarily used as a geometric representation to describe the inner
or outer boundaries of the structure. To this end, we have introduced a new Level Set package
inside the C++ OOFELIE software in order to represent the geometry of interfaces with the
aim of combining it with the X-FEM elements (see chapters 3 and 4). Within this Level Set
framework, one is now able to build several basic shapes defined either with analytical functions
or simple geometric primitives such as:
- quadric functions : Ax2 +Bx+ C
- circles, ellipses, generalized super ellipses ...
- planes, rectangles, polygons ...
Then, the capability of inserting several Level Sets is also available and all these basic shapes
can be combined together into more complex primitives by using the different Level Set boolean
operators (union, intersection and difference). Moreover, as general geometries can not always
be described from these basic shapes, we have also introduced the possibility to build a Level
Set from a set of points, a NURBS curve/surface and from a CAD model through STEP, IGES
and STL exchange format files.
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LevelSet
LsAnalytical LsCAD LsCompound LsDiscrete LsGeometric
Figure 2.19: Representation of the LevelSet classes inheritance
From computer implementation point of view, the Level Set module is made of a base class
LevelSet that serves as an interface through a model described as a Level Set. Hence, one can
obtain local values, interpolated values, curvature, etc and for optimization purposes, the values
and the number of parameters describing each Level Set. Then four classes inherit from the
Level Set base class and correspond to a classification by nature of Level Set (see Fig. 2.19):
- The analytical Level Set class gather all implicit geometries that can be modeled with an
analytical definition. In practice, this class is specialized into a general quadric: Ax2 +
Bx+ C Level Set class that can be tuned by the user with parameters A,B and C and a
set of predefined quadric such as ellipse or circle.
- The geometrical subset classes encompass all simple geometric primitives such as planes,
circles for instance.
- Discrete class is used for creating a Level Set from a scalar field defined on mesh grid.
- The CAD Level Set class represents a Level Set coming from a CAD model file.
- The Compound Level Set class represents predefined complex Level Set and Level Set
operators (union, intersection, difference). See Fig.2.20.
LsCompound
LevelSet
LsDifference LsInter LsUnion
LsConrod
LsHollowCylinder
LsBox
LsCompoundCylinder
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LsTriangle
LsCylinderArray
LsRoundedTriangle
Figure 2.20: Representation of the LsCompound classes inheritance
The three boolean operators inherit from the compound Level Set class. They are considered as
a Level Set and not really as an operator. Inside each of this compound Level Set, one can pile
up a series of others Level Set and the output is the union, intersection or difference computed on
the pile. Hence, they are not true binary operators as the union operation can be proceeded on
more than two Level Sets. Again, this class is specialized for different assemblies such as a hollow
cylinder, a connecting rod (or conrod) or a box. It is this compound class that is use to build a
Level Set CSG model. Finally, one can pile all Level Set objects into a tree structure in order to
build a complex CSG Level Set model. Finally first order method to solve the Hamilton-Jacobi
has been implemented.
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2.8.1 Constructing Level Set geometries from CAD models
The geometric CAD approach has now become a standard in Computer Aided Engineering
(CAE) [109]. Hence, every FEM model generally relies on a geometry coming from a solid Mod-
eler. As we pointed out in the introduction, explicit geometric representation is one source of the
poor performance of classical shape optimization. And it is for this reason, among others, that
we prefer to model the geometry with a Level Set Description. The CSG Level set approach is
very versatile and, without considering meshing limitation, any geometry starting from a cylinder
to a complex industrial body can be modeled using a CSG Level Set tree. However, the main
drawback of building a CSG Level set is that there is no existing commercial tool allowing the
construction of such complex geometry with Level Sets. Moreover, it would be a grueling process
to create such a tool and to replace the standard CAD modelers that are well-established in engi-
neering. It is more effective and practical to design a tool able to convert a CAD representation
into a Level Set one.
During the project EFCONIVO, we identified three methods that could be applied to obtain a
Level Set from a real geometry modeled with a CAD engine. If one has access to the so-called
build tree i.e. the successive steps of operations (union, intersection, extrusion ...) that have
conducted to the final geometry, one can imagine to translate each geometric entity into its cor-
responding Level Set and to apply the successive operations realized within the CAD modeler
to the Level Set entities. This technique is the most simple as one has "only" to translate each
geometric entity and boolean operators to their Level Set counterparts and replay the successive
operations stored in the build tree to the Level Set entities. Unfortunately, this approach is diffi-
cult in practice because it requires to have access to the build tree, which is generally not possible.
Most known CAD engines are unfortunately proprietary solutions such that it is not possible to
read their file format, to get access to the build tree or to fetch the parameters of the shapes
such as the radius of a circle. Moreover, it might happen that the build tree is even not stored.
With standard CAD output files such as STEP, IGES, STL, the problem is different as the ge-
ometry is exported as a non-editable block and the build tree is not exported into this file format.
As all geometric modelers usually offer the capability to obtain STL triangularization of geo-
metric surfaces, another strategy that has been proposed and implemented into Gmsh [75] by
Geuzaine and Remacle is to compute the signed distance to the geometry. The principle of this
algorithm is to discretize the geometry described in IGES or STEP format with a STL triangu-
lation and to compute the distance from the mesh nodes to these discretized surfaces. In order
to obtain a reasonable computational time, it is preferable to limit the meshing domain to a
bounding box around the geometry and to use a hexahedral mesh that is simple and fast to
generate. Moreover, to limit the number of distances to be computed, one can take advantage
of the regular topology relation of hexahedral mesh to select only a set of elements close to the
surface to compute the minimal distances.
Generally, this approach gives good results as illustrated in Fig. 2.21. However, it is actually only
well suited for structures that present high aspect ratios. With small thicknesses, the generation
of the active elements selects all elements that are inside the body and the number of elements
across the thickness remains small. However, with structures that do not exhibit a small thick-
ness, the strategy to select the surrounding element generates only the Level Set values around
the skin of the structure. Therefore, in order to assign a sign to each node of the structure, the
Level Set value has to be extended outside 1/whether using a neighborhood algorithm that could
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(a) Conrod (b) Wrench
Figure 2.21: Representation of a geometry realized from a CAD file to STL
assign a sign from know values or 2/by computing all distances which may be computationally
expensive. Unfortunately, a tool based on the neighborhood has not been yet implemented inside
Oofelie or Gmsh to this end and we have thus chosen to compute the Level Set on all nodes.
The same remark can be stated if one uses unstructured tetrahedral mesh topology because the
definition of active neighboring elements is quite difficult. If the mesh is composed of elements of
uniform size, one can select a radius based on this average element size to determine a neighbor-
ing region. However, in practice, the size of the tetrahedral elements is far from being uniform.
The definition of a neighborhood radius is more difficult to carry out and it can deteriorate the
performance of the algorithm 1.
Also, as we only store the minimal distance from all geometric surfaces, the Level Set represen-
tation is only made of one Level Set and it is not possible to represent exactly sharp edges. This
problem is inherent to the Level Set representation that performs well with smooth geometry
but not with complex boundaries as presented in section 2.5.4. Again, a higher accuracy can
be obtained for the representation if the mesh is refined in the vicinity of these sharp edges.
Conforming refinement or non-conforming octree mesh based refinement can also be considered.
Exact representation can be obtained if one Level Set is assigned to each geometrical surfaces.
In this case, one has a set of Level Sets and boolean operators can be used to combine objects
in order to construct the geometry. Unfortunately, this approach may be difficult in practice as
it also needs the build tree to determine which operator has to be used between the Level Set
entities. Furthermore, the build tree is not sufficient to obtain an accurate representation of sharp
corners and edges because the STL surface generated are finite surfaces. Therefore, if a corner
composed of 2 surfaces lies inside an element, each surface does not divide the element into two
distinct parts. So, it is not possible to represent sharp corners and one should better take into
account of the topology information contained in the STEP file format in order to realize the
Level Set from a CAD model.
2.9 Other methods for constructing a Level Set
2.9.1 Level Set construction with Radial Basis Function interpolation
Belytschko et al. [25] have proposed to use a function interpolation technique introduced in the
late 90’s in computer graphics for reconstructing implicit surfaces from a set of points. The idea is
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to find a function f(x) which implicitly defines a surface and satisfies to the equation f(pi) = 0,
where pi is a set of points belonging to the surface. Radial basis functions are generally chosen
to approximate the function f(x) as they have proven to be one of the most accurate and stable
method to solve scattered data interpolation problems. The resulting interpolated functions
becomes:
f(x) =
n∑
i=1
λibi(‖x− pi‖) + P (x) (2.7)
where λi is the weight given by the radial basis function bi centered at point pi. P is a first-degree
polynomial added to ensure positive-definiteness of the solution. To avoid the trivial solution of
a function f(x) = 0 everywhere, it is necessary to add off-surface points with a given non-zero
values. The problem consists then in finding a function f(pi) = 0 on pi and equal to dj on pj ,
the off-surface points.
Practically, when a geometrical description is available, on and off-surface points are easily
obtained. When no geometry is available, only a given set of surface points, obtained from digital
scanner for instance, are known. An approximate surface normal can be obtained (see Turk and
O’Brien [171]). To solve this equation for the set of weights λi that satisfy the constraints
f(pi) = di, each pi is inserted in equation (2.7):
f(pi) =
n∑
j=1
λib(‖pi − pj‖) + P (pi) = di
which can be written in matrix notation:
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where bij = b(‖pi − pi‖) and the matrix is therefore symmetric. Initially, the radial basis
functions used in computer graphics were global functions, leading to a full matrix in the system.
Lately, Morse et al. [118] proposed locally supported radial basis functions and Ohtake [129]
proposed a multi-scale approach to reduce the computational effort and to increase the accuracy
locally. Actually, using a radial basis function, the surface reconstruction can be implemented to
very large datasets with a relatively low computational time making this approach very appealing
for generating Level Set functions.
2.9.2 Level Set construction with Fast Marching Method
Finally, one can also generate the Level Set function by using the Fast Marching Method. Given
an initial set of computed nodal Level Set values on the nodes located closed and on both sides
of the interface, the distance function can be obtained very efficiently by solving the Eikonal
equation using FMM. As this method can handle only monotonous speed function, this problem
is solved once on each side of the interface with a constant unit speed function.

Chapter3
The eXtended Finite Element Method
This chapter provides an introduction and a review of the eXtended Finite Element method. At
first, the different methods that led to the development of enriching techniques are presented.
Then, a simple example is used to illustrate the concept, key points and different approaches of
the enrichment techniques, and the general aspects of the method are introduced. The X-FEM
is then introduced for three main practical approximations used in mechanics to provide a global
view of the enrichment problems and strategies.
3.1 Introduction
Since the beginning of the 60’s, the Finite Element Method (FEM) has been very popular for
finding approximate solutions to differential equation problems. Initially developed for the analy-
sis of mechanical structures, it was identified early on as a versatile method that could be applied
successfully to a wide class of physical and engineering problems. Thus, it was rapidly adopted
by researchers and scientists because of its ability to deal with a variety of problems ranging
from solid mechanics, electromagnetism, heat transfer, fluid dynamics . . . The large enthusiasm
encountered by this method has greatly contributed to its tremendous development. Moreover,
thanks to the advancements of the computer science and the rapid development of digital com-
puter hardware, the FEM has become an effective method for practical engineering problems.
Consequently, due to its simplicity of implementation and its robustness, the industry has now
widely adopted the FEM for solving daily problems. While reserved at the beginning to a class of
applications requiring high performance such as aerospace applications, the FEM is intensively
used to design a large area of products used in every day life.
For physical problems that admit smooth solutions, the standard FEM function space made of
piecewise continuous polynomial functions is generally sufficient to obtain accurate results and
ensure the convergence. However, due to the nature of the Finite Element approximation space,
the study of problems with solution involving discontinuities remains challenging. To accurately
model this class of problems, the construction of an appropriate and variable mesh is needed
because the element topology has to be aligned with the discontinuity. For instance, dealing
with the jumps in the response field arising with cracks, the mesh has to follow the discontinuity
so that the edges or faces are coincident with the crack whereas the nodes must be placed on
each side of the crack allowing material separation along the crack surface. For problems in
which kinks or high gradient are likely to appear, a locally significant mesh refinement or a high
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order finite element approximation is generally requested to obtain an accurate solution. Hence,
one can easily notice that a special attention has to be paid to the mesh generation step. While
the mesh generation technology has continuously improved the quality and the robustness of
available finite element meshers, a human intervention is still needed to ensure that the mesh
exhibits a good quality. This becomes a highly challenging task when the problem involves
evolving discontinuities, therefore needing to repeat the mesh generation task at each time step.
Following the evolution of a single discontinuity in 2D problems is affordable but this becomes
very arduous with multiple discontinuities or with 3D problems. Moreover, the multiple regener-
ations of the mesh are generally expensive in terms of computational cost and in general results
in a loss of accuracy when the projection of physical quantities between successive meshes is
required. In Idelsohn et al. [86], the authors claims that: It is widely acknowledged that the 3D
mesh generation remains the highest part of the total man-hours devoted to solve computational
mechanics problems. Also, the major problems come from automatization issue. The generation
time remains unbounded, even using the most sophisticated mesh-generators. For a given geome-
try, an initial mesh can be obtained very quickly, but it may also need several iterations, including
manual intervention, to achieve an acceptable mesh.
From this statement, much attention has been devoted to the development of the so-called mesh-
less or meshfree methods that try to overcome the difficulties related to the mesh. The idea
of these methods is to get rid of the mesh and to define the FE approximation by constructing
the approximate solution on a set of sprinkled points on the computational domain. This ap-
proximation is constructed on the nodes only, with associated weight functions having compact
support with a simple shape, such as a circle in 2D or a sphere in 3D for instance. Over the years,
this idea has attracted a lot of researchers and several meshless methods have been proposed in
the literature. Among others, we can mention the Element Free Galerkin (EFG) proposed by
Belytschko et al. [22], the Reproducing Kernel Particle Method (RKPM) [103] of Liu et al.
The main advantage of these methods is that the onerous mesh generation of conventional
mesh based method is circumvented. They can easily cope with evolving discontinuities without
remeshing and adaptive mesh refinement is easily accomplished by adding or removing nodes.
While these methods have been applied successfully to a wide range of applications such as crack
propagations [23], they suffer from some difficulties in practice:
- The imposition of the essential boundary conditions is not straightforward because the
shape functions are not interpolants (lack of the Kronecker-δ property).
- The computational cost of meshless method is higher than FEM.
- The shape functions are not polynomial but rational functions and requires therefore careful
integration techniques demanding high-order integration schemes.
- The shape functions have to be computed depending on the geometrical distribution of the
nodes.
- Due to the numerous differences between FEM and meshless methods, the computer im-
plementation differs significantly.
To avoid some inherent drawbacks of the meshless methods still benefiting from the advantage
of the smoothness, hybrid methods coupling meshless and mesh-based methods have been pro-
posed [141]. However, all the aforementioned drawbacks have severely limited the development
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and the adoption of meshless methods in the industry. To the author knowledge, no commercial
software has actually implemented a meshless solution.
The high degree of continuity in the solution field of the meshless method is in general a great
advantage as the field derivative are smooth. Conversely, when the exact solution of the problem
exhibits discontinuities, the accuracy of these methods can be rather poor. Thus the meshless
methods solve the mesh related problem but face the same difficulties than the FEM with non
smooth problems. To circumvent what is seen as a drawback in a non smooth problem such as
crack analysis, Fleming and Belytschko [20] proposed to enrich the approximation space of EFG
trial functions by including the crack tip asymptotic field into the displacement field. With this
enrichment technique, Krysl [95] has been able to model crack propagation in 2D and 3D.
In 1996, Melenk and Babuska [110] showed that the classical finite element basis can be extended
to represent a specific given function on the computational domain and that some advantages
found in the meshless approach can be realized using a partition of unity method (PUM). The
idea of PUM is to enrich or to extend the finite element polynomial approximation space by
adding special shape functions, which can represent exactly an a priori known behavior of the
solution. Initially, the aim of adding enrichment functions was to improve the performance of the
classical finite element approximation on the entire domain and the enrichment was thus carried
out globally (on all elements). In their seminal work on PUM, Melenk and Babuska introduced a
global harmonic polynomial enrichment to deal with a globally non-smooth solution as it can be
the case with high frequency solution of the Helmoltz equation. They showed that such technique
of embedding additional function yields accurate solutions and that optimal rates of convergence
could be obtained. The idea of enriching the space with custom shape functions was already
known, for instance in the Global-local method [119]. However, this method did not get a lot
of success due to the fact that the enrichment is global, which destroy the banded structure of
the stiffness matrix. In the PUM, the central idea is to multiply the enrichment function with
functions satisfying the partition of unity (PU) that results in a conforming approximation.
From a certain point of view, this enrichment technique can be seen as a new element type
with special shape functions. The idea of constructing specific elements to model non smooth
physical problem is not really new too. Among others, we can cite Barsoum [14] who proposed
an element dedicated to obtain accurate singular solution around crack tip. While these tech-
niques obtained effective results for some specific problems, the general scheme developed by
Melenk and Babuska [110] is more attractive due to the fact that it consists in a generalization
of the field approximation and that it can equivalently be applied to any numerical method in-
cluding the FEM. Moreover, it is less demanding in terms of implementation in existing FE codes.
Since its introduction, the PU concept has focused a lot of interest and has been the topic of
intensive researches and applications. In [163], Strouboulis and co-authors introduced the Gen-
eralized Finite Element Method (GFEM) for solving different elliptic problems by enriching the
entire domain. The method was referred to GFEM since the classical FEM is a special case of
this method. The enrichment technique improves the solution by introducing additional shape
functions but the second advantage of this method is that discontinuous, singular or ’exotic’
shape functions can be added allowing to represent non smooth behavior independently of the
mesh. Later, as most non-smooth or non differentiable solution properties, such as jumps, kinks,
and singularities are generally local phenomena, they introduced the idea of local enrichment by
restricting the enrichment only to a subset of the domain.
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Inspired by the possibilities of the GFEM, the first implementation of the so-called eXtended
Finite Element Method (X-FEM) has been proposed by Belytschko and Black [19] where they
enriched the finite element space with asymptotic crack-tip displacement field to treat 2D static
fracture problems. In this seminal work, only the nodes close to the crack tips were enriched
with the four functions spanning the near tip fields. At this stage, the method was able to model
non conforming cracks tips and capturing accurate stress intensity factors with minimal mesh
refinement. In Moës et al. [114] and Dolbow [52], the approach has been extended with the
introduction of another enrichment function able to treat the discontinuity occurring across the
crack lips. Hence, combining a Heaviside enrichment function and the crack tip field enabled
modeling a complete crack embedded inside a non conforming mesh.
Following these pioneering works, the X-FEM approach has rapidly focused the interest of re-
searchers and the method has been extended to arbitrary branched, intersecting cracks [51] and
3D cracks [166]. In [162], Stolarska et al. proposed to use the Level Set Method to represent the
crack and to model the crack growth in 2D. Beside providing a theoretical method to update
the position of the cracks, the use of the Level Set Method offered complementary capabilities
such as simplifying the selection of the enriched nodes, defining the enrichment functions as
well as localizing the interfaces. In [115], the method has been extended to 3D for non planar
3D crack growth. In [164], Sukumar et al. extended the X-FEM to model holes and inclu-
sions. The X-FEM has obtained such promising results in fracture mechanics that some authors
have immediately foreseen the opportunity of applying X-FEM to many kinds of problems in
which discontinuities and moving boundaries arise. As example publications, we can mention
Belytschko et al. [25] who applied the X-FEM to the modeling of composite fiber orientation in a
micro-structure or Moës et al. [113] who presented a computational approach to study complex
micro structures, Chessa et al. [44] who studied the case of two phase fluid problems. Applications
to fluid structure interaction can also be found in Legay et al. [97] or Gerstenberger and Wall [74].
In the first implementation of the GFEM, the enrichment was realized on the entire domain and
mainly applied for weak discontinuities or for enriching the approximation space with harmonic
functions for instance. The X-FEM has been developed in parallel to the GFEM, with local
enrichment devoted to crack simulation. Later, Strouboulis used the acronym GFEM in applica-
tion using local enrichments with a discontinuity similar to X-FEM. Thus, X-FEM and GFEM
are in fact almost identical and both derive from PUM. They mainly differs in the forms of the
PU that is used and in the use of different local spaces. Several rather complete reviews on the
X-FEM/GFEM have been published, some of them focus only on crack such as [21, 90, 140]
while the others [1, 70] are more general and cover different application fields. A text book by
Mohammadi has also been published [116].
3.2 Principles of the method
In the classical Finite Element Method, modeling discontinuities inside an element is not possible
because the shape functions are generally at least C1 on the element and C0 between elements.
Thus, if a kink or a jump is present inside a finite element, a C1 shape function approximation
is not able to reproduce the exact field and the kink or the jump is smeared out. Therefore, if
discontinuities are present in the model, the discontinuity position has to coincide with the finite
element mesh and a remeshing process is required each time the singularity position or its shape
evolves in the structure/computational domain.
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The X-FEM overcomes this restriction by adding to the classical FEM approximation some
particular discontinuous, singular or ad-hoc shape functions through a local PU. Hence, these
additional shape functions are directly related to the nature of the discontinuity. They allow
the inclusion of cracks, material discontinuity, phase changes or any discontinuity that are not
aligned with the mesh and avoid the expensive and delicate mesh generation stage. Moreover, the
addition of proper shape functions to the space of the trial solutions allows a better convergence
and overcomes the need for important mesh refinements near a singularity. In fact, the confor-
mity dependence of the mesh, which is necessary for a FE model, is replaced by a geometrical
dependence of the enrichment functions since the definition of these enrichments depend on the
position of the discontinuity inside the computational domain.
To introduce the basic aspects of the enrichment techniques, we consider the example of the
analysis of a bi-material 1D rod in traction. Let imagine that one wants to model a clamped-free
bi-material rod of length L with two distinct Young moduli E1=1 N/m2 and E2=2 N/m2 subject
to a traction force F=1 N along the x axis (see Fig. 3.1 (a)).
E1 E2
F
L
l
x
(a) Geometrical model
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(b) Analytical solution
Figure 3.1: Bi-material rod in traction
The exact solution to this problem can be obtained analytically and is given by:
u(x) =
{
F
E1A
x, 0 ≤ x ≤ l
F
E2A
x+ ( 1E1 − 1E2 )FlA , l < x ≤ L
One can see in Figure 3.1 that the displacement field along the rod is not smooth and presents a
kink (first order discontinuity) in x = l where the material properties change. As a consequence
the strain field (x) is discontinuous:
(x) =
∂u
∂x
=
{
F
E1A
0 ≤ x ≤ l
F
E2A
l < x ≤ L
3.2.1 Finite Element Approximation
To analyze this rod with a FE method, we first have to construct the approximation space.
In structural mechanics, each shape function Ni is associated to a node i and has a compact
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support ωi defined as the union of the element connected to the node i (see Fig.3.2). In FEM,
the approximation space is defined in terms of the nodal shape functions and described as:
uh(x) =
∑
i∈I
Ni(x)ui
where uh corresponds to the approximate solution of the exact field u, ui is the nodal field value
and I is the set of all nodes in the computational domain.
N
1
N
3
N
2
u N
1 1
u N
2 2u N3 3


Figure 3.2: Finite element discretization of a one dimensional problem. Illustration of inter-
element C0 and inner-element C1 continuity and ω3 the support of shape function of node 3.
With first order shape functions, the approximation is continuous and piecewise linear on the
domain. Due to the nature of the shape functions, the approximation interpolates the values ui,
that is uh(xi) = ui. The interpolant property is one key feature that facilitate the use of the
FEM because the values ui have a physical meaning as they represent the displacement or the
field value at the point xi. Moreover, it is this characteristic that enables imposing strongly the
essential Dirichlet boundary conditions. The linear precision comes from the fact that the shape
functions are constructed such that:∑
i∈I
Ni(x) = 1,
∑
i∈I
Ni(x)ui = u
Hence, if we impose a linear nodal field, the approximation is able to model exactly this field.
This shape function property is often referred to the reproducing property implying that the
shape functions form a PU. This property corresponds also to the ability of the approximation
to reproduce exactly a rigid body mode and constant strain states which is necessary to ensure
the convergence and pass the patch test [187].
Using a linear approximation to model the bi-material rod, the approximation solution uh is
piecewise linear. It is able to reproduce a kink only at inter-element boundaries where the
approximation is C0. From this fact, we know that a classical finite element approximation
requires a minimum of two finite elements to model perfectly the problem under study. In
fact, two FE is the minimum only if we ensure that their boundaries are conforming with the
material discontinuity. Otherwise the approximation cannot reproduce the kink and the solution
is smeared out. If only one element is used with linear shape functions, the accuracy is very poor
(see curve with blue crosses in Figure 3.3). Using higher order approximations reduces the error
as one can notice in Fig. 3.3 with circle and square markers line (order 2 and 3 shape functions
respectively) but the discontinuity can not be retrieved exactly.
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Figure 3.3: Finite element solution of the 1D bi-material rod with approximation of order p=1,
2 and 3.
3.2.2 Global enrichment and GFEM
From the above observations, we can state that due to the nature of the shape functions of a
FEM approximation, the exact solution of a simple non smooth problem cannot be obtained
unless we have previously build a tailored conforming mesh. Moreover, it clearly appears that,
to get rid of the requirement to place a node on the discontinuity, the polynomial approximation
space has to be expanded such that it can reproduce exactly the discontinuity inside an element.
In order to highlight the advantage of the PUM method over different enrichment methods, we
first introduce the idea of a global enrichment using the simplest approach consisting in adding
an enrichment function to the FEM approximation.
First, the expanded approximation space has to be constructed and an enrichment function has
to be chosen. It is obvious that this enrichment function should own the same characteristics
than the field in order to be able to render the exact solution. In the case of the bi-material rod,
the response is piecewise linear, possesses a kink where the change of material occurs and has
a discontinuous field derivative. As a first approach to reproduce the kink in the displacement
response, one can simply add a piecewise linear function with a kink. In this case, one defines
an enrichment function g(x) as:
g(x) =
{ x
l , 0 > x ≤ l
L−x
L−l , l > x ≤ L
And a first enriched approximation can be given by:
uh(x) =
∑
i∈I
Ni(x)ui + ag(x)
The function g(x) spas over the domain [0,L]. It is therefore called a global enrichment function
and the degree of freedom ’a’ has a global influence on the response.
We first model the bi-material with 3 elements of length L/3 while it will be shown later that
one element is enough. The discretized field over the domain is given by:
uh(x) = u1N1(x) + u2N2(x) + u3N3(x) + u4N4(x) + ag(x)
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Figure 3.4: Global-Local solution of the bi-material rod
We can notice in Figure 3.4 that this approximation can retrieve the exact solution of the bi-
material rod. However, this approximation, which can be referred as the Global-Local Method of
Mote [119], is in fact not very well suited in practice. Indeed the enrichment function is global,
which means that while the center element is the sole element that needs a specific enriched
approximation space, the whole domain is enriched. Hence, it is not very efficient as we have
to integrate unnecessary terms on these elements. Moreover, it also means that this approach
destroys the banded structure of the stiffness matrix. This problem can simply be solved by
setting the function value of g(x) to be zero where the enrichment is not necessary. Hence, the
enrichment becomes local and the stiffness matrix remains sparse. While it is not a problem
in this 1D problem, a unique enrichment function and consequently a unique degree of freedom
’a’ generally introduces a lot of difficulties in higher dimensions because the construction of the
enrichment function can become very arduous. Finally, this global enrichment does not possess
the interpolant property of the FEM approximation as the displacement values at a node are not
equal to ui unless in the trivial case where ’a’ equal zero or if the g(x) function vanishes on nodes.
To circumvent these problems Melenk and Babuska [110] proposed the PUM. In this approach
a set of degrees of freedom ai is introduced instead of a single parameter ’a’ and the enrichment
function g(x) is multiplied by the term
∑
i∈I∗ N
∗
i (x)ai leading to the following approximation:
uh(x) =
∑
i∈I
uiNi(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
FEM
+
∑
i∈I∗
aiN
∗
i (x)g(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Enrichment
(3.1)
In [110] and [84] Melenk and Babuska developed the mathematical foundation of the PUM,
demonstrating the efficiency of the method and including a proof of the convergence of PUM
enriched approximation. A necessary condition to ensure the convergence requires that the
functions Ni(x) and N∗i (x) build a partition of unity over the analysis domain:
∑
i∈I Ni(x) = 1
and
∑
i∈I N
∗
i (x) = 1. Thus, in the FEM, the functions N
∗
i (x) and Ni(x) are chosen to be the
classical the shape functions, and generally N∗i (x) and Ni(x) are the same functions yielding to:
uh(x) =
∑
i∈I
Ni(x)(ui + aig(x))
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In this case, the sets of nodes I and I∗ are identical and the number of degrees of freedom can
grow considerably with respect to the size of the standard FEM approximation as the problem
size doubles.
In the seminal papers on PUM [84, 110], there is no assumption on the approximation method
and thus the Ni(x) and N∗i (x) can be any functions that satisfies the PU. The multiplication
by the N∗i (x)g(x) plays a crucial role for the convergence property of the method, but it also
creates a local enrichment that allows to keep a sparse system of equations since the N∗i (x) shape
functions are non-zero only on the compact support wi of node i. Notice that function g(x) is
multiplied by the standard shape functions Nj(x) for three reasons:
- we get the important property of partition of unity for the function g(x) because
∑
i∈I
Ni(x)=1
and the enrichment function can be represented exactly.
- if only one enrichment function g(x) is used for all the additional degrees of freedom (DOFs),
the multiplication provides several Nj(x)g(x) which are independent for each DOF;
- since the Ni(x) shape functions are non-zero only on the compact support wi of node i,
the system of equations remains sparse.
As one can notice in (3.1), in the most general case, the approximation does not have the
Kronecker-δ property. Hence, uh(xi) 6= ui and the imposition of the essential boundary condi-
tions is difficult as we have to evaluate all terms of the approximation to correctly enforce the
boundary condition. This happens when the enrichment function g(x) does not vanish on the
element boundaries. Hence, by comparing the two different enrichments g1(x) and g2(x) depicted
in Figure 3.5 (b), it is clear that it is preferable to use g1(x) as it vanishes on extremity nodes.
Using g1(x) as an enrichment function, the imposition of essential boundary conditions is straight-
forward and the solution obtained for the bi-material rod is depicted in Fig. 3.5 (a).
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(a) GFEM solution of the bi-material rod
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(b) GFEM enrichment for the bi-material rod
Figure 3.5: GFEM solution and enrichment function of the bi-material rod
As previously mentioned, it can be difficult to build an enrichment function that vanishes on
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the nodes where the boundary conditions are to be enforced. Thus, to recover the Kronecker-
δ property on the whole domain, we have to construct carefully the enrichment function. A
convenient procedure to obtain such enrichment is generally achieved by shifting the enrichment
function by subtracting the nodal value g(xi) to the enrichment:
uh(x) =
∑
i∈I
uiNi(x) +
∑
i∈I
N∗i (x)(g(x)− g(xi))ai
This method was first proposed in [24], and it can be shown that this formulation can still
reproduce the enrichment g(x). However, one has to note that the enrichment is now equal to
zero on the nodes but it is different from zero along the element boundaries which can be a
problem to enforce essential boundary conditions along the FE boundaries.
3.2.3 X-FEM
As mentioned in the introduction, the PUM or GFEM has been initially introduced with a
global enrichment for analyzing problems where non polynomial solutions take place on the entire
domain. The X-FEM is derived directly form these methods but it has been introduced for the
analysis of cracks or, more generally, for problems exhibiting local non-polynomial solutions.
Hence, the X-FEM is generally regarded as a local PUM method and the main difference is
that the enrichment is realized on a subset of elements to capture local phenomena. This means
that the enrichment function is bounded to a local region of the computational domain where a
specific behavior is likely to occur. Hence, it takes advantage from the enrichment technique of
PUM/GFEM but it reduces the total number of degrees of freedom to limit the system dimension
and to remain computationally efficient. The standard X-FEM approximation is stated in the
following general form:
uh(x) =
∑
i∈I
Ni(x)ui +
∑
j∈J
N∗j (x)ajg(x)
where I is the set of classical DOFs and J a set of nodes that support the additional DOFs
(J∈I). From this approximation, we can clearly see that only a subset of nodes are enriched
compared to GFEM. Note that later, GFEM has also been used with a local enrichment and
the distinction between these two methods has become quite tedious. In the global enrichment
method, all elements are enriched and they all bears an equal number of extended degrees of
freedom. Now, since only a subset of the nodes is enriched, one can find three types of elements
in a meshed domain:
1. Classical FE with no additional degrees of freedom, that are used everywhere in the domain
where the solution is expected to be smooth;
2. Fully enriched FE: these elements are generally named reproducing elements because on
these elements, the N∗j (x) forms a partition of unity and they are able to reproduce exactly
the enrichment function g(x). It is in these elements that the discontinuity is located. In
some applications, the zone of fully enriched elements can be enlarged to a geometrically
defined neighboring zone around the discontinuity to obtain a better accuracy;
3. Partially enriched elements named blending elements: these elements support both clas-
sical and enriched degrees of freedom but not all the nodes support an enriched degree of
freedom. In these elements, the N∗j (x) are non-zero and they do not form a PU. Therefore
they cannot represent the function g(x). They are used as transition elements between
reproducing elements and the normal elements.
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At first glance, the idea of local enrichment seems computationally more efficient than global
enrichment on the whole domain. However, this is not generally true because the presence of the
blending elements, which depend on the enrichment function characteristics, can considerably
deteriorate the accuracy of the solution as we shall see in the following.
Blending
As mentioned earlier, the choice of the additional shape functions is directly related to the
nature of the field behavior. However, the choice of the enrichment is very important in order
to avoid strange behaviors or sub-optimal rates of convergence. To illustrate a good choice of
an enrichment function, we present and discuss the X-FEM analysis of the bi-material rod with
a first "naive" local enrichment. Then, this enrichment is modified to remove the identified
problems and finally an adapted enrichment is presented.
First enrichment: abs-enrichment
The first enrichment function to model a discontinuous gradient could be defined as:
g(x) = |L(x)| ≡ |φ(x)| (3.2)
where L(x) is the distance of a point x to the location of the material change or, equivalently,
the absolute value of the Level Set φ(x) at point x if the discontinuity is modeled with a signed
distance function. This g(x) function forms a reversed hat over the element.
1 2 3 4
Figure 3.6: abs-enrichment function
Similarly to the previous example with GFEM, using this type of enrichment with only one
element makes difficult to impose the essential boundary conditions. The application of the
loads is also affected as the enrichment does not vanish on the nodes of the reproducing element.
To illustrate also the effect of blending elements, we use three elements of length L3 to model the
rod with a material discontinuity located at l = L2 . However, as the enrichment function is non
zero on the boundaries of the center element, the total displacement on the center element is
made of the contribution of degrees of freedom ui and aj . So, to fulfill the continuity condition at
inter-element boundaries, we cannot set the enrichment to zero on the other neighboring elements
and the g function has to be extended to the first and third elements. Otherwise one would have
a discontinuous displacement at element interfaces (1-2 and 2-3):
u(
L
3
) = u1︸ ︷︷ ︸
On the first element
and u(
L
3
) = u1 + a1︸ ︷︷ ︸
On the second element
However, to limit the number of degrees of freedom, the node 1 and 4 are not enriched and there
are two types of elements: 2 blending elements and 1 reproducing element. This model leads to
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the following X-FEM discretization:
uh(x) =

u1(1− xL) + u2 xL + a1 xL L+l−xl , 0 ≤ x ≤ L3
u2(1− xL) + u3 xL + a1(1− xL) l−xl + a2 xL l−xl , L3 ≤ x ≤ l
u2(1− xL) + u3 xL + a1(1− xL) x−lL−l + a2 xL x−lL−l , l ≤ x ≤ 2L3
u3(1− xL) + u4 xL + a2(1− xL)L−l+xL−l , 2L3 ≤ x ≤ L
Hence, although the g(x) function is not zero on the first node, there is no difficulty in enforcing
the essential boundary conditions uh(x=0)=0 as the first element is a blending element and the
node 1 is not enriched. The application of this enrichment to the bi-material rod gives the results
presented in Fig 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Solution to the bi-material rod using the abs-enrichment
We can see in Figure 3.7 that this approximation fails at reproducing the analytical solution.
This error is due to the presence of the blending elements. We notice that on the reproducing
element (element 2), because the property of the partition of unity is respected, the enrichment
can be reproduced exactly and the solution is piecewise linear as expected. However, in the
blending elements (elements 1 and 3), the introduction of a partial enrichment deteriorates the
solution. In fact, this is due to a non complete basis function set. On these elements, the ap-
proximation is made of two linear functions and one second order shape function. Hence, it can
be noticed that, in the non trivial case aj=0, the Nj(x)g(x) function introduces a parasitic term
(a quadratic contribution) on the first and last elements that prevents the solution to match the
analytical solution. As the enrichment is partial, there are no way to compensate the quadratic
contribution as it was the case with GFEM. Thus, even if this enrichment presents a discontin-
uous derivative, it is not well adapted to model fields with discontinuous gradient.
Compared to the GFEM model, two quadratic functions are present on the first element and
the modulation of the enriched degrees of freedom cancels this effect. Thus, the problem in the
blending elements does not occur in the GFEM because the enrichment is realized globally and
all elements can be considered as reproducing. There is not lack of partition of unity. Here, on
the blending elements, the N∗i forms a partition of unity only on the reproducing element. How-
ever, the problem in blending elements would not occur if the enrichment is piecewise constant
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because the order of the classical FEM approximation should not be modified and no parasitic
term would be added to the approximation. Hence, when the enrichment is constant such as in
an Heaviside enrichment, the order of the enriched approximation part is not higher than the
standard FE part.
This problem has been reported in early X-FEM publications, by Sukumar et al. [166] who
obtained suboptimal convergence rates with the abs-enrichment for discontinuous derivatives in
two bi-material plates. Thus, different techniques have been developed to suppress this behavior.
Chessa et al. [46] propose an Enhanced Strain approach based on the Hu-Washizu principle that
eliminates the unwanted terms in the blending elements by designing an adequate enhanced
strain field. In the same paper [46], they also propose to use hierarchical elements for polynomial
enrichments. In [71], Fries propose another method which is more general and easy to implement.
The idea is to completely enrich the blending elements and multiply the enrichment functions
with a ramp function decreasing to zero over these elements. This method can be applied to any
enrichment type and is very efficient. Finally, another approach to remove the problem in the
blending element, called Local PUM and also introduced by Fries, is to construct the enrichment
function such that it vanishes on the nodes of the reproducing element as presented hereafter.
Second enrichment: Local PUM
Based on the previous observations, it is obvious that a more appropriate solution consists in
building an enrichment function which vanishes at the nodes of the elements, similar to a classical
bubble shape functions (i.e. as in 9 nodes quadrilateral element [49]).
g(x)
1 2 3 4
Figure 3.8: X-FEM bubble enrichment function
That is, one can take the previous g(x) function and reverse it to get a hat function which does
not require blending elements anymore. Therefore, there is no problem to treat the boundary
conditions and we can discretize the displacement field as following:
uh(x) = u1N1(x) + u2N2(x) + u3N3(x) + u4N4(x) + a2N2(x)g(x) + a3N3(x)g(x)
where
g(x) =

0, 0 ≤ x ≤ L3
x
l ,
L
3 ≤ x ≤ l
L−x
L−l , l ≤ x ≤ L
0, 2L3 ≤ x ≤ L
(3.3)
This discretization is able to model exactly the analytical solution for all positions of the material
interface, which is not surprising because this simple example is similar to the GFEM with a
localized enrichment. Moreover, as the value of this shape function (3.3) vanishes at all nodes,
there is no difficulty with the application of the essential boundary conditions. Therefore, the
bi-material rod can be modeled using just one single element using this simplified approximation:
uh(x) = u1N1(x) + u2N2(x) + a1N1(x)g(x) + a2N2(x)g(x)
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where
g(x) =
{
x
l , 0 ≤ x ≤ l
1
L−l (L− x), l ≤ x ≤ L
and the solution is represented in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Solution with X-FEM and bubble enrichment function and 1 element
The added shape functions are quadratic but it is interesting to see that the enriched component
of the displacement gets the following expression:
a1N1g(x) + a2N2g(x) =
{
a1(
x
l − x
2
lL ) + a2
x2
lL , 0 ≤ x ≤ l
1
L(L−l)(a1(1 +
x2
L2
− 2 xL) + a2( xL − x
2
L2
)), l ≤ x ≤ L
which leads, if a1=a2=a, to a piecewise linear function corresponding to the g(x) function:
a1N1g(x) + a2N2g(x) = a(N1 +N2)g(x) = ag(x) =
{
a1
x
l , 0 ≤ x ≤ l
a1
1
L−l (L− x), l ≤ x ≤ L
This demonstrates that the enrichment is able to represent a linear displacement over the element.
Additionally, we can also add that this element recovers a uniform deformation when E1=E2
(leading to ai=0), allowing to pass the constant strain patch test.
Remark
As we have noticed above, the discontinuity is accurately modeled when the two enriched de-
grees of freedom ai are equals. This results from the fact that only one enriched extra DOF is
sufficient to model the discontinuous gradient. We can understand this idea if we look at the
shape functions used for the two finite elements model in Fig. 3.10 (a). We can observe that the
solution is given by a linear contribution of node 2 and node 1 (in the case of u1 6=0) and that
the kink is ruled by the contribution of node 3.
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Figure 3.10: FEM and X-FEM shape functions
From these observations, we can define an appropriate function to add to a X-FEM element in
order to get a space able to represent the solution with 2 classical nodes and an additional one
’a1’. Therefore if we discretize the displacement field with the following equation:
uh(x) = u1N1(x) + u2N2(x) + a1g(x)
where
g(x) =
{ x
l , 0 ≤ x ≤ l
L−x
L−l , l ≤ x ≤ L
(3.4)
the singularity is introduced by the hat function g(x) which is similar to the abs-enrichment
of (3.2). In Figure 3.11, we plot the results obtained with these tests functions and one gets
obviously the right solution.
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Figure 3.11: Solution of the 3-nodes X-FEM element
These results are very interesting as the number of enriched nodes and then the total number
of degrees of freedom are reduced. Likewise, only first degree shape functions are used in (3.4)
and the property of partition of unity still holds. However, in practice, this enrichment can not
be used because its generalization to 2D and 3D is not always possible. In fact, if we consider
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a triangular element which presents a material interface parallel to one of its edge, we can build
a bi-planar shape function that connect an edge on one side and a node on the other side (see
Fig. 3.12). However, if the interface is not either parallel to the side we cannot find a plane
connecting 4 points that are not coplanar and the generalization to 2D is therefore not possible.
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Figure 3.12: Possible enrichment for a triangle X-FEM element
3.3 Usual enrichment types
The discontinuities in a model can take different forms and they can be classified as weak or strong
discontinuities. The weak discontinuities occur when the gradient of the field solution exhibits a
discontinuous behavior. There is a kink in the solution. This type of weak discontinuity appears
for instance across different material interfaces. The second type of discontinuities, i.e. strong
discontinuity, occurs when the solution field is discontinuous and it appears for instance in the
vicinity of cracks and of material-void interfaces. To model these types of discontinuities, specific
enrichments have to be constructed and they are presented in the following.
3.3.1 Modeling fields with discontinuous gradient
The first enrichment to model discontinuous gradient has been proposed by Sukumar et al. [164]
for modeling 2D internal inclusions with X-FEM. In this paper, the authors proposed an enrich-
ment function g(x) given by:
g(x) = |φ(x)|
which is similar to the abs-enrichment of the previous bi-material rod example. They also pointed
out the error introduced by this kind of enrichment (due to blending elements) and proposed to
extend it differently in the layer of elements surrounding the element in which the discontinuity
is located. That is, they proposed the two following solutions:
1. Extend the g(x) function such that the gradient of g is minimized over the layer elements.
Hence, the effects of the blending elements is minimized;
2. Extend the g(x) function with a constant value. This solution is obviously the best as
the layer elements now support a linear enrichment function which allows to capture the
analytical solution.
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Later, Chessa et al. [44] presented another enrichment function N ej (x) depending on the node
enrichment initially proposed for multi-phase problems and defined as:
uh(x) =
∑
i∈I
Ni(x)ui +
∑
j∈J
N ej (x)aj
with
N ej (x) = N
∗
j (x)gj(x), gj(x) = |φj | − |φ(x)|
where φj is the Level Set value of node j and φ(x) is the Level Set Value at point x (see Fig. 3.13)
and N∗j (x) is a classical FEM shape function that can be equal to Ni(x).
Figure 3.13: g function of the node 3
However, this enrichment does not remove the problem encountered with the previous enrichment
since blending elements are also present. Finally, Moës et al. [113] introduced a third enrichment
(called ridge function), which is unique for all nodes of the element and is defined as:
uh(x) =
∑
i∈I
Ni(x)ui +
∑
j∈J
N∗(x)g(x)aj
where
g(x) =
∑
i
|φi|Ni(x)−
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
φiNi(x)
∣∣∣∣∣ (3.5)
is represented in Figure 3.14.
One can first notice that this enrichment function (3.5) corresponds to the generalization of
the last enrichment used in the 1-D rod problem. Then, among all the classical enrichment
functions, this one remains the simplest as only the elements containing the interface needs an
enrichment. Moreover, initially, this additional function was the only one able to reach the
analytical solution in the 1-D trivial case and to recover the optimal rate of convergence O(h) at
least in 2D whereas all the other enrichments give rise to a poor rate of convergence. Later, the
corrected X-FEM [71] and the intrinsic X-FEM [69] methods proposed by Fries and co-workers
have proven to be efficient to obtain optimal rates of convergence for weak discontinuities too.
3.3.2 Modeling discontinuous fields
Discontinuous displacement fields occur in presence of cracks for instance. In that case the field
present a jump in the response where the discontinuity lies. The field variables are decoupled
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Figure 3.14: Unique g(x) function
on both sides of the interface and their gradients can also be discontinuous across the interface.
Such a field is obtained with a FEM by meshing explicitly the discontinuity so that edges or faces
coincide with the crack and nodes must be placed on each side of the crack to allow a material
separation along the crack surface.
3.3.3 Heaviside Enrichment
The first discontinuous enrichment that has been proposed by Moës et al. in [114] consists in
adding the Heaviside step function H(x) to model the discontinuity that arises along the crack
faces. The standard FEM approximation is then extended with discontinuous shape functions
as following:
u(x) =
∑
i∈I
uiNi(x) +
∑
j∈J
ajN
∗
j (x)H(x)
The N∗j (x)H(x) are the discontinuous shape functions constructed by multiplying a classical
shape function N∗j (x) with a Heaviside function H(x), which is equal to +1 on one side of the
crack and -1 on the other side (see Fig. 3.15).
Figure 3.15: Representation of the extended shape function N∗1 (x)H(x) of node 1 for a cracked
element
Two definitions can be used for the Heaviside function:
H1(x) =
{
0 x ∈ Positive Level Set domain
1 x ∈ Negative Level Set domain (3.6)
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H2(x) =
{ −1 if x ∈ Positive Level Set domain
1 if x ∈ Negative Level Set domain (3.7)
The difference between the two Heaviside functions is that in the first case of (3.6), on the side
where H1(x) is equal to zero, the enrichment contribution is equal to zero and the classical part
of the approximation is equal to the total field. On the other side of the discontinuity, where
the Heaviside function is equal to 1, the total field is given by u + a, and a thus corresponds
to the jump. In (3.7) the classical FEM approximation corresponds to the mean value and the
enrichment is the jump that change its sign across the discontinuity.
3.3.4 Cracks
In presence of a crack inside the structure, two different non smooth behaviors occur in the
structure. The first one is the presence of a strong displacement discontinuity across the crack
face. This is modeled with an step enrichment as mentioned above. The latter is a field singularity
that occurs at the tip. The introduction of enrichment functions to model cracks inside an
element started with the pioneer work of Belytschko and Black [19] where they used the near-tip
asymptotic field within a partition-of-unity method to model the crack tip singular field based
on the analytical solution as:
u(x) =
∑
i∈I
uiNi(x) +
∑
k∈K
Nk(x)
(∑
l
blkF
l(x)
)
So a fully embedded crack approximation is given by:
u(x) =
∑
i∈I
uiNi(x) +
∑
j∈J
ajNj(x)H(x) +
∑
k∈K
Nk(x)
(∑
l
blkF
l(x)
)
where
F l(r, θ) = [
√
r sin(
θ
2
),
√
(r) cos(
θ
2
),
√
(r) sin(
θ
2
) sin(θ),
√
(r) cos(
θ
2
) sin(θ)]
is the set of functions describing the singular displacement at crack tip and K is the set of nodes
to be enriched with the F l function (illustrated in Figure 3.16). The set J is composed of the
nodes whose support are entirely cut by the discontinuity whereas K is made of the nodes such
that their supports contain the crack tip. A representation of the different enriched nodes and
the relative enrichment is depicted in the Figure 3.17. The squares denotes the nodes enriched
with the Heaviside shape functions and the circles are the nodes enriched with the crack tip
function.
The Level Set representation is very useful when dealing with crack tip shape functions. As
these ones are defined through a local co-ordinate system (r,θ) defined at crack tip, each crack
growth needs a new definition of this referential. Therefore, the usual representation of cracks
needs two Level Sets placed such that one Level Set ψ model the crack itself and a second φ
(orthogonal to the previous one) to represent the crack tip. This geometrical representation is
very convenient as it builds a natural system of coordinates (see Fig. 3.18) and the value of r
and θ can be immediately obtained from the nodal value of these Level Sets.
θ(x) = arctan
ψ(x, t)
φ(x, t)
, r =
√
ψ2(x, t) + φ2(x, t)
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(a) F 1 function (b) F 2 function (c) F 3 function (d) F 4 function
Figure 3.16: Representation of the extended shape function at crack tip
BA
Figure 3.17: Representation of the enriched nodes for an embedded crack
Figure 3.18: Representation of crack and crack tip
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The modification of the displacement field approximation does not introduce a new form of the
discretized finite element equilibrium equation but rather leads to an enlarged problem (see [114]
and [166] for details on the governing equations). By taking only the Heaviside enrichment, one
get:
Ku = f ⇔
[
Kuu Kua
Kau Kaa
] [
u
a
]
=
[
fextu
fexta
]
As the elements can now present discontinuous shape functions, the numerical integration scheme
has to be modified in order to take care of the discontinuity. To use the classical Gauss numerical
integration schemes, the elements embedding a singularity are divided into sub-triangular meshes
coincident with the discontinuity boundary. Over this working mesh, a quadrature integration
rule can be applied (see section 4.1 for more details).
3.3.5 Holes
Modeling material-void interfaces with X-FEM (see [164] and [51]) differs only marginally from
the cracked structure case (i.e. the discontinuous field is also the displacement). Hence, it is
possible to model material-void interface with a Heaviside function and appropriate Lagrange
multipliers at the interface. However, in our implementation, we implemented the classical form
of X-FEM for void inclusions where the displacement field is approximated by:
u(x) =
∑
i
uiNi(x)V (x)
where
V (x) =
{
1 if x ∈ material zone
0 if x ∈ void
One can notice that this function V (x) models perfectly the singularity in the displacement field
inasmuch the function V (x) cancels the displacement field in the void (see Fig. 3.19).
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Figure 3.19: Representation of the shape function of node 1 on a cut element
In practice, the function V (x) is not really introduced and the integration is only processed in
the solid part of the element while the empty elements are removed from the formulation when
building the stiffness matrix as we will see in the next chapter. Also, contrary to the two previous
cases, the governing equation does not enlarge the system of equation of the finite element model.
Modeling holes with the X-FEM is a very appealing method for the shape optimization but
also for the topology optimization as no remeshing is needed. Additionally, no approximation is
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made on the nature of the voids conversely to numerous methods, e.g. the power penalization
of intermediate densities (SIMP) method used in topology optimization which replaces void by
a very soft material (see [27]).
Removed dof
Modified shape function
Unchanged element
Removed element
Figure 3.20: Representation of removed DOFs and removed elements when assembling structural
matrices
3.4 Intrinsic X-FEM
In [69], Fries and Belytschko have introduced the notion of intrinsic enrichment and extrinsic
enrichment methods. Hence, in this chapter, all the previously presented enriched method fall
into the class of extrinsic enrichment as they rely on the PUM concept and they add special
enrichment functions to a standard approximation space. In [69], the authors developed a method
that does not add any additional unknowns and enrichment functions but rely on a modified
approximation space. The computational domain is divided into overlapping domains and a PU
approximation is built for each one. Thus, in the vicinity of a singularity, each node supports
a specific shape function while the remaining nodes support standard FE shape functions. The
different domains are coupled by using a ramp function to combine the different PU and to
obtain only a single shape function per node. This method exhibits interesting results for strong
and weak discontinuities and does not suffers from the blending problem.
3.5 X-FEM for other problems
We have limited the presentation of X-FEM to mechanical problems in this introduction. How-
ever, the enrichment strategy can be equally applied to other physical problems. For instance
we can cite Chessa who adopted a enrichment function similar to the bi-material example for
solidification problems in [45] and two phase fluids problems in [44].
The simple examples presented have illustrated the idea of introducing specific shape functions
to model particular behaviors. Moreover, we can already remark that the integration of such a
simple model has to be carried out carefully since the enriched shape functions present disconti-
nuities. The integration has to be modified on the blending elements as they support extended
shape functions leading to higher order shape functions.
Chapter4
Implementation of X-FEM for material-void
interfaces and bi-material interfaces
The chapter 3 presented the general aspects of the X-FEM for various kinds of discontinuities.
We now focus on the practical aspects of the method such as numerical integration, numerical
accuracy, convergence, computation of mechanical responses and visualization. This chapter is
mainly dedicated to the material-void interface element while bi-material interface element is
mentioned at the end.
4.1 Numerical integration
4.1.1 Integration of a 2D isoparametric linear triangle finite element
In this section, we briefly remind the integration technique used in a classical mechanical finite
element (FE). For the sake of simplicity, a first degree triangle element is taken as example, but
the method can be transposed to other types of elementary topologies or degrees of approxima-
tion.
The displacement field u is approximated with the following expression:
u(x) =
n∑
i
Ni(x)ui
where ui is the nodal displacement of node i, Ni the corresponding shape function and n the
total number of shape functions Ni. When defined in the reference space of local variables (ξ,η)
(see Fig. 4.1 and Ref. [186]), the shape functions are given by:
N1 = 1− ξ − η, N2 = ξ, N3 = η
The displacement field is then expressed in terms of the nodal degrees of freedom (ui,vi) and the
relative shape functions as following:
u = Niui =
[
N1 0 N2 0 N3 0
0 N1 0 N2 0 N3
]

u1
v1
u2
v2
u3
v3

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Figure 4.1: Triangle physical space and reference space
Thus, the symmetric linear deformation tensor is given by:
ε = Bu =
 ∂u∂x 00 ∂v∂y
∂u
∂y
∂v
∂x
 =
 ∂∂x 00 ∂∂y
∂
∂y
∂
∂x
[ N1 0 N2 0 N3 0
0 N1 0 N2 0 N3
]

u1
v1
u2
v2
u3
v3

=

∂N1
∂x 0
∂N2
∂x 0
∂N3
∂x 0
0 ∂N1∂y 0
∂N2
∂y 0
∂N3
∂y
∂N1
∂y
∂N1
∂x
∂N2
∂y
∂N2
∂x
∂N3
∂y
∂N3
∂x


u1
v1
u2
v2
u3
v3

=
 B11 0 B12 0 B13 00 B21 0 B22 0 B23
B21 B11 B22 B12 B23 B13


u1
v1
u2
v2
u3
v3

(4.1)
And finally, the stiffness matrix is defined by:
K =
∫
V
BTHB dV =
∫ ∫
BTHB |J | t dξdη (4.2)
where B is the matrix of the shape function derivatives and t is the thickness. Because the
shape functions Ni are expressed in terms of ξ and η, not x and y, derivatives in (4.1) are not
immediately available, the relation between the gradients between the two systems of coordinates
must be established. Using chain rule, we can express the following relation:{
∂
∂x =
∂
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂x +
∂
∂η
∂η
∂x
∂
∂y =
∂
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂y +
∂
∂η
∂η
∂y
which, in matrix notation, gives: [ ∂
∂x
∂
∂y
]
=
[
∂ξ
∂x
∂η
∂x
∂ξ
∂y
∂η
∂y
][
∂
∂ξ
∂
∂η
]
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Unfortunately, the partial derivative of ξ and η with respect to x and y are not directly available,
which is not the case of the inverse relation:[
∂
∂ξ
∂
∂η
]
=
[
∂x
∂ξ
∂y
∂ξ
∂x
∂η
∂y
∂η
] [ ∂
∂x
∂
∂y
]
where the partial derivatives of x, y with respect to ξ and η are available. Defining [J ], the
Jacobian of the transformation between the spaces (ξ,η) and (x,y):
[J ] =
[
∂x
∂ξ
∂y
∂ξ
∂x
∂η
∂y
∂η
]
and its determinant |J |, it comes:
|J | = ∂x
∂ξ
∂y
∂η
− ∂y
∂ξ
∂x
∂η
(4.3)
We obtain the relation between the gradients in (x, y) and (ξ, η):[ ∂
∂x
∂
∂y
]
= [J ]−1
[
∂
∂ξ
∂
∂η
]
=
1
|J |
[
∂y
∂η −∂y∂ξ
−∂x∂η ∂x∂ξ
][
∂
∂ξ
∂
∂η
]
(4.4)
The equations (4.4) and (4.3) are then used to evaluate the components of the B matrix and
the determinant of the Jacobian. In an isoparametric FE, the geometry of an n nodes element
is defined through its nodal coordinates and the associate standard FEM shape functions:
x =
n∑
i
Ni(ξ, η)xi, y =
n∑
i
Ni(ξ, η)yi
The Jacobian is directly obtained from nodal coordinates and shape function derivatives in
reference space (ξ, η):
[J ] =
[ ∑n
i
∂Ni
∂ξ xi
∑n
i
∂Ni
∂ξ yi∑n
i
∂Ni
∂η xi
∑n
i
∂Ni
∂η yi
]
For B11, if one uses the definition of the shape functions N1, we have:
B11 =
∂N1
∂x
=
∂N1
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂x
+
∂N1
∂η
∂η
∂x
= −∂ξ
∂x
− ∂η
∂x
with:
∂ξ
∂x
=
1
|J |
(
∂y
∂η
∂ξ
∂ξ
− ∂y
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂η
)
=
1
|J |
∂y
∂η
=
1
|J |
n∑
i
∂Ni(ξ, η)
∂η
yi
∂η
∂x
=
1
|J |
(
∂y
∂η
∂η
∂ξ
− ∂y
∂ξ
∂η
∂η
)
= − 1|J |
∂y
∂ξ
= − 1|J |
n∑
i
∂Ni(ξ, η)
∂ξ
yi
When dealing with first degree triangles, these terms are constant but, with higher order elements,
they have to be evaluated at each Gauss point leading to the general form of the stiffness matrix:
K =
∫ ∫
BTHB |J | t dηdξ =
ngp∑
j
wjB(ξj , ηj)THjB(ξj , ηj)
∣∣J(ξj , ηj)∣∣ t(ξj , ηj) (4.5)
The superscript j denotes the Gauss points, ngp the number of Gauss Points and wj the weights
defined in the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule [186].
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4.1.2 Example of integration of a 1D linear extended finite element
The method that is used to compute the stiffness matrix is similar to the one presented in the
previous section. However, because of the strong discontinuity of the shape functions that arises
at the void-solid interface, one can observe that using a quadrature rule would lead to a totally
unsatisfactory result even when increasing the number of Gauss points. If the discontinuity is
not taken into account when the numerical integration is performed, this may lead to bad nu-
merical results, and even to a non-invertible set of equations if the integration points ’miss’ the
discontinuity.
At first, one has to notice that because of the zero displacement field in the void domain, the void
part of the element does not contribute to the stiffness matrix. Thus the integration procedure
can be restricted to the solid sub-domain of the element (see gray domain in Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Rod element partially solid along a length l
For a linear 1D element, the shape functions can be defined in the x referential of the rod as:
N1(x) = 1− x
L
, N2(x) =
x
L
The stiffness matrix is defined as:
K =
∫ l
0
BTHB dx =
∫ l
0
[
∂N1(x)
∂x
∂N2(x)
∂x
]
EA
[
∂N1(x)
∂x
∂N2(x)
∂x
]
dx
=
∫ l
0
[ − 1L
1
L
]
EA
[
− 1
L
1
L
]
dx =
EAl
L2
[
1 −1
−1 1
]
(4.6)
where A is the cross section of the bar and E the Young modulus.
Practically, this approach can not be used as we generally do not have the expression of the
shape functions in the physical space. Instead, a reference space ξ [-1,1] is introduced where the
shape function are expressed:
N1(ξ) = −1
2
(1− ξ), N2(ξ) = 1
2
(1 + ξ)
The mapping between spaces x and ξ is defined with the shape functions and the nodal positions
of the element:
x =
1
2
(1− ξ)x1 + 1
2
(1 + ξ)x2
=
1
2
(1 + ξ)x2 =
1
2
(1 + ξ)L
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From this relation, we obtain the position of the discontinuity ξ∗, the position of the node element
in the reference element ξ, the bounds of integration in ξ and the Jacobian of the transformation:
J1 =
dx
dξ
= −1
2
x1 +
1
2
x2 =
L
2
0 =
1
2
(1 + ξ)L⇒ ξ1 = −1
l =
1
2
(1 + ξ)L⇒ ξ∗ = 2l
L
− 1
and rewrite (4.6) in terms of ξ:
K =
∫ ξ∗
ξ1
J−11
[
∂N1(ξ)
∂ξ
∂N2(ξ)
∂ξ
]
EA
[
∂N1(ξ)
∂ξ
∂N2(ξ)
∂ξ
]
J−11 |J1| dξ
=
∫ 2l
L
−1
−1
2
L
[ −12
1
2
]
EA
[
−1
2
1
2
]
2
L
L
2
dξ =
EAl
L2
[
1 −1
−1 1
]
However, the computation of the bounds of integrations in the ξ referential in 2D and 3D is not
straightforward. It is much more convenient to introduce a second mapping to obtain an inte-
gration domain with fixed bounds of integration and numerical scheme adapted to this domain.
Introducing a second iso-parametric relation between ξ and a new referential s [-1,1] for the solid
part of the element, one has:
ξ =
1
2
(1− s)ξ1 + 1
2
(1 + s)ξ∗ = −1
2
(1− s) + 1
2
(1 + s)(
2l
L
− 1) (4.7)
ξ1 = −1⇒ s = −1
ξ∗ =
2l
L
− 1⇒ s = 1
and the related Jacobian:
J2 =
dξ
ds
= −1
2
ξ1 +
1
2
ξ2 =
l
L
Transforming the equation (4.6) in terms of s, one obtains:
K =
∫ 1
−1
J−11
[
∂N1(ξ(s))
∂ξ
∂N2(ξ(s))
∂ξ
]
EA
[
∂N1(ξ(s))
∂ξ
∂N2(ξ(s))
∂ξ
]
J−11 |J1| |J2| ds
=
∫ 1
−1
2
L
[ −12
1
2
]
EA
[
−1
2
1
2
]
2
L
L
2
l
L
ds =
EAl
L2
[
1 −1
−1 1
]
where Ni(ξ(s)) means that Ni(ξ) is transformed into a function of ’s’ using (4.7).
Obviously, the three approaches present the same result. However, the last method is easier to
make a systematic computer implementation as the integration schemes are generally defined
for predefined reference element. In practice, the derivative of the shape functions are never
expressed in terms of the variable s because it is more convenient to use (4.7) to get the position
of the Gauss points sj in the ξ referential where the B matrix is defined.
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4.1.3 Integration of a 2D linear triangle extended finite element
In the case of a triangular element, we now have to deal with an integration domain that does not
correspond anymore to the reference triangle in space (ξ, η). Hence, one can see in Fig. 4.1 that
the mapping of Gauss points with an unmodified integration scheme could bring the sampling
points inside the void zone yielding to errors in the integration procedure or even worse, a
structural matrix full of zeros.
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Figure 4.3: Triangle physical space, reference space and second reference space
The strategy is to divide the solid part of the original element into several sub-triangles (with
the barycenter P as one vertex for instance) conforming to the interface and the boundaries of
the element itself. Then, a second reference space (s,t) is introduced in which we successively
map the sub-triangles of space (ξ,η).
The classical FEM shape functions defined in this space (ξ, η) are then integrated over each
sub-triangles which cover the integration domain. Therefore, the stiffness matrix is now given
by:
K =
∫
ΩSolid
BTHB dΩSolid =
∑
∆i
K∆i =
∑
∆i
∫
∆i
BTHB |J1|
∣∣∣J2∆i ∣∣∣ t dsdt
where ΩSolid is the solid zone, ∆i is a sub-triangle, |J1| and
∣∣∣J2∆i ∣∣∣ are respectively the Jacobian of
the transformation of (x, y) space to (ξ, η) and (ξ, η) to (s, t). Notice that the shape functions are
still defined in the space (ξ,η) whereas the integration domain is defined by the second mapping
in the space (s,t). No modification of the shape functions nor any enrichment is added to the
approximation of the displacement field. This integral is finally computed with a Gauss scheme:
K∆ =
ngp∑
j
B(ξj , ηj)TH(ξj , ηj)B(ξj , ηj)
∣∣J1(ξj , ηj)∣∣ ∣∣J2(ξj , ηj)∣∣wjt(ξj , ηj)
Similarly, one can obtain for the following expression for the mass matrix:
M∆ =
ngp∑
j
N(ξj , ηj)TN(ξj , ηj)
∣∣J1(ξj , ηj)∣∣ ∣∣J2(ξj , ηj)∣∣wjρ(ξj , ηj)t(ξj , ηj)
where ρ is volumic mass. Finally, we can remark that a cut element (i.e. an element crossed by
the discontinuity) will generally needs a number of Gauss points ngp which is higher than the
number of Gauss Points used for a classical fully solid finite element. Hence, for the example of
Figure 4.3, four Gauss points (one per sub triangle) are necessary to integrate the solid domain
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if linear shape functions are used.
Remark that the sub-division depicted in the Figure 4.3 is not unique. For example, in order to
minimize the computational effort of the stiffness matrix, one could divide the solid quadrangle
in only two triangles with no visible difference in the result (in the case of linear triangle). The
quadrangular solid region could also be mapped directly to a quadrangle. However, dividing the
solid regions into triangles as detailed above is more systematic as it can be applied indifferently
to triangular, quadrangular or pentagonal domains (see section 4.1.4).
In the case of the 2D linear triangles, the stiffness matrix can also be computed very efficiently
with a minimum of Gauss points and no subdivision as follows:
- if the solid part is a triangular domain, the stiffness matrix of the element is computed
with the method detailed before. Hence only one gauss point is necessary as the derivative
of shape functions are constant on the domain of integration.
- if the solid part is a quadrangular domain, the stiffness matrix is equal to the stiffness matrix
of the full element less the stiffness matrix of the triangular part. Here two computations
of the stiffness matrix are realized with one Gauss point each.
J
1 J
2
Figure 4.4: Alternative mapping for the linear triangle
Finally, we can add also that when using first degree triangular extended finite elements, the
stiffness matrix can also be computed very efficiently with only one gauss point indifferently of
the topology of the element by remarking that (as in classical finite element method) the stiffness
matrix is independent of the geometry of the material domain. Hence, as the derivative of the
shape functions are constant on the domain dΩSolid, the expression of the stiffness matrix can
be reduced to:
K =
∫
ΩSolid
BTHB dΩSolid = B
THB
∫
ΩSolid
dΩSolid = KΩ
∫
ΩSolid
dΩSolid∫
Ω dΩ
= KΩ
Vsolid
Vfull
where KΩ corresponds to the stiffness matrix of the corresponding standard finite element. The
stiffness matrix is equal to the stiffness matrix of the full parent element multiplied by the ratio
of material volume (Vsolid) over the elementary area (Vfull). These two remarks hold also for
first degree tetrahedron and linear rod elements.
4.1.4 Integration of a 2D linear quadrangle X-FEM
The principle of the method presented for the triangular element still holds for the quadrangle.
We only have to deal with non constant Jacobian J1 and matrix B inside the domain since
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the shape functions are now bilinear. In the case of bilinear shape functions or more generally
speaking with non linear shape functions, the exact interpolation of the interface is in general
curved (see Fig. 4.5). But, due to the difficulty to obtain this curved interface in practice, the
interface is generally considered as a straight line joining the points of intersection of the interface
and the element edges. An example of the mapping sequence is sketched in the Figures 4.5 where
the dashed line represent the linearly interpolated interface.
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Figure 4.5: Quadrangle physical space, reference space and second reference space
The shape of the solid part solely influences the division into sub-triangles. When the solid zone
is a pentagon, one has to sum over five sub-triangles, and four when the solid zone is a quadrangle
and three when dealing with a triangular filled region. The sub-division is not unique and some
authors generally split a pentagon into three triangles while we chose to split into five triangles
around the barycenter of the material domain.
Another technique consists in decomposing the initial quadrilateral element into two triangles
and then interpolate linearly the interface on these triangles. As it can be seen in Fig. 4.6, this
technique generally enables a better interpolation of the interface.
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Figure 4.6: Decomposition of the quadrangle into two triangles
4.1.5 Integration of 3D X-FEM elements
With 3D elements, the method is extended to the third dimension and the sub-division of an
element yields several sub-tetrahedral domains. The Figures 4.7 illustrates the 4 possible cases
of the intersection of a plane with a tetrahedron and the sub-division of the solid part into in-
tegration cells (the positive nodes lie in the material whereas negative nodes are in the void part).
Here also, the interface can be curved inside the reference element in case of non linear shape
functions (in hexahedron for instance) if it is exactly interpolated. However, following the method
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(a) One negative node (b) Two negative nodes (c) One negative node and
one zero node
(d) One negative node and
two zero nodes
Figure 4.7: Intersection of a plane and a tetrahedron and sub-division
applied with the quadrilateral element, the interface is considered as a plane inside the refer-
ence element. Then, for all other topologies of elementary finite elements: hexahedron, wedges
and pyramids, the intersection of the interface with the element is never computed in practice.
Instead, the initial element is firstly decomposed into tetrahedron cells, and each of these tetra-
hedrons is then divided into integration cells conforming to the iso-zero level set surface (see Fig.
4.8). Doing so, the level set surface is interpolated linearly inside each tetrahedral cell without
using the parent element shape functions. One can therefore note that even if the interface
is a straight line on the element faces of the hexahedron, the interface can be non planar and
generally yield to multiple planar surface interfaces. On one hand, the direct sub-division of the
element could generally reduce the number of integration cells and so, the number of integration
points but, on the other hand, the tetrahedralization permits to limit the complexity of the com-
puter code as the subdivision routines of a tetrahedron is re-used for other elementary topologies.
Moreover, it allows a good compromise between a strictly plane interface representation inside
the element and a curved interface.
(a) Wedge to 3 tetrahedron (b) Hexaedron to 5 tetrahedron (c) Pyramid to 2 tetrahedron
Figure 4.8: Tetrahedralization of wedge, hexeadra and pyramid
4.1.6 Bi-material
When modeling material interfaces or discontinuous fields and non-smooth fields with discontin-
uous gradient, the integration method presented above still holds. The only modification that
we need to perform is to enlarge the matrix B as we now have to deal with additional shape
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functions and we have to integrate over the two sides of the discontinuity boundary. The general
form of the B matrix becomes (in the case of a linear triangle):
B =
 B11 0 B12 0 B13 0 B∗11 0 B∗12 0 B∗13 00 B21 0 B22 0 B23 0 B∗21 0 B∗22 0 B∗23
B21 B11 B22 B12 B23 B13 B
∗
21 B
∗
11 B
∗
22 B
∗
12 B
∗
23 B
∗
13
. . .

where B∗ij is the derivative of the enriched shape functions. The order of integration depends on
the nature of these enriched shape functions and has to be adapted to obtain an accurate numer-
ical integration. Moreover, the order of integration does not depend only on the shape function
order because we have now to take into account that the maximum degree of the function to
integrate is equal to p+ n− 1 where p is the degree of the classical shape functions and n is the
degree of the enrichment functions. However, in some cases, the enrichment is not polynomial
and a new integration scheme taking into account the non-smooth or the singular behavior of
the approximation have been proposed [12, 16, 96].
For the sake of completeness, we should also mention that various authors have proposed differ-
ent integration methods to circumvent the element subdivision technique and the two mappings.
Some of these methods are directly based on the observation of the enrichment function character-
istics while the others are based on mapping adaptation or integral refactoring (see [31, 85, 175]).
Bordas et al. [126] have proposed to apply the smoothed finite element method which consists in
replacing the domain integral by a contour integral along the boundary of the element to avoid the
requirement of an iso-parametric mapping. This approach leads to a smoothed X-FEM approach.
Finally, Natarajan et al. [125] proposed special integration schemes for n-sided polygons that
eliminate the element sub-division and the two successive mappings by using Schwarz-Christoffel
conformal mapping on unit disk. Recently, Mousavi et al. [122] also proposed a numerical method
to determine the position of the Gauss points in arbitrary n-sided polygons. This method is very
interesting but unfortunately it is currently available for 2D elements only.
4.1.7 High order extended finite elements
Like in FEM, it can be useful to resort to high order approximations to obtain more accurate
solutions, higher rates of convergence and an enhanced geometrical representation of the iso-zero
level set. Formally, the generalization of X-FEM to high order is ’in principle’ straightforward.
However, according to Ref. [98, 161, 185] considering high order X-FEM, the standard X-FEM
decomposition (polygonal and polyhedral) providing a rectilinear interface approximation gen-
erally leads to sub optimal rates of convergence. Only a better absolute value of the error is
obtained when high order shape functions are combined with a first order geometrical interpola-
tion. Moreover, the introduction of high order shape functions requires careful attention to the
behavior of the enrichment functions and the blending elements. Actually, we can classify two
different methods to implement high order X-FEM. If one uses a high order FEM approximation
for the physical fields, the same approximations can be used to represent the iso-zero level set
and it is possible to represent curved interface inside elements. Mayer et al. [108] presented an
application of high order interface element subdivision for X-FEM fluid structure interaction,
while Legay et al. [98] has developed a subelement integration technique considering the inter-
face curvature with 6 and 10 node triangles for quadratic and cubic elements respectively. More
recently, an optimal rate of convergence has been reported in Cheng and Fries [43] by using hy-
brid 5-nodes triangular and 6-nodes quadrangular subelements. As it can be seen in Figure 4.9,
these elements present only a single curved edge supporting 4 nodes that is mapped onto the
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curved interface. They found that placing 4 nodes on the curved interface is sufficient to ensure
optimal rates of convergence for holes and bi-material X-FEM formulations using quadratic and
cubic elements with the quadrature distribution represented in Figure 4.9 (crosses). Presently,
this method has not been yet extended to 3D elements.
Interface
Figure 4.9: Subcell division and integration with Cheng and Fries method [43]
On the other hand, the element can be recursively divided into subelements using a predefined
division pattern. Inside each subelement, the interface is interpolated linearly from the nodal
Level Set values of the initial element and we obtain a piecewise linear (or piecewise planar in
3D) interface inside the initial elements (see Fig. 4.10 and 4.11). The number of integration
subelements is then higher than with a linear element and the position of the integration points
is adapted to the order of the function to integrate. Compared to the method of Cheng and
Fries [43], the number of integration points is much higher as we have to deal with multiple
subelements, and the geometrical accuracy is lower as the interface remains linear.
Figure 4.10: Recursive subdivision and interface interpolation on biquadratic element using linear
interpolation, quadratic interpolation and recursive subdivision
However, as we can notice in Figure 4.11, the geometrical accuracy is already very good at
second order while small difference can be observed with third order. Moreover, the algorithm
can be implemented without difficulties to 3 dimensions and the extension to higher order is
straightforward. In OOFELIE, we have chosen to use a recursive sub-division for the high order
elements. According to Dréau et al. [53] who studied the effect of recursive subdivisions within
X-FEM, we obtained quasi-optimal rates of convergence with this sub-division technique as we
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will see in section 4.4.1.
(a) First order / Volume relative er-
ror 25%
(b) Second order / Volume relative
error 4%
(c) Third order / Volume relative
error 3%
Figure 4.11: Recursive subdivision and integration points on 4 elements in OOFELIE
4.2 Implementation in OOFELIE
Compared to a FEM code, there are some major aspects that need to be modified in order to
develop an X-FEM code. First of all, the element subdivision has to be implemented. This
task can rely on an explicit geometrical description of the interface but it is greatly improved
by using a Level Set description. Then according to the integration method presented before,
the quadrature procedure has to be adapted to handle the integration of the various enrichment
functions and/or the solid material part of the element. Depending on the considered type of
discontinuity, the enrichment functions have to be implemented. Finally, the code should be able
to deal with a variable number of degrees of freedom per node (that should ideally be dynamic)
and an adaptive integration rule per element. The post processing tools (i.e. visualization tools)
need also to be extended to deal with results that may hold inner element discontinuities. All
these steps are detailed in the following.
4.2.1 Interface description and element subdivision
At the dawn of the extended finite element method, the interfaces were modeled explicitly by
polygons, polyhedrons and polylines for cracks. So, the slicing and the subdivision of the ele-
ments was carried out in the physical space (x, y, z) and each subcell mapped from this space
to the reference space. While this ’inverse’ mapping is linear for triangular/tetrahedral linear
element and quadrangle/hexahedron with parallel edge/face it turns out that, in the general
case, a set of a non linear equations has to be solved. With high order shape functions, this
mapping can become time consuming and also brings some accuracy difficulties.
Rapidly, researchers have adapted the representation of interfaces with the Level Set Method
within the X-FEM. The main reasons are that the Level Set description facilitates several prob-
lems. The first advantage of the Level Set over an explicit representation of an interface is to
simplify the search of the intersection of this interface with element mesh. While an explicit
geometrical representation would need a quadtree/octree tool to efficiently detect the set of
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’probably cut element’, the Level Set method gives a convenient way to detect these elements.
Figure 4.12: Representation of the Level Set describing a circular interface
When dealing with one Level Set as in Figure 4.12, the classification of elements according to
their nodal Level Set values can be carried out directly and the selection of intersected element is
straightforward. It consists in the set of elements that support both negative and positive Level
Set nodal values. On these elements, each edge that possesses negative (or zero) and positive
values are intersected by the iso-zero Level Set surface and they provide the intersection points
C1 and C2 (see Fig. 4.13 (a)). Given these points and the element nodes, two domains are
obtained on which the numerical integration should be carried out. According to the Level Set
sign or identifier, material properties are assigned and enriched shape functions can be defined.
While this procedure sounds to be very easy, it is in practice more complex as we have to deal
with different patterns of element subdivision (10 different patterns for a triangular element).
Moreover, this subdivision is dependent of the configuration of the interface inside the element
(i.e. element numbering) and one can imagine that the task is also more complex when dealing
with 3D elements. Furthermore, to prescribe Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions on the
interface, disposing of valid finite element mesh of the iso-zero Level Set is helpful. Hence, one
should pay attention to create only unique entities, consistent with inter-element relations. For
instance, in Figure 4.13 (a), the points C1 and C2 have to be unique and are shared with adjacent
elements. When the model has more than one Level Set, the detection of cut elements is more
complex. Each Level Set nodal values has to be stored and the mesh slicing should be processed
recursively.
4.2.2 Integration
In the case of material-void interfaces, elements are of only three types: solid ones, void ones
and intersected ones.
The first type of elements are such that all the nodes lie fully inside the void. These elements
(white elements in Fig. 4.14 (a)) present negative nodal Level Set values for all nodes, have no
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(a) Representation of the Level Set inside an
element
(b) Representation of the model with cut
and filled elements only
Figure 4.13: Geometry description and sliced mesh
contribution and they are consequently removed from the problem (their DOF are not assembled
in the structural matrices).
The filled elements (dark gray ones in Fig. 4.14(a)) have all their nodes lying in the solid domain.
They are treated as classical FEM elements and do not need special attention.
The partially filled elements (light gray ones in Fig. 4.14(a)) crossed by the interface have a
mix of void and solid nodes. They require an X-FEM integration procedure of the elementary
structural matrices.
In the case of cracks or bi-material interfaces, the surrounding band of elements sharing a node
with the intersected elements requires also a special processing since they may support extended
degrees of freedom and enriched shape functions. Depending on the character of the enrichment
shape functions, the Level Set sign may not be sufficient to classify the elements and detect
which element should be enriched. In this case, an element is enriched if one of its nodal shape
function support is cut by the discontinuity. This remark holds for blending elements as well.
From the sub-division obtained by the mesh slicing, two integration domains (for one single
Level Set) conforming to the discontinuity are obtained and the Gauss points are placed within
these domains according to the quadrature rules. Inside OOFELIE, different strategies have
been implemented to create the integration domains. For instance, when cutting a quadrangular
element, one can choose three strategies which consist in:
- An initial subdivision of the quadrangle into two triangles, all quadrangles created are then
divided again into triangles;
- No initial subdivision of quadrangles but all quadrangles or pentagons are divided into four
or five triangles after inserting of a new point at barycenter;
- No initial subdivision of quadrangles but all quadrangles or pentagons are divided into
triangles according to a criterion of best geometrical quality.
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(a) Representation of the different ele-
ment type
(b) Representation of the model with the
sub-triangles
Figure 4.14: Cut mesh and sub-triangles for integration
Similar rules exist for three dimensional problems where we can choose to have a fast slicing
strategy or to select the best sub-division according to geometrical criteria.
After the element subdivision, the following mesh of Figure 4.14 (b) is obtained. One has to
notice that the sub-triangles are only a background mesh used for the integration and that the
size of the problem is not augmented regarding to a classical finite element model. The structural
matrices of these elements are computed with the procedure detailed before. However, to obtain
an implementation that is very close to a classical FEM implementation, the sub element mapping
and the second Jacobian J2 is invisible for the user. First, the subelement obtained from the
mesh clipping are stored using a hierarchical father-children relation. The father being the
original finite element and each child element being a sub-domain of integration characterized by
a Jacobian (J2) and a set of material properties associated to its Level Set identifier. Then, given
these relations, the children can provide the set of Gauss point positions and the related weights
(wj∗) = wjJ2) in order to proceed to the numerical integration transparently as a classical FEM:
K =
ngp∑
j
B(ξj , ηj)TH(ξj , ηj)B(ξj , ηj)wj
∗ ∣∣J1(ξj , ηj)∣∣
4.2.3 Visualization
As most processing tools are not able to deal with inner element discontinuities, we have extended
the visualization tools of OOFELIE to handle X-FEM elements. For instance, with material-
void elements, one obtains nodal values for the elements that are present in the stiffness matrix.
However, as the cut elements support phantom nodes (i.e. nodes lying in the void part), these
nodes also hold a nodal displacement. The iso-zero Level Set boundary value is obtained from a
shape function interpolation based on the nodal values (see Fig. 4.15).
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(a) Representation of the displacements for
triangular X-FEM elements
(b) Representation of the displacements for
quadrangular X-FEM elements
Figure 4.15: Representation of the displacements
4.2.4 Capabilities of the present implementation in OOFELIE
Actually, we have introduced 2D and 3D elements of different types (triangle, quadrangle, tetra-
hedron, pyramid, hexahedron and prism) with several approximation orders (up to third degree).
These extended finite elements are able to treat both material-void interfaces and bi-material
interfaces. Beside these ’classical FEM elements’, axisymmetric elements have been introduced.
As mentioned before, the choice of using the extended finite element method for shape opti-
mization has been motivated by the ability of the method to work with a fixed mesh during
structural shape evolution. It is preferable that the computational cost added by the mesh slic-
ing and element integration should be lower than the computational effort involved by resorting
to a classical shape optimization relying on mesh adaptation and remeshing. Therefore, in our
development, a lot of attention has been devoted to obtain a computer code that could, reliably
and efficiently, cut the mesh. As explained later in the optimization section, the sensitivity com-
putation and the shape evolution will call for numerous cuts of the mesh. Hence, ideally, the
penalty of managing non-conforming FE mesh should be less time consuming than a complete
remeshing of the model.
4.3 Numerical accuracy
4.3.1 Numerical integration of the structural matrices
This section is devoted to explain and fix two kinds of numerical problems that might occur
with the X-FEM for material-void interfaces when solving real life applications. The first one
happens when the remaining solid part of the element is a quadrangle that is nearly degenerated
into a triangle. The case is illustrated in Fig. 4.16. This quadrangle can be divided into four
triangles, but one of these triangles is ill-conditioned (nearly flat triangle) and may introduce
singular Jacobian matrices. In practice, it is not really a problem, because one can simply ignore
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this very flat triangle (ABE in Fig. 4.16) and consider only the three sub-triangles to proceed to
the numerical integration. One can also consider the quadrangle solid domain as a triangle and
divide it into three triangles.
A B
C
D
E
Degenerated subtriangle
Figure 4.16: Quadrangle degenerated into a triangle
The second kind of numerical error occurs when the area of the solid part becomes very small
regarding to the area of the supporting element (Fig. 4.17). In this case, with a material-
void approach, depending on the size of this solid part, the structural matrices can become ill
conditioned due to the presence of near-zero values on the diagonal. A similar problem can occur
in the same situation with a Heaviside step enrichment. If the support of a given node is cut
by a crack and the size of one part is very small compared to the other one, the step function
is constant on nearly all the support. This leads to the introduction of an enrichment that is
close to a classical shape functions and so it introduces an ill-conditioned structural matrix due
to linear dependencies.
(a) Small solid triangle (b) Zoom of the small solid triangle
Figure 4.17: Illustration of a small solid element leading to rank deficiency of stiffness matrix
To solve this problem, some authors (see for example Ref. [34, 51]) suggest not to include these
elements and eliminate them from the model when building the stiffness matrix.
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4.3.2 Estimation of stresses
The computation of the stresses or the elementary energy do not call for any special procedure
in X-FEM. Indeed, in the non-conforming elements, the strain are computed at the Gauss points
used to compute the stiffness matrix and the displacements defined on the global element. Hence,
displacements defined at phantom nodes are used and the stresses and the strain energy are
classically given by:
σe = HBeue, We =
1
2
uTeKeue
where ue is the element displacements vector, Ke and Be are, respectively, the element stiffness
matrix and the shape functions derivate matrix.
However we could observe that the very small solid elements are the source of an important
overestimation of the local stresses. To illustrate the difficulty we consider the problem of a
quarter plate with a hole under a uni-axial load along the x axis (see Fig. 4.18). It shows the
stress component σx (computed at Gauss points) obtained with a FEM model, whereas the right
Figure 4.19 illustrates the same results with an X-FEM analysis.
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Figure 4.18: FEM stresses distribution
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Figure 4.19: X-FEM stresses distribution
From Figure 4.19, it appears that a large error of roughly 20% occurs on the maximum stress for
the X-FEM model (the same occurs for the σy component with loading along the y axis). This
overestimation of the stress level is due to a small solid element as pointed out in the zoomed part
of Fig. 4.19. If the boundary of the circle is slightly modified in order to remove the small cut
element, the agreement between the results obtained with FEM and X-FEM become excellent
(Fig. 4.20 (a)), which demonstrates that the small element was responsible of the error.
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(a) X-FEM stresses estimation without small solid ele-
ments for a modified radius r(1 + 10−4)
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(b) FEM analysis on the X-FEM mesh
Figure 4.20: X-FEM stresses on modified geometry and FEM Stresses on X-FEM mesh.
To identify the source of the problem, we have realized a first FEM analysis on the X-FEM mesh,
replacing quadrangular intersected elements with quadrangle elements to see wether this problem
also appears with a FEM model. In Figure 4.20 (b), we can clearly notice that the errors is even
higher than with a X-FEM. A zoom on the highly stressed element (Fig. 4.21) shows that this ele-
ment is overstretched and completely flipped thus introducing very high stress peak in the model.
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Figure 4.21: Strain of the FEM small element
Due to its size, this element has a very low rigidity compared to the neighboring elements and
its deformation is imposed by its neighbors. Furthermore, the zone where the element is located
presents a high gradient such that it is highly distorted and exhibits a high stress level. Hence,
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it can also be shown that if a model presents a very small element in a zone where the strain is
constant or moderate, no stress peak occurs.
In practice, we can not modify globally the boundary with a small perturbation as illustrated
before. Furthermore there is no guarantee that the new interface is not going to introduce any
other very small elements somewhere else in the model. It is therefore clear that a local modifi-
cation or a post processing of the stresses must be preferred. Thus, to prevent the phenomenon,
one can resort to the following strategies:
1. Eliminate from the model the elements that have a too small solid part when building the
stiffness matrix. This criterion, can be based on a volume aspect ratio of the filled part to
the global element, has been presented in Ref. [51];
2. Post process the stress results and eliminate the stresses when the ratio of the solid area
to the supporting area is too small;
3. Use a smoothing stress method;
4. Add additional stiffness to the small element using for instance springs between the involved
degrees of freedom;
5. Add a small local perturbation to the boundary on the node in order to remove the small
elements (i.e. set the nodal Level Set value to zero). This procedure, called fit to vertex,
has been proposed in Ref. [113].
6. Move the nodes to the material domain or to the void part.
7. Fill the void zone with a very soft material as SIMP material in topology optimization.
The first method, which consists in eliminating the small solid element, can be employed without
any difficulties and is very similar to method 2. The difference being that the elementary stiff-
ness of the small elements are readily suppressed from the global stiffness matrix in the method
1 whereas the rigidity of the element is kept in solution 2. These solutions are fairly simple
since they just call for a post-processing of the results or a pre-processing of the element before
assembling.
The choice 3, using a stress smoothing method, can also be considered as related to the method 2
but in this case, the smoothing procedure do not cut-off the peak but rather smooth out the
stresses according to a smoothing criterion. It is investigated in section 4.3.4.
The method 4 aims at introducing some extra rigidity on the DOF of the small elements to
prevent them from being over-strained. However, this method is not very appealing as it raises
the question of where to introduce the springs and how much stiffness should be introduced.
The method 5, ’fit to vertex’, has been proposed by Moës et al. in [113] and generally performs
well. In practice, this can be implemented by pre-processing the Level Set and assigning a zero
nodal value for nodes very close to the boundary. The criterion used to detect close nodes be-
ing based on a ratio of solid and void elementary edge length or Level Set values equivalently.
While this method is generally sufficient to avoid peak stresses, we have observed that the ’fit
to vertex’ strategy is the source of errors when computing sensitivities in optimization problems
involving geometrical dependent loads. Hence, as these loads depend on the interface geometry,
this method cannot be applied as it may modify the sensitivity analysis. Moreover, this strategy
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can sometimes fails if the ratio chosen in the criteria is too small.
The choice of method 6, ’move node to solid or void domain’, is different from modifying the
boundary (choice 5) as in this case we relocate all the nodes near the boundary to obtain a better
ratio between void and filled part. We investigate this approach in section 4.3.5.
Finally, one can also imagine to fill the void domain with some soft material in order to add some
stiffness to the cut elements as in the solid material with penalization. This can be achieved
with a material-void approach or with a bi-material enriched approximation. It is investigated
in section 4.3.3.
Some of these strategies are presented and compared in the following of this section.
4.3.3 Replacing void by a soft material
In this paragraph, we investigate the influence of considering the void as a soft material. To
this end, the extended void-material elements are replaced by bi-material elements enriched with
the ridge function (see (3.5)). Hence, the cut elements are composed of the original material
properties on one side and of a very soft material instead of void. The elements fully located in
the void are assigned to a soft material while the remaining elements are kept as normal ones.
The soft material properties should preferably be as low as possible to reduce the perturbation
introduced by the approximation of the void by a soft material. In Fig. (4.22) top, we plot
the evolution of the maximum stress (with respect to FEM solution), maximum displacement
and strain energy versus the Young modulus ratio between the solid material and the soft one.
Figure 4.22 shows that when this ratio tends to zero, the X-FEM solution converges to the FEM
solution and this suggests to choose the lowest ratio. However, as depicted on the lower graph,
we can see the relative conditioning number of the stiffness matrix is deteriorating when the soft
material tends to be softer. Thus, a good compromise is to limit the soft material to a ratio of
10−3 compared to the real material as we already obtain a good solution and do not deteriorate
too much the conditioning number of structural matrices. Note that in topology optimization,
the usual ratio between soft and real material is about 10−9.
The Figure 4.23 illustrates that the introduction of a soft material performs very well as it com-
pletely suppresses the overestimated stress with a Young Modulus ratio of 10−3. Notice that the
restitution of an acceptable stress level is not due to the introduction of a soft material. The
additional degrees of freedom provide enriched kinematic space preventing the element to be over
strained. Indeed, integrating both sides of the element with a soft material in place of the void
and no enrichment does not reduce the stress level.
However, this method presents the drawback of introducing more elements than necessary, we
have to deal with extra degrees of freedom for the enrichment, which can be a problem for
the sensitivity analysis if the interface crosses new elements when perturbing the interface. The
introduction of a soft material may also be the source of the local-mode phenomenon that appears
in topology optimization [136].
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Figure 4.22: Convergence of the strain energy, max. displacement and max. stress and of the
condition number of stiffness matrix with respect to the Young modulus ratio.
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Figure 4.23: X-FEM stresses with a Young Modulus ratio of 10−3 for soft domain
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4.3.4 Stress smoothing
Averaged stress
Another option consists in smoothing or filtering the stresses. We first made an attempt to
compute a nodal stress by averaging the stress of the elements connected to the nodes. While
this approach can generally reduce the overestimated peak stress, if the highest stress appears
in an element located at a corner, the peak is not smoothed as no element is connected to the
corner node. Thus, this approach is not really appropriate. The second attempt is to smooth the
stresses according to a weighted average based on the filled surface (volume) of the element. If
the element is close to be empty, its contribution to the average is reduced and this tends to lower
the influence of the cut elements. In this case, we average the elementary stresses by considering
all the element connected to the cut one. As we can see in Figure 4.24, this approach significantly
reduces the peak occurring in the small elements, the highest stress appearing normally in the
low left corner. Moreover, we should also mention that while being very simple, this method has
the drawback of needing to build the mesh topology between elements in order to compute the
averaged values. Fortunately, as the mesh is fixed, the mesh topology relations have only to be
built once.
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Figure 4.24: Weighted averaged stress
Patch recovery method applied to X-FEM
Zienkiewicz and Zhu [188] developed the idea of utilizing a local patch of elements sampled at
their super-convergent points to obtain a smoothed least square fitting of nodal gradients. The
super-convergent points of an element are special interior points where the gradients are normally
the most accurate. They demonstrated [188] that we can generate superconvergence estimates
for the stresses at the node by employing a patch (as illustrated in Figure 4.25) of elements
surrounding the node. A local least square fit is generated over a set of elements constituting the
patch in the following way. Let assume for the recovered stresses σ∗p a polynomial approximation
of the form:
σ∗p = Pa
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where P denotes a polynomial that has the same degree and the completeness that was used for
the FEM approximation of the displacement and ’a’ denotes the nodal values of the stresses.
*
*
*
*
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* *
* *
**
*
(a) Discontinuous element stresses on the patch (b) Smoothed nodal stresses
Figure 4.25: Smoothing flux values on a node based patch [7]
To compute the recovered stresses at the nodes inside a patch, the following function F should
be minimized :
F (a) =
n∑
i=1
(
σh(ξ, η)− σ∗p(ξ, η)
)2
=
n∑
i=1
(σh(ξ, η)− P (ξ, η)a)2
where n is the total number of integration points or super-convergent points if available used in
the elements in the patch and σh(ξ, η) is the numerically computed stresses. By substituting,
these terms with the Finite Element approximation, we obtain on a patch:
F (a) =
NPE∑
e=1
QE∑
i=1
[
EeBeju
e − Pj(ξ, η)a
]2
where NPE is the number of elements in the patch and QE is the number of Gauss points used
to computed σh(ξ, η). The least square fitting over the n data points enables to compute the
coefficients ’a’ and the minimization of F gives:
n∑
i=1
P T (ξ, η)P (ξ, η)a =
n∑
i=1
P T (ξ, η)σh(ξ, η)
where ’a’ is a rectangular matrix of flux components at patch nodes. This system is solved for
the coefficients ’a’. The number of rows in the least square system is equal to the number of
nodes defining the patch. It is therefore necessary to have a number of sampling points n equal or
greater than the total number of nodes on the patch (which is equal to the number of coefficients
in P ).
This method is based on the definition of a local patch. Different patch configurations can be
chosen. One can define a patch by the set of adjacent elements, facing elements patch or by the
elements connected to a node. These patches can be named topological if they are based on the
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topology of the mesh. But one could also use a geometrical region defined by a circle or a sphere
centered at a node.
Applying this recovery technique on the quarter plate with a hole problem, we can observe that
the smoothing technique enables to circumvent nearly completely the overestimated stresses.
The values obtained are also in agreement with the previous method.
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Figure 4.26: Recovered stress using patch recovery technique
4.3.5 Mesh modification
The last method that we have investigated is to move the mesh nodes in order to obtain a better
ratio between the void and the solid part of the X-FEM elements. In this approach, we have two
options: 1) move ’in material’ points to enlarge the material part or 2) move ’in material’ points
(which are very close the interface) in the void domain.
(a) Initial situation (b) Move to void (c) Move to material
Figure 4.27: Relocation of a node
The first approach consists in moving the nodes that are located inside the material domain
and close to the boundary at the barycenter of the solid part of the patch composed of the
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elements connected to this node. In this case, we only modify the ratio void/material of the small
elements by relocating the nodes. Then, as we can obtain new elements with a higher aspect
ratio as depicted on case (c) of Figure 4.27, a Laplacian smoothing is applied on the material
zone while keeping the previously processed node fixed. However, as we can see in Figure 4.28,
the relocation of positive nodes followed by a Laplacian creates elements that present a better
void/filled ratio but with a maximum stress value bigger than with the previous methods and
FEM. To further improve these results, we introduce a last step which consists in moving the
negative nodes closer to the boundary and we obtain a better result as seen in Figure 4.28 (b).
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(a) Relocation of positive nodes + Laplacian
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(b) Relocation of positive nodes + Laplacian + reloca-
tion of negative nodes
Figure 4.28: Relocation of nodes
The second strategy considers moving the nodes out of the material domain to completely sup-
press the small elements. In this case, the direction of movement is given by the normal to the
boundary computed from the Level Set values. As we should have a signed distance function, the
intensity of the displacement is also given by the Level set. For elements presenting an edge that
has 99 % of its length inside the void domain we move outside from the material zone as depicted
in case (b) of Figure 4.27. We can see in Figure 4.29 that this approach provide a good result
as the high peak disappeared and a stress range similar to the previous methods and the FEM
solution is recovered (relative difference of 0.9 % with resepect to FEM solution). This approach
seems also quite attractive because we limit the movement of the nodes according to the Level
Set norm. However, as we move the node without any consideration with respect to the mesh
geometry, it should be taken into consideration not to flip elements when moving nodes which
can be a delicate task in 3D. When computing the sensitivity analysis with a semi-analytical
scheme, this approach should be proceeded at step x and x+ δx which can be time consuming.
Moreover, there is no guarantee that we can cut off the erroneous stresses and do not introduce
any new pathologic elements somewhere else.
Table 4.1 summarizes the different methods implemented. We can see that all approaches perform
equivalently. The difference between the modified X-FEM model and FEM model is limited to
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Figure 4.29: Relocating nodes to void part of the domain
2 % except when relocating positive nodes to material domain. In the chapter relative to the
applications 6, the stress smoothing approach is used as a default option.
Method Max. stress σx Rel. Difference(%)
FEM 3.33 -
X-FEM 4.03 21%
X-FEM + Node relocation to material 3.50 5%
X-FEM + Recovered stresses 3.27 1.8%
X-FEM + Stress smoothing 3.28 1.5%
X-FEM + Node relocation to void 3.36 0.9%
X-FEM + Soft material 3.34 0.3%
Table 4.1: Comparison of the maximum stress σx obtained with the different approaches
4.4 Numerical applications
4.4.1 Infinite plate with a circular hole
To illustrate the accuracy and convergence properties of the X-FEM with the material-void
approach we compare the numerical solution with the exact solution the problem of an infinite
plate with a circular hole. The analytical solution is given in polar coordinates [169]:
σxx(r, θ) = σ∞
[
1− a
2
r2
(
3
2
cos 2θ + cos 4θ) +
3a4
2r4
cos 4θ
]
,
σyy(r, θ) = −σ∞
[
a2
r2
(
1
2
cos 2θ − cos 4θ) + 3a
4
2r4
cos 4θ
]
,
τxy(r, θ) = −σ∞
[
a2
r2
(
1
2
sin 2θ + sin 4θ) +
3a4
2r4
sin 4θ
]
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where a is the radius of the circular hole. The displacement field is given by:
ux(r, θ) =
a
8µ
[
r
a
(κ+ 1) cos θ +
2a
r
((1 + κ) cos θ + cos 3θ)− 2a
3
r3
cos 3θ
]
,
uy(r, θ) =
a
8µ
[
r
a
(κ− 3) sin θ + 2a
r
((1− κ) sin θ + sin 3θ)− 2a
3
r3
sin 3θ
]
where µ is the shear modulus and κ the Kolosov constant which are defined as:
κ =
{
3−ν
1+ν in plane stress state
3− 4ν in plane strain state µ =
E
2(1 + υ)
The numerical computations are realized on a square domain 1m × 1m with a traction free
circular hole of radius a = 0.3m and a plane stress state is assumed.
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Figure 4.30: Geometry of the infinite plate with a hole
The plate is loaded on the right (BC) and top side (CD) with a loading of σ∞=1 N/m2 and
infinite plate conditions. The material considered is characterized by the following properties
E=1 N/m2and ν=0.3. By symmetry, only a quarter of the plate is modeled and the essential
boundary conditions are: uy=0 along AB and ux=0 along DE.
To compare this solution to the finite element results, the same analysis is carried with the
classical FE. The error in the energy norm
∥∥u− uh∥∥
E(Ω)
is defined as:
∥∥∥u− uh∥∥∥
E(Ω)
=
(∫
Ω
(− h)H(− h)dΩ
)1/2
=
∑
el
(− h)H(− h) dΩel
‖u‖E(Ω) =
(∫
Ω
HdΩ
)1/2
=
∑
el
H dΩel
The Figure 4.32 illustrates the relative error for quadrangle finite elements while the Figure 4.31
relates to the triangular elements. The analysis is carried out with elements of order p=1,2,3
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Figure 4.31: Plate with a hole: comparison of the rate of convergence for X-FEM and FEM
models
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Figure 4.32: Plate with a hole: comparison of the rate of convergence for X-FEM and FEM
models
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using the recursive element subdivision and the integration method presented in section 4.1.7.
The agreement is very good and the theoretical rate of convergence is always very good for both
quadrangular/triangular elements and approximation orders. Moreover, the rate of convergence
for X-FEM and FEM are similar but the X-FEM always presents an higher error which increases
with the approximation order.
4.4.2 Infinite plate with a circular inclusion
Let’s consider the problem of an elastic circular inclusion of material properties [λ1, µ1] inside a
circular body [λ2, µ2] subject to a prescribed displacement u on the outer surface Γ2.
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Figure 4.33: Geometry of the circular hole inclusion problem
If we assume a perfect bonding between the matrix and the inclusion i.e. u1(γ1) = u2(Γ2), the
analytical solution of this problem is given by:
ur =

[(
1− b2
a2
)
α+ b
2
a2
]
r, 0 ≤ r ≤ a(
r − b2r
)
α+ b
2
r , a ≤ r ≤ b
uθ = 0
α =
(λ1 + µ1 + µ2) b
2
(λ2 + µ2) a2 + (λ1 + µ1) (b2 − a2) + µ2b2
λ =
Eν
(1− v) (1− 2v)
where λ and µ are the Lamé constants. The strains and stresses are:
εrr (r) =

(
1− b2
a2
)
α+ b
2
a2
, 0 ≤ r ≤ a(
1− b2
r2
)
α− b2
r2
, a ≤ r ≤ b
and εθθ (r) =

(
1− b2
a2
)
α+ b
2
a2
, 0 ≤ r ≤ a(
1− b2
r2
)
α+ b
2
r2
, a ≤ r ≤ b
σrr (r) =
 (2µ+ λ)
[(
1− b2
a2
)
α+ b
2
a2
]
+ λ
[(
1− b2
a2
)
α+ b
2
a2
]
, 0 ≤ r ≤ a,
(2µ+ λ)
[(
1− b2
r2
)
α− b2
r2
]
+ λ
[(
1− b2
r2
)
α+ b
2
r2
]
, a ≤ r ≤ b,
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σθθ (r) =
 (2µ+ λ)
[(
1− b2
a2
)
α+ b
2
a2
]
+ λ
[(
1− b2
a2
)
α+ b
2
a2
]
, 0 ≤ r ≤ a,
(2µ+ λ)
[(
1− b2
r2
)
α+ b
2
r2
]
+ λ
[(
1 + b
2
r2
)
α− b2
r2
]
, a ≤ r ≤ b,
For symmetry reasons, the tangential displacement and the shear components of the strain and
stress tensors are equal to zero.
In the numerical computation, the domain studied is a 1m × 1m square with a circular inclusion
with a radius a=0.4 m and proper symmetry boundary conditions are applied. On the boundary
of the plate, we apply the exact stresses to simulate a circular domain. This study is realized
solely with first degree triangular finite elements. As previously presented, we use here the ridge
enrichment function g(x) proposed by Moës et al. [113]:
g(x) =
∑
i
|ψi|Ni(x)−
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
ψiNi(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
The results of the convergence of the energy error norm is shown in Fig. 4.34. The material in
the zone 1 has a Young modulus E1=1 N/m2 and Poisson ratio of 0.25 while the second zone is
characterized by E2=10 N/m2 and ν1=0.3. The convergence analysis is carried out with three
models: 1/FEM conforming to the material interface, 2/ FEM non conforming to the interface
and 3/ X-FEM.
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Figure 4.34: Convergence of the error in energy norm
Here also, we can see in Figure 4.34 that the X-FEM (squared markers) performs well compared to
the conforming FEM (stared markers) and that the rate of convergence is close to the theoretical
rate of 1. With a very coarse mesh, the solution is even better with X-FEM than with conforming
FEM. However, when the mesh size tends to decrease, the conforming FEM exhibits a slightly
better convergence rate and is more accurate in terms of error. As expected, the non conforming
FEM performs very poorly in terms of error and convergence as it can be observed on the curve
with circle markers.
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4.4.3 Natural vibration and eigenvalues
The procedure described previously for the integration of the stiffness matrix has been extended
to the integration of the mass matrix in order to evaluate the eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes
with X-FEM. The Table 4.2 compares the eigenfrequencies computed with a triangular first de-
gree FEM model and a relative triangular X-FEM model. The same results are also given for
quadrangle elements (see Fig. 4.35 (b) and Table 4.3).
Mode FEM X-FEM Rel. diff. %
1 0,60553 0,6045 0,1572
2 0,62198 0,6217 0,0403
3 1,2885 1,2879 0,0442
4 1,33395 1,3334 0,0404
5 1,33433 1,3338 0,0329
6 1,47887 1,4776 0,0845
7 1,47944 1,4793 0,0094
8 1,59345 1,5936 0,0094
9 2,14034 2,1401 0,0079
10 2,32701 2,3249 0,0876
Table 4.2: Eigenfrequencies of FEM and X-
FEM with triangular mesh model.
Mode FEM X-FEM Rel. diff. (%)
1 0,59566 0,59430 0,22848
2 0,60586 0,60565 0,03499
3 1,28414 1,2846 0,03582
4 1,31874 1,31645 0,17365
5 1,31912 1,31645 0,20240
6 1,46138 1,45961 0,12111
7 1,46206 1,45961 0,16757
8 1,58777 1,58644 0,08376
9 2,09945 2,08551 0,66398
10 2,28669 2,27859 0,35422
Table 4.3: Eigenfrequencies of FEM and X-
FEM quadrangle mesh model.
We can remark that the agreement between the classical method and the extended FE is excel-
lent as the relative difference is always smaller than 0.2%. We can draw the same conclusions
for quadrangle elements (Table 4.3). However, we can notice that the difference is slightly bigger
(0.66%) than for the triangular mesh. This difference is probably due to the fact that the FEM
and the X-FEM quadrangle meshes are differents. The X-FEM mesh is shown in Figure 4.35 (b)
while the FEM mesh is illustrated in Fig. 4.36 (a).
The relative difference between FEM and X-FEM eigenmode is presented in the Figure 4.36.
A comparison of the convergence of the first natural frequency for four different models is present
in Figure 4.37. As noticed, the results from the two triangular meshes are always very close
whereas the structured mesh models present a larger difference. Finally, we can also notice that
the X-FEM obtains, for each level of refinement, a natural frequency which is lower than the
FEM one indicating that X-FEM provides slightly softer and so better solutions than FEM.
4.5 Embedded boundary conditions
The extended finite element method generalizes the finite element method to handle domains
whose geometrical boundaries are not necessarily covered by a conforming mesh. Therefore, one
can choose either to mesh the whole domain conforming to all boundaries or just a part of the
boundaries. Generally, the geometry of the structure being given, the mesh is thus conforming
to the geometry and the discontinuities are embedded inside the domain. However, in certain
situations, it can be useful to prescribe a boundary condition or an interface condition between
two media. With X-FEM, this means that the boundary conditions have to be applied inside the
mesh along the interface or the discontinuity. For instance one can apply geometry-depending
loads (e.g. pressure) on the boundary and to study the influence of this boundary shape or also
prescribe a voltage for a model described with an implicit Level Set representation with non
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Figure 4.35: X-FEM eigenmodes
(a) Triangular elements (b) Quadrangular elements
Figure 4.36: Comparison between X-FEM and FEM eigenmodes
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Figure 4.37: Comparison of the first natural frequency obtained with X-FEM and FEM
conforming mesh using X-FEM.
On the one hand, imposing Neumann or traction-free boundary condition presents little diffi-
culties as it just requires a modification of the integration procedure with respect to the finite
element approximation. On the other hand, the imposition of Dirichlet boundary conditions has
been a research issue since the very beginning of the PUM methods.
4.5.1 Neumann boundary condition with X-FEM
In linear static problems, the expression of the external loads are given (if we omit volumic loads)
by:
f =
∫
Γt
tvdΓt
where v are test functions, Γt the portion of the boundary that support the applied load and t
the lineic or surfacic load vector. In Galerkin method, this leads to the following formulation of
the generalized loads when using the finite element method, with Γht the FE discretization of Γt:
fi =
∫
Γht
tNi(x)dΓ
h
t (4.8)
When dealing with a classical finite element method, the boundary Γht is always conforming to the
finite elements mesh. Hence, the integral (4.8) is always evaluated along the border or the face
of the elements. As a consequence, because of the Kronecker-δ properties of the finite element
approximations, (4.8) has to be evaluated only for the node belonging to the edge (or the face in
3D) on which the boundary conditions are applied. Practically, to apply a Neumann boundary
conditions in FE codes, one develops specific elements such as pressure elements. These elements
are placed all over the Γht boundary with associated shape function that corresponds to the trace
of the shape functions of the finite element domain. The integration points are then defined on
these boundary elements.
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In the extended finite element method, the boundary Γht is not explicitly represented by a set of
element borders but can lie inside the elements. Therefore, (4.8) still holds but, the numerical
integration procedure should be modified as we have to integrate the shape functions inside the
element along the interface and not only on the borders of this element. As a consequence, all
the nodes of the X-FEM element are loaded whereas only the nodes belonging to the interface
Γht has a defined loads with FEM.

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1
Figure 4.38: Mapping triangle Gauss point into tetrahedron
Following the method used to integrate the stiffness matrix explained in chapter 4.1, the inte-
gration of the loads needs two different mappings. A first mapping is needed to determine the
position of the Gauss points of the interface in the physical space of the tetrahedron. These
points are taken from a classical Gauss integration rule defined on the interface. For instance,
if the interface is triangular, as shown in Figure 4.38, one should use an integration rule defined
for this geometry and adapted to the degree of the shape functions to integrate (i.e. tetrahedron
shape functions). Given these points mapped into the physical space, the relative Jacobian and
the integration weights, a second mapping is necessary to evaluate the shape function Ni(x) of
the parent element (intersected tetrahedron in Figure 4.38). Hence, the expression of the loads
is computed as:
fi =
ngp∑
j
tNi(u
j , vj , wj)ωj |J1| (4.9)
where J1 is Jacobian of the transformation from the reference triangle to the tetrahedron physi-
cal space, (uj , vj , wj) the Gauss points in (u, v, w) and ωj are the weights defined in the Gauss
quadrature rule.
When the boundary condition is applied on all the interfaces, the procedure is numerically simple
as we only have to loop over all the iso-zero Level Set interface. However, when the model consists
of more then one Level Set, it is necessary to sort the different interfaces according to a Level
Set identifier. It is also more convenient to store the iso-zero Level Set as a set of special finite
element that keeps a link to their parents.
Application: thick-walled cylinder under uniform boundary pressure
We consider a hollow cylinder of internal and external radius a and b, respectively. An internal
uniform pressure pi is applied on the internal hole (r=a) while the external surface (r=b) is free
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(pe=0), see Fig. 4.39. Due to revolution symmetry, the solution is independent of the angle θ
and the stress field is a function of the radius r. In the case of plane strain state, the exact
solution for the stress field is given in polar coordinates (r,θ) by [145]:
σr(r) =
a2pi − b2pe
b2 − a2 −
pi − pe
r2
a2
− r2
b2
σz(r) = ν(σr + σθ) = 2ν
a2pi − b2pe
b2 − a2
σθ(r) =
a2pi − b2pe
b2 − a2 +
pi − pe
r2
a2
− r2
b2
σrθ(r) = 0
x
y
q
r
p
i
p
e
a
Figure 4.39: Thick-walled cylinder problem
and the displacement are:
ur(r) =
1 + ν
E
[
−a
2b2 (pe − pi)
b2 − a2
1
r
+ (1− 2ν)ra
2pi − b2pe
b2 − a2
]
uθ, uz = 0
Due to axisymmetry condition, only a quarter of the cylinder is modeled by imposing suit-
able boundary conditions on the x and y axis. In the model, the parameters are the following:
a=0.4 m, b=1 m pi=1 N/m2 pe=0, E=10e5 N/m2, ν=0.3. The convergence analysis is realized us-
ing five different mesh refinement with first degree quadrangular and triangular elements. For the
transfinite meshes, the domain is discretized using Lh × Lh elements with Lh=[10, 20, 40, 80, 160]
while a decreasing h size for triangular elements is used. We compare both the accuracy of the
FEM and X-FEM solution with respect to the analytical solution in terms of the error in the
energy norm.
The convergence curves for the different models are presented in Fig. 4.40 (where the triangle
markers and square markers refer to triangular and quadrangular elements respectively). The
continuous blue line represent the theoretical optimal asymptotic rate of convergence. One can
see that the rate of convergence of both FEM and X-FEM is very close to the optimal rate of
convergence of 1. Moreover, there is no significant difference between the error obtained with
X-FEM and FEM.
4.5.2 Dirichlet boundary condition with X-FEM
With FEM, the Dirichlet boundary conditions are directly imposed on the boundary because
of Kronecker-δ property of the shape functions. With X-FEM, two different configurations can
occur: the boundary conditions can be prescribed on the model boundary (along the element
boundaries) or inside the mesh. In the first case, if the enrichment function is not shifted, the
Kronecker-δ is not fulfilled (u(xi) 6= ui) and prescribing the boundary conditions on the element
boundary is difficult. This situation is similar to what occurs in meshfree approximations where
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Figure 4.40: Rate of convergence for the thick-walled hollow cylinder problem
several shape functions can overlap. It is then useful to enforce the conditions weakly. The
second configuration arises when the boundary condition is enforced inside the mesh. In this
case it is not possible, in the most general way, to prescribe boundary conditions by imposing the
nodal values on the phantom nodes. For instance if we consider a rectangular material domain
in two linear triangle elements as shown in Figure 4.41, imposing zero volt on the lower edge and
a voltage φ= 10 V along the interface γ is not possible in every configurations. One can observe
in Figure 4.41 that the electric potential is accurately prescribed at the interface only when this
one is parallel to the bottom electrode. However when the interface is not parallel to an element
edge, a constant potential at the interface can not be obtained.
10 10 10
(a) Horizontal interface
10
10
11.36
(b) Nodal value imposition
10
8.8
10
(c) Penalty method
Figure 4.41: Imposed potential when the electrodes are parallel and oblique.
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The issues are similar to those encountered with meshfree methods. Currently, the impositions
of the essential boundary conditions have been investigated by resorting to one of the following
approaches [70]:
- Penalty method;
- Lagrange multipliers method.
In the penalty method, a quadratic penalty term is introduced in the original energy W of the
element:
W = We +
1
2
p
∫
Γd
ΓTΓ dΓd
where p is the penalty factor, Γ = φ − φ¯, Γd the domain of imposition and We is the ’normal’
element energy. In the penalty method, the imposition of the constraint does not add any un-
knowns but consists in adding a term to the stiffness matrix and external loads to the element.
The drawback of this approach is that determining the optimal value of the penalty parameter
p is not straightforward is problem dependent. Moreover, high values of p are necessary to pre-
scribe the boundary conditions, which generally leads to a ill-conditioned systems. In X-FEM,
this approach has been used by Chessa et al. [45] to treat solidification problems.
In [112], Moës et al. proposed to use a Lagrange multipliers method. Additional unknowns as-
sociated to the Lagrange multipliers are present and a mixed formulation is obtained. In this
approach, it is necessary to define the space of the dual field relative to the Lagrange multipliers.
This choice is not unique and it is shown in [112] that the selection of the Lagrange multipliers
space is not trivial. Indeed, [88] and [112] have shown that adding multipliers at each intersection
point obtained by cutting the interface with element edge may lead to oscillations and a reduction
of the convergence rate. To circumvent this problem two approaches have been proposed. The
approach of Moës et al. [112] is to reduce the space of Lagrange multipliers by selecting only a
subset of the intersection points. They proposed in [112] an algorithm to select which points to
consider. This one has proven to achieve optimal rates of convergence and a theoretical analysis
is given in [15]. The second strategy considers the introduction of a stabilization of the Lagrange
multipliers [121].
In the present work, most applications have been realized without the need to prescribe em-
bedded Dirichlet conditions and we have limited ourselves to the implementation of the Penalty
method and two stabilized Lagrange multiplier methods. The implemented approach has been
proposed by Bricteux and Remacle [39] and is based on the work of Barbosa and Hugues [13].
The first method consists in adding a Laplace stabilization term 12
∫
p |∇λ|2 for the Lagrange
multiplier whereas the second adds a least square stabilization term as proposed in [82].
Furthermore, we have developed with Dr. Véronique Rochus [144] a dedicated triangular element
for strong imposition of boundary conditions. The central idea of this approach is to create a
bi-material X-FEM element with specific shape functions that provide the flexibility to prescribe
strongly the boundary conditions. Initially developed as an element able to model iso-potential
interface conditions in bi-material electromechanical problem, the approximation field can also
be used to prescribe the essential boundary conditions along material-void interfaces. In this
case, as no additional shape function are present, the element can be seen as an intrinsic X-
FEM. Currently, this approach has been applied to linear triangle element and the extension to
3D and other types of element is not straightforward. The details of this element is presented in
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the section 4.5.3 for the bi-material approach and in section 4.5.4 for material-void iso-potential
boundary conditions.
4.5.3 Enriched element for iso-potential bi-material boundary conditions
The underlying idea of this novel approach can be understood by observing that if the extended
element was build out of two finite elements (one for the conductor and one for the non-conducting
part), it would be straightforward to prescribe the boundary conditions on the interface. So, let’s
create an element with enriched shape function based on quadrangular shape functions for the
quadrangular part and on triangular shape functions for the triangular part. To this end, we
introduce two successive changes of variables: a first one between (x, y) physical space and (ξ, η),
and a second one between (ξ, η) and (s, t), as sketched in Figure 4.42.
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Figure 4.42: Successive transformations for an extended triangular element.
First change of variables
The first change of variables is the standard mapping from the physical space (x, y) and (ξ, η).
It is identical for both domains Ωa and Ωb (see Figure 4.42).
Second Transformation - Quadrangular Part Ωa
The usual shape functions for a quadrangle are:
L1 = (1− s)(1− t)/4
L2 = (1 + s)(1− t)/4
L3 = (1 + s)(1 + t)/4
L4 = (1− s)(1 + t)/4
The mapping between the reference space (s, t) and the intermediate space (ξ, η) is given by the
following isoparametric transformation:{
ξ(s, t) = ξ1L1 + ξ2L2 + ξDL3 + ξCL4
η(s, t) = η1L1 + η2L2 + ηDL3 + ηCL4
The last two shape functions are used to enhance the solution field since the shape functions
L1 and L2, associated to the nodes 1 and 2, are unnecessary as the element already bears the
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shape functions N1 and N2 for these nodes. Therefore, we define the total discretization of the
extended field in Ωa as:
φa = N1 (ξ(s, t), η(s, t)) Φ1 +N2 (ξ(s, t), η(s, t)) Φ2
+N3 (ξ(s, t), η(s, t)) Φ3 + L4(s, t)Φ
∗
1 + L3(s, t)Φ
∗
2
(4.10)
where Φ∗1 and Φ∗2 are enriched DOFs acting on the interface.
Second Transformation - Triangular Part Ωb
The shape functions for the triangular domain are the same as the initial change of variables:
G1 = (1− s− t)
G2 = s
G3 = t
and the isoparametric transformation becomes:{
ξ(s, t) = ξ3G1 + ξCG2 + ξDG3
η(s, t) = η3G1 + ηCG2 + ηDG3
As for the quadrangular part, only the shape functions that are not associated to the basic nodes
(here G2 and G3) define the enrichment field. The total enhanced shape functions are thus, for
domain Ωb:
φb = N1 (ξ(s, t), η(s, t)) Φ1 +N2 (ξ(s, t), η(s, t)) Φ2
+N3 (ξ(s, t), η(s, t)) Φ3 +G2(s, t)Φ
∗
1 +G3(s, t)Φ
∗
2
(4.11)
Obviously since the added degrees of freedom Φ∗1 and Φ∗2 used in (4.10) and (4.11) are identical,
along the interface C,D, the continuity of the field is guaranteed while the derivative can be
discontinuous due to the enrichment field.
Resulting discretization
Finally both discretizations can be summarized in a compound triangle element in the following
way: {
φ = N1Φ1 +N2Φ2 +N3Φ3 +M1Φ
∗
1 +M2Φ
∗
2 (4.12)
N1 = (1− ξ − η)
N2 = ξ
N3 = η
{
M1 = s
M2 = t
in Ωb
{
M1 = (1− s)(1 + t)/4
M2 = (1 + s)(1 + t)/4
in Ωa (4.13)
which is represented in Figure 4.43 (a) and (b).
It is easy to verify that a hat function Θ (illustrated in Figure 4.43 (c)) is retrieved on domain
Ωa and Ωb when Φ∗1 = Φ∗2:
Θ =
{
L3 + L4 in Ωa
G2 +G3 in Ωb
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Figure 4.43: New enriched shape functions.
Numerical Validation of the Extended Finite Element
The novel extended electrostatic finite element is validated first on a simple test case. A unit
square domain is subject to a 1 Volt difference of voltage between the lower edge (ground) and
the top domain (conducting domain) as shown in Figure 4.44. The domain is modeled with 2
triangular extended finite elements equivalently to what is done in Figure 4.41.
First the interface between conductor and the vacuum is taken parallel to the ground electrode.
The computed electric potential is plotted in Figure 4.44: it is observed that the potential is
constant on the conductor and decreases linearly between the electrodes as expected. The upper
part of the problem has a permittivity of ε1 and the lower one ε2. Three different situations
are simulated and compared to the analytical solutions. The first one is when ε1  ε2, this
situation appears when part 1 is a conductive material. The electric potential is nearly constant
over this area as shown in Figure 4.44. The second simulation is in the case where ε1 = 2ε2.
The potential at the middle point corresponds to the analytical value. Finally the last case show
that a constant electrostatic field may be simulated if ε1 = ε2.
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Figure 4.44: Potential for different values of ε.
The electric potential is also recovered if the interface is not parallel to the extremities as illus-
trated in Figures 4.45 for the same material properties. As shown in Figure 4.45 the potential
iso-values are again piecewise linear and clearly the new shape functions of the eXtended Finite
Elements can properly handle the computation of the electric potential even if the interface is
oblique.
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Figure 4.45: Potential for different values of ε.
4.5.4 Reduction of the approximation field to prescribe boundary conditions
for conductive material
There are different strategies to model the interface between a conductive material with a bi-
material X-FEM element. The first method consists in using a large value for the permittivity of
the conductive material. The electric voltage is constant on the conductive domain and behaves
like a classical FEM element on the dielectric part. In that case, each element that is cut by the
interface has five degrees of freedom as indicated in expression (4.12). The second approach is
to prescribe the derivatives of the potential on the conductive part to be equal to zero. From
the expression (4.12), the derivative may be computed as follows:
if Ωa is conductive
{ ∂φa
∂s = 0
∂φa
∂t = 0
; if Ωb is conductive
{ ∂φb
∂s = 0
∂φb
∂t = 0
From these expressions we obtain two relations between the five unknowns.
if Ωa is conductive
{
Φ∗C = (Φ1 − Φ3)ηC
Φ∗D = (Φ1 − Φ3)ηD
if Ωb is conductive
{
Φ∗C = (Φ3 − Φ1)(1− ηC)
Φ∗D = (Φ3 − Φ2)(1− ηD)
Using these relations we can reduce the number of degrees of freedom to the nodal unknowns :
φ = N∗1 Φ1 +N
∗
2 Φ2 +N
∗
3 Φ3
where N∗i are new shape functions taking the enrichment into account. If domain Ωa is a perfect
conductor, we retrieve the shape functions of the triangle:
N∗1 = s
N∗2 = t
N∗3 = 1− s− t
in Ωb
and if domain b is a conductor, the shape functions become:
N∗1 = (1− s)(1− t)/4
N∗2 = (1 + s)(1− t)/4
N∗3 = (1 + t)/2
in Ωa
These new conductive extended finite elements are denoted here by C-XFEM. The potential
on the reference problem presented previously is illustrated in Figure 4.46. In that case the
prescribed voltage on the interface is strongly prescribed even if the electrodes and the interface
are not parallel.
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(a) Two parallel electrodes (b) Non parallel electrodes
Figure 4.46: Imposed potential when the electrodes are parallel and oblique.
Comparison between X-FEM and C-XFEM
The two methods are compared on the problem defined in Figure 4.47. In this example the
potential difference is imposed between the upper and the lower plate. The structure defined by
the Level Set is now conductive and set to 6 Volts. The domain is meshed with linear triangular
elements and the solution is represented in Figure 4.47 (b).
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(a) Geometry and boundary condi-
tions
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(b) Iso contours of electric potential
Figure 4.47: Reference problem.
With the C-XFEM, the boundary condition is embedded in the discretization. The only param-
eter influencing the model is the mesh refinement h. The Figure 4.48 compares the electrostatic
energy of the C-XFEM element and a material-void X-FEM (noted H-XFEM) with a penalty
approach to prescribe the boundary conditions.
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Figure 4.48: Total electrostatic energy for different mesh refinement h
The relative error on the total energy is unstable with respect to the solution found with FEM.
When the element size is small enough, the total energy is retrieved for both models but the rate
of convergence of the C-XFEM is higher. The relative errors are computed using:
εE =
‖EXFEM − EFEM‖
‖EFEM‖
where EFEM is the converged solution of the equivalent FEM model.
Chapter5
Structural optimization using X-FEM
5.1 Optimization methods
Three main strategies have been developed over the years to perform the optimization of a
structure. The first method is the Optimality Criteria method (OC) that solves the problem
with an iterative scheme based on the optimality condition characterizing the optimal solution.
The second approach, the gradient method, modifies the model using an iterative procedure
progressing along a descent direction calculated using gradient information. The third method
refers to the sequential convex programming approach where the evolution of the structure is
driven by optimization algorithm applied on a convex approximation of the structural responses.
5.1.1 Optimality criteria method
If one has to minimize an unconstrained analytical function, the optimality conditions require
that the first derivatives of the function vanish. That is, this problem can be solved by expressing
the optimality conditions in order to obtain the optimal value of the design variables.
The Optimality Criteria (OC) methods can be regarded as an extension of this approach where
the solution is obtained by expressing the state conditions that characterize the optimum de-
sign and by developing efficient iterative techniques to find the optimal solution. Practically,
this method can be divided in three steps. First, one derives an expression of the optimality
criteria. This one can be rigorous when it is derived from a mathematical statement such as the
Kuhn-Tucker conditions. It can also be intuitive as the fully stressed design (FSD) [80] criterion.
The second steps aims at defining the iterative procedure that modifies the variables during the
optimization. Here also, rigorous mathematical methods or heuristic procedures can be imple-
mented to achieve the satisfaction of the optimality criteria. The last step is the definition of
the iterative procedure for the Lagrange multipliers associated to the constraints.
Before the advent of the mathematical programming methods, the optimality criteria approach
was the usual technique for the structural optimization. At this time, the FSD was already
intensively used in practice even if they were no rigorous proof that it leads to an optimal design.
The first rigorous optimality criteria method came later and is due to the work of Prager and
Taylor [139] in 1968.
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It is interesting to notice that the optimality criteria methods is not accepted by the whole
the optimization community while mathematical programming is now generally well accepted in
many fields of engineering, science, and management science. This is one of the reason why the
optimality criteria method has been used principally in the structural optimization domain. Even
in this domain, the acceptance of Optimality Criteria has been rude due to the lack of formal
methodology of this method at its inception. The proof of usefulness of optimality criteria has
been shown by Fleury [64] who demonstrated that there is a relationship between optimality
criteria and dual solution methods and approximation techniques. One of the consequence of the
relation established by Fleury is that Optimality Criteria are powerful tool when the number of
design variables is much higher than the number of constraints.
5.1.2 Gradient method
The second method, the gradient method is generally applied in Level Set based optimiza-
tion [8, 176]. The idea of this method is to evolve from a given solution at step k characterized
by the parameters xk following the iterative procedure : xk+1 = xk + hkdk where hk is a small
step length and dk is the descent (or ascent) direction depending the gradient of the objective
function F ′(xk).
Most structural optimization problems are generally constrained. For example one can bound
the admissible volume or weight of the structure. To impose this constraint, a Lagrange mul-
tipliers method can be chosen. The descent direction is then modified to take into account the
presence of the constraint by computing the derivative of the Lagrangian function associated to
the problem: `(xk, λ) = F (xk) + λV (xk) where V (xk) is the volume at step xk.
The choice of the step length hk must be made carefully as a too large advancing step can lead
to unstable processes while a too small step can reduce dramatically the rate of convergence.
Generally, the step is adapted by comparing the values of the gradient at the current and previous
steps. The stopping criterion in this method can be based on the value of the gradient, the
modification of the design variables or the objective function change.
5.1.3 Mathematical programming methods
At the beginning of the sixties, Schmit [148] and Fox [68] developed the first basis of structural op-
timization based on the mathematical programming (MP). Generally, in structural analysis, the
optimization problem is non linear and implicit with respect to the design variables. Therefore,
to obtain an optimal solution in an affordable time, Fleury [62], Schmit and co-workers [149, 150],
suggested to proceed by resorting to a sequence of approximated sub-problems. Hence, the real
problem is replaced by a sequence of approximated optimization sub-problem, explicit in the
design variables, that can be solved effectively using a mathematical programming algorithms.
Each structural response is replaced by an explicit approximation, which is generally built to be
convex and separable.
MP methods and gradient-based method are built on radically different approaches from Opti-
mality Criteria methods. Gradient and MP methods concentrate on obtaining information from
the current design point in order to find the answer to two questions: in which direction should
the design variables change to minimize the objective function and how much they should be
modified to get the best reduction of the objective function while satisfying the constraints.
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This operation is repeated until no gain on the objective can be achieved, or when the variables
remains stationary.
5.2 General optimization problem formulation
Mathematically, a structural optimization problem P is generally stated in the following general
form:
(P )

min
x
g0(x)
s.t.: gj(x) ≤ gj j = 1 . . .m
xi ≤ xi ≤ xi i = 1 . . . n
(5.1)
where x denotes the vector of variables xi which are the design parameters of the problem. In
shape optimization, the design variables are related to geometrical quantities such as the radius
of a circle, the position of NURBS curve control point whereas in topology optimization or in
sizing, the design variables are respectively the elementary densities and an element thickness
for instance. The n variables xi are subject to side constraints xi and xi corresponding to
the admissible design domain for the different variables coming from physical limitations or
manufacturability considerations. The objective function, noted g0, is generally a non linear
implicit function that can represent the stresses, the mass, the compliance or the displacement
of the structure... The inequalities defined with the gj(x) functions represent the m design
restrictions on the structural behavior of the problem. Practical constraints are usually related
to the stresses of the structure, the mass or specific eigenfrequency range... The bound is noted
gj . These functions are generally non-linear and non explicit with respect to the design variables.
They limit the region of the design domain to be feasible design points as shown in Figure 5.1.
x1
x2
g1
g3
g2
x1x1
x2
x2
g0=a
g0=b
Figure 5.1: Representation of a general optimization problem
In shape optimization, the number of design variables n remains usually small whereas the num-
ber of constraints m can be quite large when treating problems with stress constraints, multiple
load cases or multiple eigenfrequencies. In topology optimization the situation is identical to
sizing but the number of variables n can be very high as it generally corresponds to the number
of elements.
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In the most general case, all the functions involved in (5.1) are non linear and implicit with respect
to the design variables. Moreover, the evaluation of these functions and their derivatives can be
very ’expensive’ as they require the solution of the structural finite element problem. Following
the idea proposed by Fleury [62], the solution of the implicit optimization problem (5.1) can be
replaced by a sequence of simpler sub-problems having a simple explicit algebraic structure in
the design variables. The original optimization problem P is then solved iteratively by solving
the successive explicit approximated sub-problems P˜ . The idea being to generate a sequence
of sub-problems for which the successive solutions xk∗ obtained forms a sequence of optimal
design points that steadily improves the solution of the real problem P and converges to the real
solution. Mathematically, for each iteration k of the optimization problem, the expression of the
approximated sub-problem is stated as:
(P˜ k)

min
xk
g˜0
k(xk)
s.t.: g˜jk(x) ≤ gj j = 1 . . .m
xi − αki ≤ xi ≤ xi + βki j = 1 . . . n
where g˜jk(j = 0...m) are the explicit approximations of the gjk(j = 0...m) functions around the
current design point xk. The parameters αki and β
k
i are move limits introduced to control the
variations of the current design point xk to a certain neighborhood.
This approach has been generalized with the notion of sequential convex programming (SCP) [67]
where each function is replaced with a convex approximation. The problem P˜ k is schematically
represented in Figure 5.2 where the current approximations of constraints and the objective
function are built around the current design point xk. Given the value of the responses at the
current design point, the first order derivatives and sometimes the second order derivatives, the
approximated functions g˜ are constructed using a kind of Taylor series expansion. Then the serie
of sub-problems are solved iteratively to find the next design point until convergence. Hopefully,
this sequence of sub-problems yield to an optimal solution xk∗ towards the real optimal point
x∗.
g
(a) Convex approximation of problem P at itera-
tion k
x2
x1
x
0
x
x
x g (x) = 01
g (x) = 03
g (x) = 02
1
*
f(x)
2
(b) Convergence of the successive sub-
problem solutions
Figure 5.2: Convex approximation
The optimization problem can be summarized with this following steps:
1. Perform a Finite Element analysis for the given design point xk;
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2. Compute the sensitivity analysis for the objective functions and the constraints;
3. Form the approximate optimization sub-problem given the information obtained at step 2
and 3;
4. Solve the explicit (convex and separable) approximated model with efficient mathematical
programming methods;
5. Update the model with the new parameters obtained from the solution of the approximated
sub-problem;
6. Verify if the stopping criterion is satisfied. If not, the procedure is restarted from the step
2 given the new design variables at step k + 1.
To succeed with such techniques, it is very important to obtain a high quality approximation g˜
without being to expensive to compute. Over the years, several approaches have been proposed
to solve efficiently the SCP problem. The most important step to achieve an efficient method
has been suggested by Fleury [63] when he proposed to resort to a dual approach. The dual
method consists in replacing the constrained primal problem with a high number of variables by
its dual problem of lower dimension. In the dual space of the Lagrange multipliers, the problem
is transformed into a quasi-unconstrained maximization of the dual function. The power and
effectiveness of the method is directly related to the fact the maximization of the Lagrangian is
realized in a sub space, which dimension is limited to the set of active constraints. Hence, this
approach is very effective when the number of active constraints is much lower than the number
of design variables. Moreover, if we suppose that the primal problem is convex and separable, the
dual approach appears really attractive and powerful as the computation of the dual function
is very effective. When these conditions hold, the n-dimensional Lagrangian problem can be
broken into n one-dimensional problems. Over the years, this approach have been the subject of
a continuous improvement to obtain high quality approximations for the functions combined to
effective SQP and dual approach [66] for solving the sub-problems.
5.3 Sensitivity analysis
In structural optimization the sensitivity analysis is the computation of the derivatives of struc-
tural response (stresses, displacements, compliance, eigenfrequency ...) with respect to the design
variables. These sensitivities are the necessary ingredients to provide to the optimization algo-
rithm in order to evaluate an effective descent direction to modify the model from an initial
structure (design point) to a better (optimal) structure and build accurate mathematical ap-
proximations of the problem.
Four main approaches can be implemented to compute the derivatives of structural responses
with respect to design parameters: finite differences, continuum derivatives, discrete derivatives
or semi-analytical approach and automatic computer code differentiation.
5.3.1 Finite differences
The most simple method to compute the sensitivities is to proceed with a finite difference method.
This approach consists of repeated executions of the analysis code and of the use of a finite dif-
ference method over the structural responses to obtain the derivatives. In practice, forward (5.2)
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or backward differences are the most common approaches while central differences (5.3) or higher
order difference schemes are extremely rare.
dg(x)
dxi
≈ ∆g
∆xi
=
g(x+ ∆x(i))− g(x)
∆xi
(5.2)
dg(x)
dxi
≈ ∆g
∆xi
=
g(x+ ∆x(i))− g(x−∆x(i))
2∆xi
(5.3)
with ∆x(i) = (0 . . .∆xi . . . 0)T
When the number of design variables is large, while very simple, this finite difference procedure
increases dramatically the number of analysis which can be very costly. Hence, to obtain the
derivative of a response with respect to a design parameter xi, the initial model is perturbed by
a very small quantity ∆xi and the structural responses are recomputed for this perturbed de-
sign. Obtaining the sensitivities for a model with n variables requires therefore (n+1) complete
reanalysis of the whole simulation per iteration for a forward (backward) scheme and (2n+1) for
a central scheme.
Several approaches have been developed to limit the amount of computation time associated to
the number of additional analysis required to obtain the sensitivities by finite differences. The
first approach consists in reducing the time of the analysis. For instance, one can simply choose
to increase the different assumptions realized on the model or to reduce the size of the model,
which can lead to a lower computational time. The cost reduction is then obtained by accepting a
less accurate solution for the model. In certain cases, the reanalysis time can be reduced without
loosing accuracy by avoiding any additional computation in regions that are not affected by the
optimization process. The model is then divided into constant and modifiable regions where a
super-element technique can be used.
The second approach aims at improving the computation of the derivatives by approximating
the solution of the perturbed structure. Depending on the type of solver used for the structural
problem, several approaches have been developed to reduce the computational effort and to ob-
tain the solution of the perturbed structure from the solution of the nominal structure.
Hence, when direct solvers are used, several methods can be implemented to provide a fast re-
analysis of the perturbed structure from the original factored stiffness matrix K. Unfortunately
these types of technique generally suffer from inaccuracies. Among others, we can mention the
Sherman-Morisson-Woodbury formula [6], which is exact when the modification is limited to a
low rank modification of K (if one single element is modified for instance). When the perturba-
tion is more important, it is possible to use binomial series approximation of the inverse of K
(see Akgün et al. [6] for a discussion of several approaches). With iterative solvers, it may be
possible to use the nominal solution as a good starting point for an iteration procedure to obtain
the solution of the perturbed structure.
Finite difference methods can suffer from two types of errors: truncation errors and condition
errors. The truncation error occurs with large perturbation step as the assumption of small
perturbation is not valid anymore. Hence, the truncation error can be evaluated by writing the
Taylor expansion of the function g:
g(x+ ∆x(i)) = g(x) +
∆g
∆xi
∆xi +
∆x2i
2
d2
∆x2i
g(x+ ζ∆x(i)) 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1
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It comes that the truncation error eT of forward or backward difference schemes are:
eT (∆xi) =
∆xi
2
d2
∆x2i
g(x+ ζ∆x(i)) 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1
and for a central scheme, one has:
eT (∆xi) =
∆x2i
6
d3
∆x3i
g(x+ ζ∆x(i)) 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1
The condition error is related to the difference between the numerical evaluation of the function
and its exact value. This type of error can become very important if iterative methods are used
to obtain the response functions. In this case, the choice of the initial guess of the solution
can be very important in order to reduce the effect of the condition error on the derivative
computation. Another contribution of the condition error is the round-off error. Small step
sizes can involve computational inaccuracies associated to arithmetic errors with finite numbers
of digits. Unfortunately, this type of error grows inversely with the perturbation step size,
which introduces a dilemma in the choice of the perturbation step between truncation error and
condition error. The influence of the step size is illustrated in Figure 5.3 [81].
Figure 5.3: Effect of step size on derivative [81]
Finally, the remeshing of the structural domain that occurs when generating the perturbed state
can also introduce a numerical noise that leads to inaccurate sensitivities.
5.3.2 Continuum derivatives
Continuum derivatives are obtained by differentiating the partial differential equations ruling
the structural problem. From this differentiation, one obtains a set of continuum sensitivity
equations, which are then solved numerically usually using the same discretization as for the
structural analysis. In a static case, the equilibrium equation of a body in an initial configuration
Ω is determined by the principle of virtual work:
a(u, δu) ≡
∫
Ω
DkulHijklDi(δuj)dΩ =∫
Ω
XiδuidΩ +
∫
Γσ
tiδuidΓ ≡ l(δu)
(5.4)
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where a(u, δu) is the bilinear energy form, u the displacement field and δu a kinematically
admissible virtual displacement field. Hijkl is the elasticity tensor, Xi the body forces, ti the
surface traction and Γ the boundary of Ω. This principle can be applied if the displacement field
satisfies a priori the compatibility requirements (5.5), the essential boundary conditions (5.6)
and the constitutive relations (5.7):
ij = Diuj in Ω (5.5)
ui = ui on Γu (5.6)
σij = Hijklkl in Ω (5.7)
where Γu is the part of Γ where displacements are prescribed.
Sizing parameters
When the parameters does not modify the shape of the structure, the sensitivity of the state
variables can be easily obtained by taking the derivative of (5.4) with respect to the design
parameters. One gets the following continuum sensitivity equation:∫
Ω

′
klHijklδijdΩ =
∫
Ω
X
′
iδuidΩ +
∫
Γσ
t
′
iδuidΓ−
∫
Ω
klH
′
ijklδijdΩ (5.8)
where the superscript ′ denotes a partial derivative with respect to the design parameter. The
left-hand side of (5.8) is the same as that of (5.4) if  is replaced by ′ . Hence, the right-hand
side of (5.8) defines a pseudo-load (or fictitious-load), which explicitly depends on the design.
Solving the sensitivity equation (5.8) is equivalent to solving the original structural equilibrium
equation (5.4), with different load cases.
Shape parameters
In shape optimization problems, the parameters that define the boundary curve or surface are
the design variables. As these variables change, the structural boundary and the domain are
modified. Therefore, when the design variables affect the shape of the domain, the differentia-
tion of the equations of equilibrium is more complicated because the integrals depends on the
design variables. Two approaches are available to obtain the sensitivity in this case. The first one
consists in using the material derivative approach from continuum mechanics and the second one
is based on the expression of the virtual work principle in the perturbed configuration followed
by a first order Taylor expansion.
To introduce the sensitivity with respect to a shape modification of the domain, it is convenient
to consider the shape of the initial structure Ω as a continuous domain and the corresponding
domain Ωτ at fictitious times τ in the modified configuration as depicted in Fig. 5.4.
This shape modification can be regarded as a continuous deformation from the initial configu-
ration Ω to Ωτ . Considering that the modification of the geometry is smooth and continuous,
denoting by x a material point in the initial configuration and xτ the same point in the perturbed
configuration, the shape modification can be defined by a linear mapping T from Ω to Ωτ as:
T ≡ xτ = x+ τV (x), x ∈ Ω (5.9)
in which appears the so-called velocity field V (x) that describes the first order motion of the
coordinates of a material point subject to a modification of shape design variable τ :
Vi =
∂xi
∂τ
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Figure 5.4: Initial and perturbed body configuration
In (5.9), the parameter τ controls the transformation between the initial and perturbed config-
uration. This scalar parameter is physically similar to a pseudo time controlling the amount of
modification of the domain Ω and justifies the name of velocity field for V .
Neighborhood transformation
In this approach, the goal is to obtain the variational formulation verified by the derivative of the
state variable u of the elasticity problem with respect to a shape modification. In order to obtain
the continuum sensitivity equation, (5.4) is rewritten for the perturbed configuration of the body.
Omitting surface tractions (ti = 0) for convenience and considering that Xi is independent of
the configuration, we have:
a(uτ , δuτ ) ≡
∫
Ωτ
Dτku
τ
lHijklD
τ
i (δu
τ
j )dΩ
τ =
∫
Ωτ
Xiδu
τ
i dΩ
τ ≡ l(δuτ ) (5.10)
Considering that the field V (x) is differentiable and that one point in Ω is mapped to a unique
point in Ωτ , the neighborhood transformation is defined by:
dxτi =
∂xτi
∂xj
dxj = Djx
τ
i dxj , i, j = 1, 2, 3
= Dj(xi + τVi) dxj
= (δij + τDjVi) dxj (5.11)
with Dj = ∂/∂xj . The Jacobian measuring the relation between an elementary volume in Ω and
Ωτ around the same material point, it can be easily expressed as:
J = [Djx
τ
i ] = δij + τ
∂Vi
∂xj
Or, rewritten (5.11) in matrix form:
dxτ = (I + τDV )dx = J dx
Inverting this relation to obtain J−1, using Taylor expansion 1/(1 + ) = 1− +O(2) if  << 1
which is also valid in matrix algebra, we have, given that τ remains small:
J−1 = [I − τDV ] +O(τ2)
dxi = (δij − τDjVi +O(τ2)) dxτj
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The variation of an elementary volume around the material point x is then given by:
dΩτ = det |J | dΩ = (1 + τDiVi +O(τ2)) dΩ
Denoting u˜(x) = uτ (xτ ) = uτ (x+τV (x)), the displacements in the perturbed geometry, it comes
for a small variation of τ :
Dτku
τ
l = D
τ
kxmDmu˜l =
[
δkm − τDkVm +O(τ2)
]
Dmu˜l (5.12)
Dτi (δu
τ
j ) = D
τ
i xnDn(δu
τ
j ) =
[
δin − τDiVn +O(τ2)
]
Dn(δu˜j) (5.13)
By expressing the displacement of the perturbed configuration and using the linearized expression
of the Jacobian determinant:
u˜(x) = u(x) + τ u˙(x) +O(τ2) (5.14)
where u˙=dudτ is the shape derivative of u(x). Introducing relations (5.12), (5.13) into (5.4),
neglecting all second order terms in τ , we can choose δu˜(x) = δu(x) because the kinematically
admissible displacements are arbitrary to obtain:∫
Ω
[(δkm − τDkVm)Dmu˜lHijkl(δin − τDiVn)Dn(δu˜j)] (1 + τDiVi) dΩ
−
∫
Ω
Xi(1 + τDpVp)δu˜i dΩ = 0
By rearranging the different terms, we have:∫
Ω
Dku˜lHijklDi(δuj) + τ [Dku˜lHijklDi(δuj)DpVp −DkVmDmu˜lHijklDi(δuj)
−Dku˜lHijklDiVnDn(δuj)] dΩ−
∫
Ω
Xi(1 + τDpVp)δui dΩ = 0
(5.15)
By introducing the relation (5.14) into (5.15), we obtain:∫
Ω
τ [DkulHijklDi(δuj)DpVp −DkVmDmulHijklDi(δuj)−DkulHijklDiVnDn(δuj)
+Dku˙lHijklDi(δuj)] dΩ +
∫
Ω
DkulHijklDi(δuj)−
∫
Ω
XiδuidΩ−
∫
Ω
τXiDpVpδui dΩ = 0
(5.16)
For the initial configuration, the structure verifies the following variational equation if there is
no tractions surface: ∫
Ω
DkulHijklDi(δuj)dΩ−
∫
Ω
XiδuidΩ = 0 (5.17)
We obtain finally the desired expression:
a(u˙, δu) ≡
∫
Ω
Dku˙lHijklDi(δuj)dΩ =
∫
Ω
DkVmDmulHijklDi(δuj) dΩ +∫
Ω
DkulHijklDiVmDm(δuj) dΩ +
∫
Ω
[
Xiδui −DkulHijklDi(δuj)
]
DmVmdΩ
(5.18)
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Material derivative approach
Another way to obtain equation (5.18) is to use the material derivative approach. The derivative
of the displacement at a point x is dependent on the geometry in two ways:
- The displacement is evaluated in a domain that depends on the shape parameter τ ;
- The material point in which the displacement is evaluated is moved to a new position xτ ;
Defining the material derivative of a quantity u:
d
dτ
u = u˙ = lim
τ→0
[
uτ (xτ )− u(x)
τ
] = lim
τ→0
[
u˜(x)− u(x)
τ
] (5.19)
Expanding u˜ up to the first order:
u˜ = u+ τ [
∂u
∂τ
+
∂u
∂x
∂x
∂τ
] = u+ τ [
∂u
∂τ
+ V∇u]
we obtain the expression of the material derivative (or total derivative) of u where the velocity
field naturally appears:
u˙ = u
′
+∇uV (5.20)
where u′ is the partial derivative of the displacement ∂u∂τ and∇uV = [∂ui/∂xj ]Vj is the convective
term. The Jacobian matrix of the transformation is:
J =
∂xτ
∂x
= I + τ
∂V
∂x
= I + τ∇V (x)
where I is the identity matrix and∇V (x) is the Jacobian matrix of V (x). The material derivative
of J becomes the Jacobian matrix of the velocity field as [47]:
dJ
dτ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= ∇V (x)
d |J |
dτ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= divV (x)
dJ−1
dτ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= −∇V (x)
Reminding the following the material derivative formula [47]:
F =
∫
Ωτ
f τ (xτ )dΩτ =
∫
Ω
f τ (x+ τV (x)) |J | dΩ
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is given by:
dF
dτ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
d
dτ
∫
Ω
f τ (x+ τV (x)) |J | dΩ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∫
Ω
(
df(x)
dτ
+ f(x) divV
)
dΩ (5.21)
=
∫
Ω
(
∂f(x)
∂τ
+∇f(x)TV (x) + f(x) divV
)
dΩ
=
∫
Ω
(
∂f(x)
∂τ
+ div(f(x)V (x)
)
dΩ
=
∫
Ω
∂f(x)
∂τ
dΩ +
∫
Γ
f(x)V (x).n dΓ
=
∫
Ω
f
′
(x)dΩ +
∫
Γ
f(x)Vn dΓ (5.22)
And for a boundary functional, defined as an integral over Γτ , one similarly obtains:
G =
∫
Γτ
gτ (x
τ )dΓτ (5.23)
dG
dτ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∫
Γ
dg
dτ
+ [κg]V.n dΓ =
∫
Γ
∂g
∂τ
+
(∇gT .n+ κg)V.n dΓ
where κ=div n is the curvature of the boundary.
Applying directly (5.21) and to (5.10) we get:
d
dτ
a(uτ , δuτ )
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∫
Ω
d
dτ
(Dkul)HijklDi(δuj) +DkulHijkl
d
dτ
(Di(δuj)) dΩ
+
∫
Ω
DkulHijklDi(δuj)DpVp dΩ
Using the relation between the partial derivative and the material derivative in indicial nota-
tion (5.20): u′j = u˙j − ViDiuj , and noting that the differentiation order can be interchanged
between partial derivatives and the spatial derivatives we have:
d
dτ
a(uτ , δuτ )
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂
∂τ
(Diuj) + VkDk(Diuj)
= Di(
∂
∂τ
uj) + VkDk(Diuj)
= Di(u˙j − VkDkuj) + VkDk(Diuj)
= Diu˙j −DiVkDkuj − VkDi(Dkuj) + VkDk(Diuj)
= Diu˙j −DiVkDkuj
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and finally:
d
dτ
a(uτ , δuτ ) = (5.24)∫
Ω
Dk(u˙l − VmDmul)HijklDi(δuj) +DkulHijklDi(δu˙j − VpDpδuj) dΩ
+
∫
Ω
DkulHijklDi(δuj)DpVp dΩ
=
∫
Ω
Dku˙lHjiklDi(δuj)−Dk(VmDmul)HijklDi(δuj)
−DkulHjiklDi(VpDpδuj)dΩ
+
∫
Ω
DkulHijklDi(δuj)DpVp dΩ +
∫
Ω
DkulHjiklDi(δu˙j) dΩ
= a(u˙, δu) + a
′
(u, δu) + a(u, δu˙) (5.25)
The first term on the right hand side represents the implicit dependence on the design through
the field variable u, while the second term, the fictitious load, denotes the explicit dependence
on the design velocity. The last term is equal to zero as the virtual displacement are arbitrary,
δu˙ can be chosen equal to zero. Similarly, the derivative of the load form becomes:
d
dτ
l(δuτ )
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∫
Ω
δ(u˙i)XidΩ +
∫
Ω
XiδuiDpVp dΩ
=
∫
Ω
Xiδu˙i dΩ +
∫
Ω
XiδuiDpVp dΩ
= l(δu˙) + l
′
(u, δu) (5.26)
Here also, the term l(δu˙) is equal to zero if δu˙ = 0. There is no term l(u˙) because all applied
loads are explicitly dependent on the design variable. If we do not assume that δu˙ = 0, the
following equality holds:
a(u, δu˙) = l(δu˙) (5.27)
Putting all together, we have:
a(u˙, δu) = l
′
(u, δu)− a′(u, δu)
Distributing the terms in (5.25) and applying the divergence theorem on the boundary integral
terms, we have:
a(u˙, δu) =
∫
Ω
DkVmDmulHijklDj(δui) dΩ +
∫
Ω
DkulHijklDiVnDn(δuj) dΩ
−
∫
Ω
DkulHijklDi(δuj)DpVp dΩ +
∫
Ω
XiδuiDpVp dΩ
(5.28)
Comparing equations (5.28) and (5.18), one can convince that both expression are identical.
The major advantage of the continuum approach is that the sensitivity formulation is independent
of the discretization and the numerical schemes. The sensitivity equation obtained is well defined
as long as the functions on the right-hand side are integrable over the domain or on the boundary.
As soon as the continuum sensitivity equation is obtained, it can be discretized in the same
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manner as the original analysis equations in order to obtain a system of matrix equations similar
to the initial problem. Hence, rewriting (5.28) in matrix and discretized form, we have:
δuT
∫
Ω
BTHB dΩu˙ = δuT [
∫
Ω
(B˙THB+BTHB˙−BTHB divV ) dΩu+
∫
Ω
NTX divV dΩ]
Defining:
K˙ =
∫
Ω
(BTHB divV − B˙THB−BTHB˙T ) dΩ
f˙ =
∫
Ω
NTX divV dΩ
we have a discretized variational equation:
δuTKu˙ = δuT (f˙ − K˙u)
and the related linear matrix equation to solve:
Ku˙ = f˙ − K˙u (5.29)
5.3.3 Discrete derivatives and the semi-analytic approach
In the previous section, the sensitivities are obtained by differentiating the continuum equation
and solving numerically a discretized sensitivity equation. For discrete derivatives, the order of
operations is reversed. First, the continuum equations are discretized (using a FEM approach for
instance) and the differentiation with respect to the design variables is performed on the discrete
set of equations. In a static case, the equilibrium equation of a body subject to a given load case
f(z) is:
K(z) u(z) = f(z)
Differentiating with respect to the design variables yields:
K
∂u
∂z
=
∂f
∂z
− ∂K
∂z
u⇐⇒ ∂u
∂z
= K−1p (5.30)
where p = ∂f∂z − ∂K∂z u is called the pseudo-load vector. This term corresponds to the load neces-
sary to re-establish the equilibrium when the design is perturbed.
From equation (5.30) it is clear that, to obtain the sensitivities, one has to solve the same set of
equations as solved for the initial problem. The only difference is that the right hand side term
has changed being now the so-called pseudo-load vector p. All the computational effort lies in
the generation of this pseudo-load vector. K−1 being factorized and stored, solution of (5.30)
requires only to operate backward solution.
Different approaches are available to compute the pseudo-load vector. The first method is the
analytical differentiation. Depending on the nature of the design parameters, this approach can
be more or less complex. For most sizing problems, the structural matrices can be expressed as
a product of the design variable and an independent matrix K. For instance:
Bar element stiffness matrix : K =
EA
L
K
Plane stress element stiffness matrix : K = tK
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where A is a cross section, t the thickness, E the Young Modulus and L the bar length. Hence, the
derivative of a bar element with respect to its cross section is simply given by the matrix K itself.
This approach is very simple to implement when the parameters are explicitly present in the struc-
tural matrices expression. In these cases, the differentiation of structural matrices is straight-
forward. However, when the design parameters involve shape modification, the analytical differ-
entiation becomes arduous and not trivial. Two different methods are available in this case to
obtain the sensitivity of the different terms: analytical derivatives and finite differences.
Analytical derivatives
The analytical derivative of the different terms of equation (5.29) can be performed equivalently
on the continuous expression or on the discrete form. However, one important remark should be
taken into account when computing the analytical derivative. When the analytical expression is
written in the real space Ω(z), which is a function of the shape parameter ’z’, one has to resort
to a material derivative approach as the domain Ω evolves with the shape parameter ’z’. Hence,
the expression of the stiffness matrix derivative is given by:
K =
∫
Ω(z)
BTHB dΩ (5.31)
dK
dz
=
∫
Ω(z)
d
dz
(BTHB) dΩ +
∫
Ω(z)
BTHB divV dΩ (5.32)
=
∫
Ω(z)
d
dz
(BT )HB dΩ +
∫
Ω(z)
BTH
d
dz
B dΩ +
∫
Ω(z)
BTHB divV dΩ (5.33)
Expressing for instance one term of the matrix ddzB =
d
dz
∂N
∂x , we find after using the chain rule:
d
dz
(
∂
∂xi
Nj) =
∂
∂z
(
∂
∂xi
Nj) + Vk
∂
∂xk
(
∂
∂xi
Nj)
=
∂
∂xi
(
∂
∂z
Nj) + Vk
∂
∂xk
(
∂
∂xi
Nj)
=
∂
∂xi
(N˙j − Vk ∂
∂xk
Nj) + Vk
∂
∂xk
(
∂
∂xi
Nj)
=
∂
∂xi
N˙j − ∂
∂xi
Vk
∂
∂xk
Nj − Vk ∂
∂xi
(
∂
∂xk
Nj) + Vk
∂
∂xk
(
∂
∂xi
Nj)
= −
(
∂
∂xi
Vk
)(
∂
∂xk
Nj
)
as the shape functions are independent of the design variables and equation (5.33) can be rewrit-
ten as:
dK
dz
=
∫
Ω(z)
{−∇V BTHB −BTH∇V B dΩ +BTHBdivV } dΩ (5.34)
For example, if we consider a 1D linear finite element of length L, the stiffness matrix is:
K =
EA
L
[
1 −1
−1 1
]
(5.35)
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with E the Young modulus and A the cross section of the bar. The sensitivity of the stiffness
matrix for a modification of the length L can be obtained analytically given (5.35):
dK
dL
= −EA
L2
[
1 −1
−1 1
]
(5.36)
The velocity field V can be chosen as:
V (x) =
x
L
The divergence of this velocity field is:
divV (x) =
1
L
and the derivative of the B matrix can be also obtained analytically:
B =
[
− 1
L
1
L
]
,
dB
dL
=
[
1
L2
− 1
L2
]
= −∂V
∂x
B (5.37)
Thus, one can obtain the sensitivity of the stiffness matrix applying indifferently (5.34) or (5.33)
to get an expression that is in total agreement with the analytical derivative (5.36):
dK
dL
= EA{
∫ L
0
− ∂
∂x
V BTB dx−
∫ L
0
BT
∂
∂x
V B dx+
∫ L
0
BTBdivV dx}
= −EA
∫ L
0
1
L
[ − 1L
1
L
] [
− 1
L
1
L
]
dx+ EA
1
L
∫ L
0
[ − 1L
1
L
] [
1
L
− 1
L
]
dx
+ EA
∫ L
0
[ − 1L
1
L
] [
− 1
L
1
L
]
1
L
dx
= −2EA
∫ L
0
[
1
L3
− 1
L3
− 1
L3
1
L3
]
dx+ EA
∫ L
0
[
1
L2
− 1
L2
− 1
L2
1
L2
]
1
L
dx
= −EA
L2
[
1 −1
−1 1
]
However, in practice, the stiffness matrix is never computed in the physical space but in the
referential space (ξ, η) in order to use known shape functions and to apply fixed Gauss quadrature
schemes. The first consequence of the introduction of a referential space is that the integration
domain Ωref is not depending anymore on the shape of the element in the physical space. Hence,
any modification of the parameter z has no influence on the integration domain and the total
derivative of K is obtained by applying the Leibniz integral rule:
K =
∫
Ωref
BTξ HBξ |J | dΩref
dK
dz
=
∫
Ωref
∂
∂z
(BTξ HBξd |J |)dΩref
whereBξ is the derivative of shape functions in the reference space (ξ, η). Noticing thatBξ=J−1B
and by using the previous relation ∂∂zJ
−1 = −∇.V and ∂∂z |J | = divV , we obtain a tractable
expression equivalent to the previous forms:
dK
ds
=
∫
Ωref
{
∂
∂z
BTξ HBξ |J |+BTξ H
∂
∂z
Bξ |J |+BTξ HBξdivV
}
dΩref
=
∫
Ωref
{−∇V BTξ HBξ |J | −BTξ H∇V Bξ |J |+BTξ HBξdivV } dΩref (5.38)
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Analytical derivatives of discrete structural matrices
In computer implementation, a discretized form of the stiffness matrix derivative can improve
the efficiency of the derivatives computation. To this end, one should replace each term of the
expression (5.38) by its discrete form or, equivalently, derivate analytically the discrete form of
the stiffness matrix. Given the expression of the discrete stiffness matrix of a finite element:
K =
∫
V
BTHBdV =
ngpt∑
j=1
wjB
T
j HBj |Jj | (5.39)
where the subscript j denotes the value taken at Gauss point j. One obtains by taking the
derivative with respect to a design parameter z the discrete form of the stiffness derivative:
dK
dz
=
ngpt∑
j=1
wj
(
∂
∂z
BTj HBj +B
T
j H
∂
∂z
Bj +B
T
j HBj
∂
∂z
|Jj |
)
(5.40)
Using a classical FEM, the modification of the parameter z involves a movement of the node
elements. From the definition of the matrix B given in chapter 4, we can compute the derivative
∂Bj
∂z . Splitting the expression of B for each node:
B = [B1, B2, ..., Bn]
where n is the total number of nodes of the element. The sub matrices Br of node ’r’ is given
by (in mechanical 2D problems):
Br =
 Nr,x 00 Nr,y
Nr,y Nr,x

with Nr,y and Nr,x the derivative of the shape function of node r with respect to x and y.
The relation between the shape functions in the physical space and in the reference space are
expressed with the Jacobian J : [
Nr,x
Nr,y
]
= J−1
[
Nr,ξ
Nr,η
]
Noticing that derivative of the inverse of a matrix may be computed with the relation [61]:
d(X−1) = −X−1dXX−1, the derivation of this expression with respect to z yields:[
∂Nr,x
∂z
∂Nr,y
∂z
]
= −J−1∂J
∂z
J−1
[
Nr,ξ
Nr,η
]
+ J−1
[
∂Nr,ξ
∂z
∂Nr,η
∂z
]
= −J−1∂J
∂z
J−1
[
Nr,ξ
Nr,η
]
= −J−1∂J
∂a
[
Nr,x
Nr,y
]
because the derivative of the shape function in reference space (ξ, η) are independent of the
variable z. Indeed, using the chain rule differentiation, we can see that derivative of the shape
functions in (ξ, η) involves a term corresponding to the Gauss point movement that is zero:
∂Nr,ξ(ξj , ηj)
∂z
=
∂Nr,ξ(ξj , ηj)
∂ξ
∂ξj
∂z
+
∂Nr,ξ(ξj , ηj)
∂ξ
∂ηj
∂z
= 0
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In iso-parametric case, the expression of the derivative of the Jacobian can be easily expressed
by:
∂J
∂z
=

n∑
i=1
Ni,ξ
∂xi
∂z
n∑
i=1
Ni,ξ
∂yi
∂z
n∑
i=1
Ni,η
∂xi
∂z
n∑
i=1
Ni,η
∂yi
∂z

Gathering all terms, we obtain the derivatives with respect to a modification of the geometry of
the element:
[
∂Nr,x
∂z
∂Nr,y
∂z
]
= −J−1

n∑
i=1
Ni,ξVix
n∑
i=1
Ni,ξViy
n∑
i=1
Ni,ηVix
n∑
i=1
Ni,ηViy
 J−1 [ Nr,ξNr,η
]
where Vix, the velocity field of node i along the x direction ∂xi∂z , explicitly appears in the derivative.
We obviously obtain here the expression found before in (5.18) and (5.28) with the continuous
approach. The last term in equation (5.40) involves the derivative of the Jacobian determinant,
which can be expressed by:
∂
∂z
|J | = ∂
∂z
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i
Ni,ξxi
n∑
i
Ni,ξyi
n∑
i
Ni,ηxi
n∑
i
Ni,ηyi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
or, explicitly:
∂
∂z
|J | =
(
n∑
i
Ni,ξVix
)(
n∑
i
Ni,ηyi
)
+
(
n∑
i
Ni,ξxi
)(
n∑
i
Ni,ηViy
)
−
(
n∑
i
Ni,ηVix
)(
n∑
i
Ni,ξyi
)
−
(
n∑
i
Ni,ηxi
)(
n∑
i
Ni,ξViy
)
In the continuous approach, the sensitivity is computed taking into account a modification of
the domain of integration and the modification of the shape functions defined in the physical
space. In the discrete approach, the point of view is focused on the elementary level. There-
fore, there is no modification of the integration domain in (ξ, η) nor the shape functions. The
effect of shape variation relies only in the terms that comes from the modification of the Jacobian.
The major difficulty of this approach, as well as the pure analytical approach, which leads to
the same expression, is that one needs to compute the velocity field over the whole domain Ω.
Hence, when the shape parameter ’z’ represents a geometrical characteristics such as the radius
of a circle, an analytical velocity field can be chosen as: V (x, y) = (xr ,
y
r ) and used all over the
domain Ω. However, it is generally difficult to obtain or to use an analytical velocity field in
practice. Generally, the method employed consists in:
1. Perturbing the boundaries with a small δz;
2. Compute the new positions of the boundary nodes;
3. Adapt the mesh according to the movement of the boundary nodes using a smoothing
technique such as a Laplacian method for instance;
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4. Compute the velocity field on the whole domain;
5. Apply discrete sensitivity analysis to obtain the derivatives.
The difficulty of this method being to adapt the mesh while keeping a constant mesh topology [36]
and to compute the velocity field given a known movement on the boundary of the structure. A
comprehensive review of the different methods available to realize this can be found in [183].
Finite difference
The most common approach to obtain the sensitivities with a discrete differentiation is the semi-
analytical approach. Given the analytical derivative of the discrete system of the governing
equations, the derivatives of stiffness matrices and load vectors are computed with finite differ-
ences. Generally, this leads to a procedure where the finite difference is realized at the element
level whilst the analytical differentiation applies to the whole system. Hence, the elementary
finite differences are assembled to build the discrete sensitivity system of equations. The pseudo-
load vector is generally evaluated with finite difference schemes too. Here also, forward and
backward schemes are the most usual. This type of design sensitivities is commonly referred to
semi-analytical discrete design sensitivities.
We should also mention that the discrete derivative or semi-analytic approach is the most com-
mon technique and is available in several industrial finite element software codes such as NAS-
TRAN or SAMCEF. Implementations are mainly based on analytical elementary derivatives or
elementary finite differences. Compared to other techniques, the discrete method presents the
advantage of being computationally effective, generic and simple. The effective characteristic
comes from the fact that the system of equations to be solved is equivalent to the initial prob-
lem. Moreover, one can take advantage of keeping the factorized K matrix and the restitution of
displacement derivative is very cheap as only a backward elimination is necessary. This approach
is generic and it reduces the cost of code maintenance. Indeed, the elementary function used to
generate the stiffness matrix is able to compute the sensitivity with an elementary finite differ-
ence approach. Conversely, analytical sensitivity needs the implementation of specific elementary
routines that calls for different implementations and code maintenance.
5.3.4 Automatic computer code differentiation
The last method to obtain the sensitivities refers to the computational differentiation. This ap-
proach works at the software level and consists in directly differentiate the computer code itself.
The computational differentiation approach is based on the definition of the partial derivatives
of elementary functions. Given these partial derivatives, the total derivative of complex routines
can then be constructed using the chain rule differentiation.
Different computer software are available with both first and higher order derivatives (ADI-
FOR [32] for FORTRAN and ADOL-C [76] for C/C++) to compute the derivative of programs.
Initially, it was believed that pure automatic computer code generation was possible with this
approach. However practical implementations have shown that human intervention is generally
necessary to obtain maintainable and efficient code.
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Figure 5.5: Overview of the different sensitivity analysis approaches [172]
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5.3.5 Direct method and adjoint variable method
Two different approaches are available to compute practically the derivative of a function g that
represents any performance measure or constraint of the optimization problem:
g = g(z, u(z)) (5.41)
where u is the solution of the state equation (i.e. the displacements). This function depends on
the design in two ways: first through the explicit design parameter z, and second, through implicit
dependence on the displacement u. Using the chain rule differentiation, the total derivative of g
with respect to z is given by:
dg
dz
=
∂g
∂x
+
∂g
∂u
∂u
∂z
(5.42)
Direct differentiation method
The direct differentiation method, also known as the pseudo load method, evaluates the implicit
dependence of u with x using the derivative of the structural equation:
∂u
∂z
= K−1
[
∂f(z)
∂z
− ∂K(z)
∂z
u(z)
]
(5.43)
Replacing the expression of ∂u/∂z into (5.42), we obtain an expression for the derivative of g:
dg
dz
=
∂g
∂z
+
∂g
∂u
K−1
[
∂f(z)
∂z
− ∂K(z)
∂z
u(z)
]
(5.44)
However, this expression is not very useful in practice because the term K−1 is generally not
available. Therefore, in the direct approach, (5.43) is first solved for each variables and then the
sensitivity is obtained by taking the scalar product with ∂g∂u . This way, the solution of (5.43)
should be computed once for each design variables leading to n additional backward substitutions.
Adjoint method
When the number of variables n is greater than the number of constraints m, it is better to
adopt the adjoint method. To this end, a first adjoint variable vector Λ is defined as the solution
of the following system:
KΛ =
∂g
∂u
(5.45)
As the mechanical problem is a self adjoint point problem, the stiffness matrix is symmetric. We
can replace the expression of ∂g∂u in (5.42), yielding to the following adjoint equation:
dg
dz
=
∂g
∂z
+ ΛT
(
∂f
∂z
− ∂K
∂z
u
)
(5.46)
The adjoint method requires one backward substitution per constraint, thus m backward substi-
tutions for the whole set of constraints. The adjoint variable method is also known as the virtual
load because ∂g∂u acts as a dummy load. When the constraint g represents an upper limit on the
value of a single displacement component, the dummy load has only one non zero component
corresponding to the constrained displacement component. Similarly to the direct approach,
we can take advantage of using the matrix K, which is generally available in a factored form.
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Obtaining the solution of ∂u/∂z is thus much cheaper than solving the original problem.
In practical problems with several load cases, the cost of the virtual load approach is equal to
the number of active constraints m and it is nearly independent of the number of load cases.
Indeed, the number of critical constraints does not change significantly with the number of load
cases at the end of the convergence process. With the direct method, it is necessary to introduce
n ∗ c additional load vectors with n the number of design variables and c the real number of load
cases. The number of linear systems to be solved is equal to nadd = n ∗ c in this case.
The direct approach seems, at first inspection, much more complex to set up. Hence, on has to
divide the structural analysis in two steps. First the nominal structure has to be solved for all
load cases. Second, the pseudo-load vectors are assembled and the sensitivity system is solved
for all pseudo-load vectors. However, one can notice that the number of computations using this
methods is preferable when the we have n ∗ c ≤ m. The selection between the two methods can
be introduced automatically in the sensitivity analysis method. The choice is quite easy as the
comparison between the number of additional load cases required for each method is known. In
practice, this choice can be done at the beginning or interactively by selecting the set of (nearly)
active constraints at the current design point.
5.4 Optimization based on the Level Set Method
Inspired by the ability of the Level Set method to modify the shape of curves and surfaces as
well as allowing the modification of topology, this method has drawn a lot of attention among
researchers in the field of topology optimization of mechanical structures. The first paper pre-
senting a method related to the topic is attributed to Sethian and Wiegmann in [153]. In this
study, the movement of the Level Set is driven by the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (see eq.(2.3))
and the structural analysis is carried out by an Immersed Interface Method (see [100]), which
avoids the mesh generation. The optimization is based on an evolutionary approach based on
the idea of removing material in regions of low stress with a removal rate, determining the ve-
locity of the moving boundaries. Holes can be created during the optimization by modification
of the Level Set based on a criteria similar to evolutionary methods. This method obtained very
interesting results for different 2D structures. However, no other works has been published on
this method, probably because it is based on a finite difference and not on a finite element method.
Another approach of topology optimization with Level Set has been initially proposed by Al-
laire et al. [8, 9] and closely followed by Wang et al. [178] who extended the method to multi-
material optimization [176], thermoelastic problems [181] and maximization of simple or repeated
fundamental eigenvalues of vibration [180]. In these works, the structural analysis is carried out
by a finite element analysis in which the void domain is represented with a soft material simi-
larly to a topology optimization. The sensitivity analysis is derived from material derivatives or
boundary variation approach of the different cost functions and the associated augmented La-
grangian formulation of the optimization problem in case of constraints. Given the expression of
the derivatives, reminding that the normal velocity field Vn appears in the structural sensitivity, a
proper descent direction is chosen in order to obtain a negative derivative ensuring the minimiza-
tion of the objective function. The chosen velocity field Vn is plugged into the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation in order to drive the evolution of the Level Set and to modify the shape of the structure.
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Indeed, from this point of view, this approach is quite different from a classical shape optimiza-
tion. In shape optimization, the velocity field is imposed by the design variables defined for
the problem and it restricts therefore the admissible set of possible domain shapes. Moreover,
the intensity of the modification of design variables is retrieved from the optimization algorithm
given the derivatives of the objective and cost functions. Using the Level Set approach of Allaire
and Wang, the optimization formulation does not focus on determining the sensitivity of the
design variable as these ones do not appear directly into the optimization problem. Instead, as a
velocity field towards any direction can be constructed on the structure allowing to modify freely
the design domain, the best direction of evolution (i.e. the velocity field) is chosen in order to
guarantee that the objective function is diminishing. Thus, the sensitivity of the design variables
is not really computed in the sense that it is only the velocity field which is computed. Given
this velocity field, the modification of the design (the Level Set values) is realized by solving
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation driving the Level Set with the prescribed velocity field. From
this point of view, this method can be classified as a topology optimization rather than a shape
optimization. The main advantage of the Level Set approach compared to a classical topology
method being that the solution is composed of a black and white design without checkerboard
problems. Moreover, the level of automation of this method can be considered as nearly equiv-
alent to the one obtained in topology optimization. However, this method is not able to create
naturally new holes in the structure as the sensitivity analysis is based on small perturbations
of the boundary and does not provide a mechanism for nucleation of holes. In order to overcome
this limitation in practice, many holes are often inserted into the initial design and allowed to
merge when the boundaries evolve. A consequence of this strategy is that the result of the op-
timization process appears to be depend of the initial structure. To overcome the difficulty of
generating new holes, Allaire et al. [10] proposed to combine it with the concept of topological
derivatives which appears to be very promising. In [179], Wang et al. use a Radial Basis func-
tion Level Set method with an extension of the velocity field that allows the creation of new holes.
While this approach has proven to be very attractive and successful, it faces some limitations.
Actually, all the approaches based on the Level Set Method in optimization use a Gradient
Method with a Lagrangian approach. Hence, at step k of the optimization process, a FEM
analysis is performed, then, given the velocity Vn, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is solved for a
fixed number of iterations to modify the geometry of the structure. Thus, the advancing step
h of the gradient method, which corresponds here to the number of iterations for the Level Set
equation, have to be chosen. Moreover, the CFL conditions have to be fulfilled for this reso-
lution, limiting therefore the amplitude of the shape modification per iterations and increasing
the computational time spent in the resolution of the Level Set motion equation. Thus, this
difficulty increases the total computational time and leads to a high number of iterations for the
global optimization problem (at least 100 iterations).
In [26], Belytschko et al. proposed to used the Level Set Method with a structural analysis per-
formed using X-FEM. The design variables of the optimization are the nodal values of the Level
Sets and the optimization process is solved with optimality criteria. This method is detailed for
the purpose of minimizing compliance subject to a constraint on the volume but the approach
could be extended to other results. The authors obtained very interesting results for different 2D
structures with one or multi-material properties and the method seems to be able to create holes.
The closest method to the approach developed in present thesis is related to Chen et al. [42]
where the analysis of the structure is realized using a Meshless approach and the sensitivity
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of the objective function is based on analytical derivatives of the equilibrium equations. In
this paper, the shape of the structure is represented using a combination of several Level Sets
with Boolean operators. The original idea of this research comes from the fact that the authors
propose to combine both parametric Level Set functions based on simple primitives characterized
by a small number of parameters and discrete Level Sets (called free-form Level Set) where the
parameters are the nodal Level Set values. This approach offers a great flexibility as both
shape and topology optimization can be performed simultaneously. Moreover, in order to obtain
a differentiable approximation when computing the sensitivity of the Level Set function, the
boolean operators are transformed using R-functions [156]. The optimization procedure is based
on an Augmented Lagrangian technique and the parameters evolution is realized with a gradient
method. Similarly to the approaches of Allaire and Wang where the velocity field is chosen in
order to guarantee a descent direction, Chen et al. [42] select an adapted minimizing direction
for each design parameter given the expression of the sensitivity.
5.5 Formulation of optimization problem
In the present work, the formulation of the optimization problem is similar to the classical shape
optimization problem, but its solution is greatly simplified thanks to the use of the X-FEM and
the Level Set description as no mesh perturbation is needed.
The geometry and the material repartition are specified using Level Sets representations. The
positive part of the Level Set represents the region where the material lies and the negative part
is void. The user has a library of basic geometric features (in Level Sets) that can be combined
to create almost any structural geometry. In our implementation, the available geometric fea-
tures are circles, ellipses and all polygons. The design variables are chosen among the geometric
parameters of these features. Beside these pre-defined Level Set shapes, the user can also build
the Level Set from a NURBS curve, a surface or a general set of points. In this case, the design
variables are the control points of the NURBS. Hence, each Level Set entity developed in OOFE-
LIE has a number of given design variables that allow to modify the geometry. Moreover, using
a Constructive Solid Geometry Level Set approach with the boolean operators, it is possible to
build complex shapes and to proceed to a shape optimization among the design parameters of
each Level Set in the model.
The optimization problem aims at finding the best shape while minimizing a given objective func-
tion and satisfying mechanical and geometrical design restrictions. The mechanical constraints
can either be global responses (e.g. compliance, volume) or local criteria such as displacements
or stress constraints. The number of design variables is generally small as in shape optimiza-
tion. However the number of constraints may be large if local stress restrictions (e.g. stress
constraints) are considered. Nonetheless, large scale problems as in topology optimization are
thus avoided.
Because of the X-FEM characteristics, the geometry has not to coincide with the mesh and
the shape optimization problem is carried out on a fixed mesh. One works here in an Eulerian
approach and not in a Lagrangian approach. This circumvents the mesh perturbation problems
of classical shape optimization. Sensitivity analysis does not require to extend the velocity field
to the entire domain anymore. The present formulation is then, up to a certain point, simpler.
However, some technical difficulties can be encountered if a finite difference or a semi-analytical
scheme is used for sensitivity analysis as explained in the next section. Basically, the problem is
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that the perturbation must not modify the number of degrees of freedom of the X-FEM stiffness
matrix.
The Level Set approach is very convenient to modify the geometry because the Level Sets (and
so the holes) can penetrate each other or disappear. Creation of new holes is more problematic
since it leads to a non smooth problem. Topological derivatives (see [73, 128, 160]) have to be
used for a rigorous treatment of the problem. This capability has not been studied in this thesis
and is let as an extension of the method for future works.
5.6 The sensitivity analysis method
In a preliminary work [174] on optimization with X-FEM and Level Sets, we performed sensi-
tivity analysis using a simple finite difference scheme. This choice was related to the objective of
the study, which was to assess the capabilities of this new approach. As promising results were
obtained, it was decided to develop a more efficient method for sensitivity analysis in order to
handle more complex problems.
As in classical shape optimization, the sensitivity analysis of mechanical responses (such as
compliance, displacement, stress . . .) is carried out using a semi-analytic approach. In this
approach the derivatives of stiffness matrix (K), mass matrix (M) and load vectors (f) are
calculated by finite differences using a small perturbation δz of Level Set parameters. Using
forward finite differences, the expression of the derivatives of the matrices are:
∂K
∂z
' K(z + δz)−K(z)
δz
∂M
∂z
' M(z + δz)−M(z)
δz
∂f
∂z
' f(z + δz)− f(z)
δz
These derivatives are then exploited to compute the sensitivity of the various objective functions.
5.6.1 Static analysis
In static analysis, the equation to solve is given by the following equilibrium equation:
Ku = f
Displacement derivative
The sensitivity of the generalized displacement is obtained by differentiating the discretized
equation with respect to the design variables:
∂u
∂z
= K−1(
∂f
∂z
− ∂K
∂z
u)
that requires n backward substitutions for a problem of size n.
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Compliance derivative
The compliance C is defined as the work of the applied load and writes in the discretized from:
C = fTu = uTKu
It is equal to twice the strain energy. In the case of dead loading forces, the expression of the
generalized displacements sensitivity allows the derivative of the compliance C to be expressed
as a function of the stiffness matrix derivative only:
∂C
∂z
= −uT ∂K
∂z
u
If the external loads are depending on the parameter z, one has:
∂C
∂z
= uT
∂K
∂z
u+ 2uTK
∂u
∂z
(5.47)
= −uT ∂K
∂z
u+ 2uT
∂f
∂z
(5.48)
where the expressions (5.47) and (5.48) are equivalent but (5.47) involves n backward substitu-
tion whereas (5.48) does not need any substitution.
The strain energy being a global quantity of the structure that is obtained by summation over
all finite elements, one can also compute the sensitivity of C on each element e:
∂Ce
∂z
= −ueT ∂Ke
∂z
ue + 2ue
T ∂fe
∂z
Stress derivative
The objective function or constraint may involve the stresses so that their sensitivities are needed.
Two ways are possible to get the derivative of the stresses σ:
σ = H = HBu = Tu
where H is the Hooke’s matrix and Bj the matrix of the derivated shape functions of the ele-
ment e.
The first one consists in derivate the expression of the stresses σ in all the elements:
∂σ
∂z
=
∂T
∂z
u+T
∂u
∂z
=
∂T
∂z
u+TK−1(
∂f
∂z
− ∂K
∂z
u)
This approach has the drawback of being cumbersome because one has to compute the derivative
of the T matrix. On one hand, this can be achieved using a finite difference approach but requires
the generation of two matrices T (z+δz) and T (z) which are generally not computed in industrial
codes. On the other hand, one can proceed to the analytical derivation of T as suggested by
Braibant [37] for FEM shape optimization that calls for the computation of the velocity field V
and B matrix derivative:
∂σe
∂z
=
∫
Ωe
H
[
Be divV − ∂Be
∂z
]
dΩe
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The expression of these different terms are detailed in section 5.8 for the case of X-FEM.
The second approach is based on the computation of the stresses related to the perturbed state
by using the expression of the displacement sensitivities and a Taylor expansion of the stresses.
Neglecting second order terms, the stress derivative can be approximated by:
σ(z + δz) = σ(z) +
∂σ
∂z
δz +O(δz2)
⇒ ∂σ
∂z
' σ(z + δz)− σ(z)
δz
If we approximated the stresses for the configuration z + δz with:
σe(z + δz) ' HBe(z + δz)u(z + δz)
we have a tractable expression for the stress derivative for element e:
∂σe
∂z
' HBe(z + δz)u(z + δz)−HBe(z)u(z)
δz
where u(z + δz) is also computed with a first order Taylor expansion. This procedure reduces
the sensitivity of the stresses as a function of the displacement derivative. In the present study,
it is this second method which has been implemented.
5.6.2 Modal analysis
When the structural analysis is based on the modal characteristic of the structure, the structural
response is obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem:[
K(z)− ω2M(z)]u(z) = 0
where ω2 is the squared of the pulsation and u is the vector of eigenmodes. Generally, the
eigenmode vectors are normalized with respect to the mass matrix M such that:
uTMu = 1
In this thesis, two types of problem are considered: structural linear elastic analysis and modal
analysis. If the objective of the optimization is maximizing the eigenfrequency, we have to solve
the following eigenvalue problem: (
K− ω2M)u = 0
where M is the mass matrix, u is the eigenmode and ω2 is the squared pulsation. To optimize
the structure with respect to eigenfrequencies, it is necessary to determine their sensitivities. In
the case of a single eigenfrequency, the sensitivity of the kth eigenfrequency with respect to an
arbitrary design parameter z is given by:
∂ω2k
∂z
= uTk (
∂K
∂z
− ω2k
∂M
∂z
)uk (5.49)
if we use the orthogonality property of the eigenmodes. In case of multiple eigenfrequencies, the
expression (5.49) can not be used anymore. However extension to multiple eigenfrequencies is
possible. See [155] for example of such treatment.
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5.6.3 A first numerical procedure
In CAD based shape optimization, the complexity of computing the stiffness matrix sensitivity
stems from the modifications of the mesh associated to the perturbation δz and from the related
velocity field calculation. In fact, the difficulty is related to the relocation of the mesh nodes
inside the domain following the given perturbation of the boundary nodes. In the X-FEM based
approach, one has not to deal with the mesh perturbations as one works on a fixed grid. However,
this method exhibits a different drawback with respect to the FEM shape optimization as the
number of solid elements may change. The critical situation happens when the number of nodes
is modified and the Level Set is very close to a node (see Fig. 5.6). During the perturbation δz
of the Level Set, it is possible that some empty elements become partly filled with material and
are introduced into the formulation. The new elements then introduce some new nodes and new
DOFs. Therefore, the number of degrees of freedom change and the dimension of the stiffness
matrix (i.e. of the problem) is modified before and after the Level Set perturbation. It is not
possible to perform finite differences since the matrices have different dimensions. However, even
if it is possible in theory, this situation is extremely rare for unstructured mesh used in practice.
Of course, the ultimate solution to the problem should resort to a fully analytical sensitivity
of the stiffness matrix. However, this would be rather restrictive for industrial applications as
this procedure has to be introduced in each element definition the semi-analytical procedure is
element independent.
Cut element New cut element New node
Figure 5.6: Sensitivity difficulty with semi-analytic approach
However, practically a simple procedure can be tailored. To circumvent the problem of DOF
introduction, the first strategy that we have implemented is to take into account only the dis-
placement ui for the elements that are present in the reference configuration while the contribu-
tions coming from the new partly filled elements are ignored. Hence, the number of elements is
preserved and the size of the stiffness matrix remains unchanged.
5.6.4 Validation of the simplified approach
The plate with an elliptical hole subject to a non uniform bi-axial loading (Fig. 5.7) is a classical
benchmark to validate the approximated semi-analytical sensitivity analysis. Table 5.1 gives the
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sensitivities of the compliance calculated by finite differences (FD) and by a semi-analytical (SA)
approach for different combinations of the design variables a and b, i.e. the major and minor
axes of the elliptical hole. The results are obtained with a relative perturbation of the design
variables of δ = 10−4. The table 5.2 presents the comparison between semi-analytical and finite
difference sensitivity analysis for the maximum Von Mises stress with respect to the parameters
a and θ of the ellipse.
Figure 5.7: Structure used for the analytical sensitivity computation
Compliance sensitivity
Design variables FD SA Relative error (%)
a = 0.8 9083.912935 9079.929156 0.04%
b = 0.55 6931.355633 6930.048399 0.02%
a = 0.64 4229.584903 4228.178721 0.03%
b = 0.44 3255.032199 3254.570006 0.01%
Table 5.1: Validation of semi-analytical sensitivity analysis approximation for compliance.
Von Mises stress sensitivity
Design variables FD SA Relative error (%)
a = 0.6 3698, 0000 3691, 3344 0, 1802
θ = pi/4 478, 0000 477, 0641 0, 1957
a = 0.6 2712, 000 2707, 3283 0, 1722
θ = pi/6 523, 7000 523, 4099 0, 0553
a = 0.6 783, 8000 782, 3920 0, 1796
θ = 0 11, 6239 11, 6235 0, 0029
Table 5.2: Validation of semi-analytical sensitivity analysis approximation for Von Mises stresses
The sensitivity analysis implemented in OOFELIE performs quite well as the relative error be-
tween finite difference and semi-analytical approach is always smaller than 1%. We have to
notice that, during the numerical experiments of Tables 5.1 and 5.2, no new element is created
between the initial and the preturbed state. The same approach has been repeated with other
values of the perturbation δ, and the element creation phenomenon appeared only once for a
perturbation of δ=5.10−2 of the angle θ. In that case, two elements are created and the relative
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error is equal to 6 %. In this case, we have to remark that the validity of the semi-analytical
approach becomes quite questionnable. Actually, if we perform another comparison for a per-
turbation of δ=4.10−2, the relative error is now equal to 4.8 % without any creation of elements.
Therefore we can conclude that even if elements are created, which rarely occurs, the error in-
duced by the semi-analytical approach is limited if the number of created elements remains small.
An error is obviously introduced by the semi-analytical strategy because the contributions related
to new created elements are ignored. However, in practice, the contribution of these elements
remains so small that the neglected contribution to the stiffness matrix does not have generally
a significant effect on the accuracy of the sensitivity. In the following chapter 6, we will see that
the strategy to ignore the creation of the new DOFs is reasonable and that, in practice, when
solving real life applications, we did not encountered any major problems.
5.7 Mitigating the error of the semi-analytical sensitivity ap-
proach
Despite the fact that no problem was encountered in applications, it is really preferable to have
the guarantee of obtaining the best accuracy for the sensitivities. To mitigate this SA problem,
we focus on two improvements to obtain a more accurate sensitivity analysis: 1/replacing the
void material by a soft one and 2/adapting the perturbation step.
x
y
p
e
0.4r
e
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6r e
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e
(a) Geometry and boundary conditions (b) Critical mesh
Figure 5.8: Hollow cylinder structure for the computation a compliance sensitivity
As we have shown in the previous section, resorting to semi-analytical approach can come into
trouble when computing SA derivatives. To estimate the error that occurs when ignoring the
creation of new elements, we consider the following test case. The structure is a hollow cylinder
of external and internal radius re and 0.4re under an external radial pressure p. By symmetry,
we are able to study only one quarter of the structure by imposing suitable symmetry boundary
conditions along x and y axis as represented in Figure 5.8.
In order to enforce a ’pathological’ case, we deliberately introduce an inner boundary circle in-
side the hollow cylinder at r=ra=0.6re to force a conforming mesh along this boundary. Then,
a circular Level Set with a radius rls = ra + δr/ra, δr  ra, is introduced.
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If we compute the sensitivity analysis with respect to the radius of the Level Set using a per-
turbation δr<0, it is likely that the perturbed design will introduce new DOFs. In Table 5.3,
we compare the sensitivity of the compliance with a finite difference scheme and a semi-analytic
using ignore strategy for a positive and a negative perturbation δr.
Compliance sensitivity
Method r δr Value Relative error (%)
FD 0.6 10−4r 1.677E-5 –
FD 0.6 −10−4r 1.620E-5 3.3%
SA 0.6 10−4r 1.676E-5 0.025%
SA 0.6 −10−4r 2.794E-6 83% (16 new elements)
Table 5.3: Semi-analytical sensitivity analysis approximation with ignore strategy. Relative
error expressed with forward FD as reference solution.
As expected the finite difference method gives similar results independently of the perturbation
sign whereas the semi-analytic approach gives good agreement only when δr is positive. How-
ever, when δr is negative, new elements (16 new elements) and new DOFs appear in the model
and the value of the sensitivity is highly under estimated.
The first conclusion that is clearly obvious is that the sign of perturbation is important when
using the strategy in which we ignore the new DOFs. As a consequence, it is always safer to
choose the perturbation step sign in order to compute sensitivity in a direction that moves into
the structural domain and not out of the structure as pointed in this test case.
Unfortunately, modifying the sign of the perturbation can not ensure in all cases that no new
DOFs are introduced by the perturbation of a design variable. For instance, if the design variable
represents the position of a circle, any sign of the perturbation creates a modification that goes
into the material on one side and outside of the material on the other side as illustrated in
Figure 5.9 with the dashed zone.
dx
Figure 5.9: Creation of material when perturbing the position of the center of a circle
5.7.1 Introduction of soft material boundary layer
In topology optimization, the void is approximated by a material with a very small density. In
this case, the mesh is also fixed but the size of the problem remains constant as the introduction
of holes is realized with a mollifier function (similar to SIMP law for instance). Even if a huge
zone with a very low density exists, all elements are kept in the formulation.
To circumvent the introduction of new DOFs, we can also introduce a soft material in place of
the void. However, to limit the influence of the soft material, we can keep only a narrow band
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(boundary layer) of elements with very soft mechanical properties around the Level Set ψ = 0 in
order to prevent the variation of the total number of degrees of freedom. When applied to the
test case of the hollow cylinder with a Young Modulus ratio of 10−3 between material zone and
void zone, we obtain a relative difference on the strain energy of 0.07%.
The Table 5.4 indicates the values of the sensitivity obtained with this approximation, compared
to the FD results of Table 5.3 (e.g. with real void).
Compliance sensitivity
Method r δr Value Relative error (%)
FD 0.6 10−4r 1.67165E-5 0.3%
FD 0.6 −10−4r 1.69524E-5 1.08 %
SA 0.6 10−4r 1.67124E-5 0.3%
SA 0.6 −10−4r 1.68921E-5 0.7%
Table 5.4: Comparison of sensitivity analysis with soft material in void zone and FD forward
scheme of Table 5.3 as reference solution.
This soft material strategy has the advantage of keeping the number of degrees of freedom con-
stant and to forbid the creation of elements during the perturbation step. Hence, the computation
of the sensitivity leads to a more accurate result as all elements are taken into account in the
perturbed stiffness matrix as we can convince in Table 5.4. However, the presence of these ele-
ments is expected to introduce a dependency upon the mechanical properties associated to the
narrow softening elements band like in topology optimization with the power p coefficient in the
SIMP law. Particular difficulties could be encountered specifically in vibration problems where
the phenomenon of local vibration modes could occur [136]. Furthermore, using these methods
does not take fully advantage of the X-FEM as we re-introduce an approximation of the void as
a soft material and so we loose the black/white description.
5.7.2 Adapting the perturbation
Imagine that the following Figure 5.10 represents the evolution of the stiffness matrix with re-
spect to the design variable z. Moreover, consider that the stiffness matrix has a dimension n
and n+1 at the positions z and z+δz respectively. z+δz∗ is the value of the perturbation where
the stiffness matrix changes its dimension. For instance, one can think of a 1D model composed
of 2 elements where only the first element is filled with material over a length z as represented
in Figure 5.10 (b).
If we use the ignore strategy, the stiffness derivative computed is in fact equal to:
∂Kignore
∂z
' δKignore
δz
=
K(z + δz∗)−K(z)
δz
(5.50)
as we do not take into account the contribution of the new elements that creates a new DOFs.
Now writing the expression of the ’exact’ stiffness derivative we have:
∂K
∂z
' δK
δz
=
K(z + δz)−K(z)
δz
(5.51)
introducing the zero term K(z+δz∗)−K(z+δz∗) and rearranging the different terms into (5.51),
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z z+dzz+dz
*
(a) Evolution of the stiffness matrix
dz
dz*z
(b) 1D model
Figure 5.10: Sensitivity difficulty with semi-analytic approach
we obtain:
∂K
∂z
' K(z + δz)−K(z + δz
∗) +K(z + δz∗)−K(z)
δz
' K(z + δz
∗)−K(z)
δz
+
K(z + δz)−K(z + δz∗)
δz
(5.52)
=
∂K1
∂z
+
∂K2
∂z
(5.53)
From expression (5.52) we can observe that the exact stiffness derivative can be divided into the
sum of two parts ∂K1∂z and
∂K2
∂z corresponding to the stiffness derivative of the first and second
element respectively. Moreover, comparing (5.52) and (5.50) we can see that the ignore strategy
corresponds to the stiffness derivative on the first element and that the error of this approach is
equal to the contribution of the second element. Furthermore, we can see that this error increases
with the distance |δz − δz∗| and is null if δz = δz∗. Hence, if we correct the perturbation step
δz to be equal to δz∗ in (5.52) or replace δz by δz∗ in (5.50), the sensitivity analysis can be
computed accurately if the perturbation δz∗ is not too small compared to computer precision
(see [81]).
In [183], Zhang indicates that it is more effective to compute the derivative by assembling first
the difference of matrices K(z + δz)−K(z) at element level and then by dividing the result by
the perturbation δz. The perturbation has therefore to be unique for all elements. However, we
can also compute a sensitivity element by element and then assemble the elementary stiffness
derivatives allowing therefore to prescribe a perturbation for each elements.
Practically, it is not necessary to compute an adapted perturbation on each element as most of
them keep the same state. Hence, in the ignore strategy (in which we ignore the new DOFs), we
have to compare the state of the elements (e.g. cut, solid) at z and z+ δz and take into account
only the elements that keep a constant or decreasing number of DOFs. With a sensitivity analysis
computed on each element, we can focus solely on the elements that are cut at the state z. Then,
given the perturbation δz, we compute the sensitivity on these cut elements only. When this
perturbation δz modifies the state of the element such that the iso-zero Level Set goes out of the
element, an adapted perturbation δz∗ should be computed. Here again, the Level Set description
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greatly helps the detection of the state modification of elements as depicted in Figure 5.11. A
simple product of nodal Level Set Values φi(z) and φi(z+ δz) can inform on the modification of
the topology and the state of the element.
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Figure 5.11: Modification of the state of the element
Given the state z and z + δz, we can compute the derivative of the Level Set φ for each node i
using:
∂φi
∂z
' δφi
δz
=
φi(z + δz)− φi(z)
δz
The perturbation δz is supposed to be infinitesimal, hence, from the nodal Level Set values φi
we can compute the maximum perturbation δzmax that preserves the same cut state (elementary
topology) for the element:
φ(z + δzmax) = 0 = φ(z) +
∂φ
∂z
δzmax ⇔ δzmax = −
(
∂φ
∂z
)−1
φ(z)
Practically, the δzmax is computed by considering the closest negative node from the boundary:
δzmax =
δz
δφ
∗ max(φi(z) < 0)
α
; (5.54)
where max(φi(z) < 0) means the maximum negative nodal Level Set value and α is a factor > 1
to ensure that the perturbation step δzmax is not too large. Given this δzmax, we can regenerate
new Level Set values using the value of the parameter δzmax or, more efficiently, approximate
the new Level Set values on the element using:
φi(z + δz
max) = φi(z) +
∂φi
∂z
δzmax
Applying this method to the hollow cylinder test case with an initial perturbation of δr = −10−4,
we can see in the Table 5.5 that we recover a sensitivity that is in perfect agreement with the
finite difference method.
Compliance sensitivity
Method r δr Value Relative error (%)
FD 0.6 10−4r 1.677E-5 –
SA 0.6 −10−4r 2.794E-6 83 %
Semi-analytic adapted r = 0.6 10−4r 1.677E-5 0.016%
Table 5.5: Validation of the semi-analytical adapted sensitivity analysis approximation.
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One inherent drawback of this method is that there is no guarantee that the adapted perturbation
step δzmax is not close to computer precision leading to an erroneous elementary structural
matrices derivative. The procedure to adapt the perturbation can be summarized as the following
algorithm:
Algorithm 1 : Computation of sensitivity analysis using adapted perturbation step
1: Generate the Level Set, and cut the mesh for configuration z and z + δz.
2: for all Cut elements do
3: Compute state for configuration z and z + δz
4: if The state does not change then
5: Compute the sensitivity with finite difference on elementary matrices between configu-
ration z and z + δz.
6: else
7: Compute adapted perturbation step δzmax using (5.54)
8: Compare state of elements at z and z + δzmax
9: Approximate perturbed Level Set values at z + δzmax or regenerate a Level Set only on
the element
10: Compute the sensitivity with finite difference on elementary matrices between configu-
ration z and z + δzmax
11: end if
12: Assemble the elementary derivatives
13: end for
14: Compute objective function or constraint sensitivity given the global structural derivatives
5.8 Analytical derivatives
Analytically, the expression of the stiffness matrix of an extended finite element can be written
exactly as a classical FE. Hence, the derivation of the stiffness matrix can be obtained following
the same procedure as for FEM (see section 5.3.3). However, due to the fixed grid approach,
the effect of the shape parameter ’z’ is different as it only involves a modification of the domain
of integration Ωsolid(z) and does not introduce any modification of the elementary geometry.
Furthermore, when the approximation of the displacement field involves additional shape func-
tions such as the ones used for crack and bi-material enrichment, new terms, depending on the
parameter ’z’, have to be taken into account.
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Figure 5.12: Linear rod element mapping in X-FEM
Hence, given the specific integration procedure of X-FEM, the expression of the stiffness matrix
can take three different forms depending on the space in which it is written. Expressed in the
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real space, or in the common referential space, one has two similar forms:
K =
∫
Ωsolid(z)
BTHBdΩsolid (5.55)
and
K =
∫
ξ∗(z)
BTHB |J1| dξ (5.56)
or also
K =
∫ s2
s1
BTHB |J1| |J2| ds (5.57)
where both domains of integration Ωsolid(z) in referential x and ξ∗ in referential ξ depend on the
parameter ’z’. Consequently, a material derivative approach should be used in order to obtain
the sensitivity of K from these two expressions. One can clearly notice here a first difference
between FEM and X-FEM as the introduction of the common reference space does not yield to
a fixed integration space in the referential ξ. Applying the material derivative identity (5.22) to
the stiffness matrix, one has:
dK
dz
=
∫
Ω(z)
d
dz
(BTHB) dΩ +
∫
Ω(z)
BTHBdivV dΩ (5.58)
In our case, it is more useful to rewrite this expression by splitting the total derivative ddz · into
∂
∂z ·+V∇·:
dK
dz
=
∫
Ω(z)
∂
∂z
(BTHB) dΩ +
∫
Ω(z)
div(BTHBV ) dΩ (5.59)
or using the Gauss theorem:
dK
dz
=
∫
Ω(z)
∂
∂z
(BTHB) dΩ +
∫
Γ(z)
BTHBV n dΓ (5.60)
However, we find that because there is no explicit dependence of the shape functions on the
shape parameter, the partial derivative ∂∂z · is equal to zero.
d
dz
(
∂
∂xi
Nj) =
∂
∂z
(
∂
∂xi
Nj) + Vk
∂
∂xk
(
∂
∂xi
Nj) = Vk
∂
∂xk
(
∂
∂xi
Nj) (5.61)
Therefore, in (5.58) and (5.59), the first term is zero and only convective terms have to be taken
into account. So, the stiffness matrix derivative reduces to:
dK
dz
=
∫
Ωsolid(z)
div(BTHBV )dΩsolid (5.62)
=
∫
Γ(z)
BTHBV n dΓ
Note that this is true only in the case of void-material approximation for X-FEM as detailed in
section 5.11.
Reintroducing the example of a 1D rod element partially filled along a length l, the stiffness
matrix is defined as :
K =
∫ l
0
[ − 1L
1
L
]
EA
[
− 1
L
1
L
]
dx =
EAl
L2
[
1 −1
−1 1
]
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and one can clearly see that all the terms under the integral term do not depend on the shape
design variable l. The derivation of this expression with respect to the parameter z=l gives:
∂K
∂l
=
EA
L2
[
1 −1
−1 1
]
(5.63)
To apply equation (5.62), one should define the velocity field V describing the movement of a
material point for a design variable representing the length of the material zone l. This one can
be chosen as:
V =
x
l
and introduced into (5.62) to obtain an expression equivalent to analytical expression (5.63):
∂K
∂l
= EA{
∫ l
0
∂B
∂x
T
BV (x)dx+
∫ l
0
BT
∂B
∂x
V (x)dx+
∫ l
0
BTB divV (x)dx}
= EA
∫ l
0
{[
0
0
] [
− 1
L
1
L
]
x
l
+
[ − 1L
1
L
]
[0 0]
x
l
+
[ − 1L
1
L
] [
− 1
L
1
L
]
1
l
}
dx
=
EA
L2
[
1 −1
−1 1
]
Written in the standard reference ξ space, the situation is the same since the domain of integration
is also a function of the shape parameters and that the introduction of the first Jacobian J1, based
only on the geometry of the full element has no direct relation with the domain of integration.
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Figure 5.13: Rod element in the ξ referential
The integral has the same form as in real space and the bounds of integration also depend on
the shape parameter. Obviously here the bound of integration ξ∗ = 2lL − 1 depends on the
parameter l:
K =
∫ ξ∗
ξ1
(J−11 )
T
[
∂N1(ξ)
∂ξ
∂N2(ξ)
∂ξ
]
E
[
∂N1(ξ)
∂ξ
∂N2(ξ)
∂ξ
]
J−11 |J1| dξ
=
∫ 2l
L
−1
−1
2
L
[ −12
1
2
]
EA
[
−1
2
1
2
]
2
L
L
2
dξ
Hence, conversely to a FEM approach, the introduction of the first mapping does not yield
to a fixed integration domain. As mentioned in chapter 4, these two formulations are not easy
tractable due to the fact that the bounds of integration are not fixed and the classical integration
scheme can not be used as it is. To overcome this problem, a second mapping is introduced to
obtain the practical formulation used within X-FEM codes:
K =
∫
s
BTHB |J1| |J2| ds
Introducing the second mapping has the same consequence as the introduction of the unique map-
ping used with FEM. The domain of integration remains constant with respect to a modification
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of the design variable but the terms under the integral are now depending on this parameter.
One obtains thus a formulation where the integration domain is independent of l but not the
term inside this integral as both J2 and B matrix depend on l through the mapping:
ξ =
1
2
(1− s)ξ1 + 1
2
(1 + s)ξ∗
= −1
2
(1− s) + 1
2
(1 + s)(
2l
L
− 1)
K =
∫ 1
−1
J−11
[
∂N1(ξ(l))
∂ξ
∂N2(ξ(l))
∂ξ
]
EA
[
∂N1(ξ(l))
∂ξ
∂N2(ξ(l))
∂ξ
]
J−11 |J1| |J2| ds
=
∫ 1
−1
2
L
[ −12
1
2
]
EA
[
−1
2
1
2
]
2
L
L
2
l
L
ds
To generalize the formulation of the stiffness matrix derivative and to obtain a practical formula-
tion for the stiffness matrix derivative, let’s focus on the discrete formulation, which is computed
using the following form:
K =
∫
ΩSolid
BTHBdΩSolid =
∑
∆i
∫
∆i
BTHB |J1| |J2| dξdη
=
∑
∆i
ngpt∑
gpt
BTHB |J1| |J2|wgpt
The derivation with respect to a shape parameter ’z’ can be computed under the integration sign
since it is carried out over a fixed domain:
dK
dz
=
∂
∂z
∑
∆i
ngpt∑
gpt
BTHB |J1| |J2|wgpt
=
∑
∆i
ngpt∑
gpt
wgpt
{
∂BT
∂z
HB |J1| |J2|+BTH∂B
∂z
|J1| |J2|+BTHB |J1| ∂ |J2|
∂z
}
The B matrix for the node r has the following expression:
Br =
[
∂Nr,x
∂z
∂Nr,y
∂z
]
= J−11
[
Nr,ξ
Nr,η
]
and the derivative of B can be easily obtained using the relation d(X−1) = −X−1dXX−1 [61]:
∂Br
∂z
=
[
∂Nr,x
∂z
∂Nr,y
∂z
]
= −J−11
∂J1
∂z
J−11
[
Nr,ξ
Nr,η
]
+ J−11
[
∂Nr,ξ
∂z
∂Nr,η
∂z
]
= J−11
[
∂Nr,ξ
∂z
∂Nr,η
∂z
]
The first term is null in this case because the Jacobian J1 does not change with a perturbation
of z conversely to a shape parameter with FEM where the geometry of the element changes.
Using the chain rule derivative, we can express the derivative ∂Nξ/∂z to obtain the following
expression:
∂Br
∂z
= J−11
[
∂Nr,ξ
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂z +
∂Nr,ξ
∂η
∂η
∂z
∂Nr,η
∂η
∂η
∂z +
∂Nr,η
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂z
]
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And one can notice that, in this expression, the second derivative of the shape functions ∂Nξ/∂ξ
and a velocity field term in the reference element ∂ξ/∂z appears.
Identically to shape parameters with FEM, the last term of (5.64) is the contribution of the
modification of the integration domain, which is now relative to the derivative of the determinant
of the second Jacobian.
∂ det(J2)
∂z
= det
∂
∂z
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i
Ni,sξi
n∑
i
Ni,sηi
n∑
i
Ni,tξi
n∑
i
Ni,tηi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
or, explicitly:
∂ det(J2)
∂z
=
n∑
i
Ni,sViξ
n∑
i
Ni,tηi +
n∑
i
Ni,sξi
n∑
i
Ni,tViη
−
n∑
i
Ni,tViξ
n∑
i
Ni,sηi −
n∑
i
Ni,tξi
n∑
i
Ni,sViη
where Viξ is the velocity field of node i along the ξ direction.
Hence, compared to a classical shape parameter problem, the sensitivity of the stiffness matrix
introduces a velocity field that can be expressed in the reference space (ξ, η) corresponding to
the movement of a material point. Moreover, the sensitivity of the Jacobian is now on the second
Jacobian J2 where a velocity field also appears.
Numerically, one can see that the modification of a parameter ’z’ has the effect of changing the
integration domain and also the position of the sampling points. Indeed, the second derivative
of the shape functions ∂Nξ/∂ξ represent the variation of the derivative of the shape functions
when the point of evaluation is modified. The second term ∂ξ/∂z represents the variation of
the Gauss point position that is introduced with the variation of the parameter ’z’ and can be
interpreted as a velocity field. Finally, the term including the derivative of the second Jacobian
takes into account of the integral domain modification.
5.9 Numerical applications
5.9.1 Linear elements
When the element is based on linear shape functions like in rods, triangles and tetrahedron, the
XFEM stiffness matrix can be obtained by a scaling with respect to the Finite Element stiffness
matrix. Indeed, in this case, the term BTHB is constant (as well as the Jacobian) and it can be
taken out of the integral to give:
KFEM = B
THB
∫
Ω
dΩ = BTHBVelement
where KFEM is the stiffness matrix of a classic finite element and Velement the volume of the
element. Given the expression of the stiffness matrix of the extended element, one has:
K = BTHB
(∫
Ωsolid
dΩ
)
= BTHBVsolid = KFEM
Vsolid
Velement
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where VSolid the volume of the filled part. This expression is very useful as it indicates that the
stiffness matrix can be computed very quickly. One solely needs to the expression of stiffness
matrix KFEM of the solid element and to compute the volume of the element and the filled
part. Moreover, we can obtain directly the sensitivity of the stiffness matrix by computing the
sensitivity of the volume:
dK
dz
=
KFEM
Velement
dVsolid
dz
(5.64)
Also, if one has the expression of the velocity field, (5.64) can be computed analytically with a
domain or a boundary integral using the analytical derivative of the volume
dV
dz
=
∫
Ωsolid
divV dΩ =
∫
Γsolid
V.n dΓsolid
However, please notice that these results are only valid for the stiffness matrix and for approxi-
mations that are strictly linear. For instance, bi-linear elements can not be integrated using this
approach as the term BTHB is not constant anymore due to the ’xy’ component of the shape
functions.
5.9.2 Quadratic 1D element
With second degree shape functions, the terms ∂Br∂z are not null anymore and the stiffness matrix
derivative is now composed of three terms. To illustrate this, let’s consider a 1D second order
element, the shape function are defined as:
N1(ξ) = −1
2
ξ(1− ξ)
N2(ξ) =
1
2
ξ(1 + ξ)
N3(ξ) = (1− ξ2)
And the derivatives are:
∂N1
∂ξ = −12(1− 2ξ) ∂∂ξ ∂N1∂ξ = 1
∂N2
∂ξ =
1
2(1 + 2ξ)
∂
∂ξ
∂N2
∂ξ = 1
∂N3
∂ξ = −2ξ ∂∂ξ ∂N3∂ξ = −2
The analytical expression of the stiffness matrix becomes:
 27L
2l−26Ll2+16l3
3L4
3Ll−4l2
3L4
−36L2l−60Ll2−32l3
3L4
3Ll−4l2
3L4
3L2l−12Ll2+16l3
3L4
−12L2l−36Ll2−32l3
3L4−36L2l−60Ll2−32l3
3L4
−12L2l−36Ll2−32l3
3L4
−54L2l−96Ll2−64l3
3L4

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The stiffness derivative in the reference space can be expressed as (z=l):
∂K
∂l
= EA
∫ ξ∗
−1
(
∂B
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂l
)T
B |J1| |J2| dξ +
∫ ξ∗
−1
BT
∂B
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂l
|J1| |J2| dξ (5.65)
+EA
∫ ξ∗
−1
BTBdivV (ξ) |J1| dξ
= EA
∫ ξ∗
−1
(
∂B
∂ξ
V (ξ)
)T
B |J1| |J2| dξ + EA
∫ ξ∗
−1
BT
∂B
∂ξ
V (ξ) |J1| |J2| dξ (5.66)
+EA
∫ ξ∗
−1
BTBdivV (ξ) |J1| dξ
= EA
∫ ξ∗
−1
{(J−11 )T
 11
−2
V (ξ)J−11 [−12ξ(1− ξ) 12ξ(1 + ξ) (1− ξ2)
]
|J1| |J2|
+(J−11 )
T
 −12ξ(1− ξ)1
2ξ(1 + ξ)
(1− ξ2)
 J−11 [1 1 − 2]V (ξ) |J1| |J2|
+(J−11 )
T
 −12ξ(1− ξ)1
2ξ(1 + ξ)
(1− ξ2)
 J−11 [−12ξ(1− ξ) 12ξ(1 + ξ) (1− ξ2)
]
|J1| divV (ξ)}dξ
(5.67)
where ξ∗ is the position of the void solid interface inside the reference element in the ξ referential.
The velocity field can be chosen as before:
V (x) =
x
l
However, in our numerical implementation, the high order elements are first divided into sub-
element as explained in chapter 4. Hence, the 1D second degree element is first divided into two
integration elements based on the nodes 0-1 and 1-2 (see Fig. 5.14). Given a modification of
the position of the cut position ’l’, one can remark (see Fig. 5.14) that the integration element
0-1 is not affected by a perturbation δl, while the second integration 1-2 is modified. From this
observation, one can define another discontinuous velocity field as:
V (x) =
{
0 if x < L2
2x−L
2l−L if
L
2 ≤ x ≤ l
}
which is schematically represented in Figure 5.14.
In the referential ξ, we have:
V (ξ) =
ξ
2l
It is even clearer if we express the velocity field in the referential s. For the second integration
sub-element:
V (s) = V1(1− s) + V2s
with V1 the velocity field at s = −1, or ξ = 0 and we have V1 = 0. V2 is the velocity field at
s = 1 or ξ = 2l and V2 = 1.
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dl
dl
x
x
s s
x
0
x
1 x2
x
0
x
1
x
2
l
Figure 5.14: Perturbation of l on the reference line space
The expression (5.67) can then be completed, limiting the integration between 0 and ξ∗ as the
velocity field is zero between -1 and 0. The Jacobian J2 on the second integration element 0− ξ∗
is equal to 0.1 because the distance 0 − ξ∗ is equal to 2(L − l) = 0.2. The Jacobian J1 = dxdξ is
equal to 0.5 as L = 1. Given a two Gauss points integration scheme defined as:
s1 = −0.57745 w1 = 1
s2 = 0.57745 w2 = 1
in the referential ’s’. We can have the value of the velocity field at integration points:
V (s1) = (1− s1)V1 + s1V2 = s1V2
V (s2) = (1− s2)V1 + s2V2 = s2V2
In the ξ referential, these points are mapped to:
ξ1 = (1− s1)ξ1 + s1ξ2 = s1ξ2 = 0.042290
ξ2 = (1− s2)ξ1 + s2ξ2 = s2ξ2 = 0.157829
and the velocity field remains the same:
V (ξ1) = V (s1)
V (ξ2) = V (s2)
Given all these terms, we can formulate the derivative of the stiffness matrix:
∂K
∂l
= EA
∫ ξ∗
0
[J−11
 11
−2
V (ξ)J−11 [−12ξ(1− ξ) 12ξ(1 + ξ) (1− ξ2)
]
|J1| |J2|
+ J−11
 −12ξ(1− ξ)1
2ξ(1 + ξ)
(1− ξ2)
 J−11 [1 1 − 2]V (ξ) |J1| |J2|
+ J−11
 −12ξ(1− ξ)1
2ξ(1 + ξ)
(1− ξ2)
 J−11 [−12ξ(1− ξ) 12ξ(1 + ξ) (1− ξ2)
]
|J1| divV (ξ)]dξ
that yields:
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dk/dl=3.60000000001083E-1 -8.40000000000301E-1 4.79999999999218E-1
-8.40000000000301E-1 1.95999999999768 -1.11999999999738e
4.79999999999218E-1 -1.11999999999738 6.39999999998167E-1
Using a finite difference method we have:
dk/dl=3.59856019197894E-1 -8.39903980799870E-1 4.80047961596656E-1
-8.39903980799870E-1 1.96033601920035 -1.12043203840025
4.80047961596656E-1 -1.12043203840025 6.40384076796192E-1
and one can remark that the two methods are in perfect agreement. The relative difference of
the two solutions is:
rel_difference=
3.99946675523805E-4 1.14308571942295E-4 -9.99199946620287E-5
1.14308571942295E-4 -1.71438368706333E-4 -3.85748573986603E-4
-9.99199946620287E-5 -3.85748573986603E-4 -6.00119996916633E-4
and the Frobenius norm (‖A‖F =
√∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 |aij |2) of the relative difference is 9.45E-4.
5.9.3 Quadrangle element
Consider now the example of a quadrangle that is cut along one reference direction. This element
has bi-linear shape functions defined as:
N1(ξ, η) =
1
4
(1− ξ)(1− η)
N2(ξ, η) =
1
4
(1 + ξ)(1− η)
N3(ξ, η) =
1
4
(1 + ξ)(1 + η)
N4(ξ, η) =
1
4
(1− ξ)(1 + η)
Due to the bi-linear properties of the shape functions, there are non zero second order derivatives
of the shape functions:
∂N1
∂ξ =
1
4(η − 1) ∂∂η ∂N1∂ξ = 14
∂N2
∂ξ =
1
4(1− η) ∂∂η ∂N2∂ξ = −14
∂N3
∂ξ =
1
4(1 + η)
∂
∂η
∂N3
∂ξ =
1
4
∂N4
∂ξ = −14(1 + η) ∂∂η ∂N4∂ξ = −14
∂N1
∂η =
1
4(ξ − 1) ∂∂ξ ∂N1∂η = 14
∂N2
∂η = −14(1 + ξ) ∂∂ξ ∂N2∂η = −14
∂N3
∂η =
1
4(1 + ξ)
∂
∂ξ
∂N3
∂η =
1
4
∂N4
∂η =
1
4(1− ξ) ∂∂ξ ∂N4∂η = −14
Horizontal cut
Perturbing the position of the cut in the element along the axis y introduces a one-directional
velocity field along this direction (see Fig. 5.15). Therefore, the contribution along the axis x is
zero and the velocity field can be chosen as:
V =
y
l
, divV =
1
l
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Computing the different terms appearing in the stiffness derivative:
∂Br
∂l
=
∂Br
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂l
+
∂Br
∂η
∂η
∂l
=
∂Br
∂η
∂η
∂l
because ∂ξ∂l = 0. For the node 1, we have:
∂B1
∂η
=

∂
∂η
∂N1
∂ξ 0
0 ∂∂η
∂N1
∂η
∂
∂η
∂N1
∂η
∂
∂η
∂N1
∂ξ
 =
 14 00 0
0 14

Introducing these terms into (5.64), using a four Gauss points integration scheme and a sub-
division based on a quadrangular integration element, we obtain:
dk/dl=
0,46474 0,24038 -0,27244 0,04808 -0,40064 -0,24038 0,20833 -0,04808
0,24038 0,54487 -0,04808 0,12821 -0,24038 -0,32051 0,04808 -0,35256
-0,27244 -0,04808 0,46474 -0,24038 0,20833 0,04808 -0,40064 0,24038
0,04808 0,12821 -0,24038 0,54487 -0,04808 -0,35256 0,24038 -0,32051
-0,40064 -0,24038 0,20833 -0,04808 0,46474 0,24038 -0,27244 0,04808
-0,24038 -0,32051 0,04808 -0,35256 0,24038 0,54487 -0,04808 0,12821
0,20833 0,04808 -0,40064 0,24038 -0,27244 -0,04808 0,46474 -0,24038
-0,04808 -0,35256 0,24038 -0,32051 0,04808 0,12821 -0,24038 0,54487
1 2
34
dl
Figure 5.15: Perturbation of l on the reference quadrangle
Using a difference method with a perturbation δl=10−3l, we retrieve a perfect agreement as the
Frobenius norm of the relative difference being 1.35E-3.
Oblique cut
Considering that the quadrangle element is cut as represented in Figure 5.16 and the parameter
l represent the movement of the interface along a (1,1) direction, the velocity field corresponding
to this variable can be chosen as:
V (x) =
r
l
sin(θ), V (y) =
r
l
cos(θ) (5.68)
r =
√
x2 + y2
Using a finite difference scheme with a perturbation δl=10−3l, we obtain the following values for
the stiffness matrix derivatives:
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1 2
34
dl x
y
r
q
Figure 5.16: Perturbation of l on the reference quadrangle
dk/dl=
1,15367 0,32046 -0,76910 0,25640 -0,57692 -0,64098 0,19235 0,06411
0,32046 1,15367 0,06411 0,19235 -0,64098 -0,57692 0,25640 -0,76910
-0,76910 0,06411 1,15371 -0,64098 0,19231 0,25636 -0,57692 0,32050
0,25640 0,19235 -0,64098 1,15381 0,06405 -0,76923 0,32052 -0,57692
-0,57692 -0,64098 0,19231 0,06405 1,15385 0,32056 -0,76923 0,25636
-0,64098 -0,57692 0,25636 -0,76923 0,32056 1,15385 0,06405 0,19231
0,19235 0,25640 -0,57692 0,32052 -0,76923 0,06405 1,15381 -0,64098
0,06411 -0,76910 0,32050 -0,57692 0,25636 0,19231 -0,64098 1,15371
and applying the analytical formula with the prescribed velocity field V (x) as written in equa-
tion (5.68), we obtain the following numerical values:
dk/dl=
1,15376 0,32047 -0,76917 0,25641 -0,57689 -0,64100 0,19230 0,06412
0,32047 1,15376 0,06412 0,19230 -0,64100 -0,57689 0,25641 -0,76917
-0,76917 0,06412 1,15377 -0,64100 0,19229 0,25640 -0,57689 0,32049
0,25641 0,19230 -0,64100 1,15380 0,06410 -0,76921 0,32049 -0,57689
-0,57689 -0,64100 0,19229 0,06410 1,15382 0,32050 -0,76921 0,25640
-0,64100 -0,57689 0,25640 -0,76921 0,32050 1,15382 0,06410 0,19229
0,19230 0,25641 -0,57689 0,32049 -0,76921 0,06410 1,15380 -0,64100
0,06412 -0,76917 0,32049 -0,57689 0,25640 0,19229 -0,64100 1,15377
The Froebenius norm of this relative difference is 1.77E-3, which indicates that we obtain an
excellent agreement between analytical and finite difference approaches.
5.10 Boundary integral method
In the previous section, the stiffness matrix derivative has been computed using a domain integral.
However, given the analytical expression of the derivative:
dK
dz
=
∫
Ω(z)
div(BTHBV ) dΩ
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one can also apply the divergence theorem to obtain the following boundary integral formulation:
dK
dz
=
∫
Γ(z)
BTHBV n dΓ
Applied to a 1D problem, the stiffness matrix can be defined as:
k(x) = BT (x)HB(x)
K =
∫ l
0
k(x)dx
The derivative of this expression with respect to the parameter ’l’ gives:
dK
dl
= lim
∆l→0
1
∆l
[∫ l+∆l
0
k(x) dx−
∫ l
0
f(x) dx
]
= lim
∆l→0
1
∆l
∫ l+∆l
l
k(x) dx
= lim
∆l→0
1
∆l
[
k(b) ∆l +O (∆l2)] = k(l)
and the sensitivity of the stiffness matrix is equal to the value of the function at l. The previous
second degree 1D element example has the following analytical stiffness matrix:
k(x) =
 16x
2
L4
− 24x
L3
+ 9
L2
16x2
L4
− 16x
L3
+ 3
L2
−32x2
L4
+ 40x
L3
− 12
L2
16x2
L4
− 16x
L3
+ 3
L2
16x2
L4
− 8x
L3
+ 1
L2
−32x2
L4
+ 24x
L3
− 4
L2
−32x2
L4
+ 40x
L3
− 12
L2
−32x2
L4
+ 24x
L3
− 4
L2
64x2
L4
− 64x
L3
+ 16
L2

K =
∫ l
0
k(x)dx
=
 27L
2l−36Ll2+16l3
3L4
9L2l−24Ll2+16l3
3L4
−36L2l+60Ll2−32l3
3L4
9L2l−24Ll2+16l3
3L4
3L2l−12Ll2+16l3
3L4
−12L2l+36Ll2−32l3
3L4−36L2l+60Ll2−32l3
3L4
−12L2l+36Ll2−32l3
3L4
48L2l−96Ll2+64l3
3L4

Analytically, the derivative is easily obtained:
dK
dl
=
 9L
2−24Ll+16l2
L4
3L2−16Ll+18l2
L4
−12L2+40Ll−32l2
L4
3L2−16Ll+18l2
L4
L2−8Ll+16l2
L4
−4L2+24Ll−32l2
L4−12L2+40Ll−32l2
L4
−4L2+24Ll−32l2
L4
16L2−64Ll+64l2
L4
 = k(l)
and we can remark that this expression is equal to the value of the k(x) for x = l.
Horizontal cut
The quadrangle problem introduced in the previous example (Fig. 5.15) can also be computed
using a boundary integral:
dK
dl
=
∫
Γ(z)
BTHBV n dΓ
=
∫
Γ1
BTHBV ndΓ1 +
∫
Γ2
BTHBV ndΓ2 +
∫
Γ3
BTHBV ndΓ3 +
∫
Γ4
BTHBV ndΓ4
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1
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Figure 5.17: Boundary integration of the stiffness matrix derivative
Noticing in Figure 5.17 that the velocity is zero on Γ1 and that the scalar product of the velocity
field with the normal at the boundaries Γ2 and Γ4 is also null because the velocity field is aligned
on the y direction, this expression can be reduced to:
dK
dl
=
∫
Γ3
BTHBV ndΓ3
and the numerical integration of this expression result is in perfect agreement with the solution
obtained with a domain integral in the previous section.
dk/dl=
0.46467 0.24036 -0.27236 0.04807 -0.40064 -0.24037 0.20833 -0.048052
0.24036 0.54485 -0.04807 0.12822 -0.24038 -0.32051 0.04810 -0.352564
-0.27236 -0.04807 0.46467 -0.24036 0.20833 0.04805 -0.40064 0.240379
0.04807 0.12822 -0.24036 0.54485 -0.04810 -0.35256 0.24038 -0.320512
-0.40064 -0.24038 0.20833 -0.04810 0.46481 0.24040 -0.27250 0.048081
-0.24037 -0.32051 0.04805 -0.35256 0.24040 0.54489 -0.04808 0.128185
0.20833 0.04810 -0.40064 0.24038 -0.27250 -0.04808 0.46481 -0.240408
-0.04805 -0.35256 0.24037 -0.32051 0.04808 0.12818 -0.24040 0.544891
Oblique cut
Considering the other test case with an oblique cut on the same quadrangular element and
applying the boundary integral formulation with the velocity field of (5.68), the Froebenius
norm of the relative difference 1.84E-3.
5.11 Bi-Material element
In the case of a bi-material element, the situation is different and it is more similar to a classical
CAD shape problem because a part of the shape function involved in the approximation depends
on the parameter ’z’. Reminding the expression of the stiffness matrix:
K =
∫
Ω
[
Bu
Ba
]
H [Bu Ba] dΩ =
∑
∆i
ngpt∑
gpt
[
Bu
Ba
]
H [Bu Ba] |J1| |J2|wgpt
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Derivating this expression with respect to a design parameter z, we have:
∂K
∂z
=
∑
∆i
ngpt∑
gpt
wgpt
[
∂Bu
∂z
∂Ba
∂z
]
H [Bu Ba] |J1| |J2|
+
∑
∆i
ngpt∑
gpt
wgpt
[
Bu
Ba
]
H
[
∂Bu
∂z
∂Ba
∂z
]
|J1| |J2|
+
∑
∆i
ngpt∑
gpt
wgpt
[
Bu
Ba
]
H [Bu Ba] |J1| ∂ |J2|
∂z
The term ∂Bu/∂z is equal to zero because the position of the material interface has no effect on
the standard part of the element approximation. Reminding the form of the approximation:
u =
∑
Niui +
∑
NiFiai
The derivative of Ba with z for node r gives:
∂Bar
∂z
=
[
∂
∂z (Nr,xFr +NrFr,x)
∂
∂z (Nr,yFr +NrFr,y)
]
= J−11
[
∂
∂z (Nr,ξFr +NrFr,ξ)
∂
∂z (Nr,ηFr +NrFr,η)
]
= J−11
[
∂Nr,ξ
∂z Fr +Nr,ξ
∂Fr
∂z +
∂Nr
∂z Fr,ξ +Nr
∂Fr,ξ
∂z
∂Nr,η
∂z Fr +Nr,η
∂Fr
∂z +
∂Nr
∂z Fr,η +Nr
∂Fr,η
∂z
]
To clarify this expression, let’s limit the expression to 1D example. Using the chain rule of
derivatives, one gets:
∂Bar
∂z
= J−11
[
∂Nr,ξ
∂z Fr +Nr,ξ
∂Fr
∂z +
∂Nr
∂z Fr,ξ +Nr
∂Fr,ξ
∂z
]
= J−11
[
∂Nr,ξ
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂z
Fr +
∂Nr
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂z
Fr,ξ +Nr,ξ
∂Fr
∂z
+Nr
∂Fr,ξ
∂z
]
where the two first terms are similar to the void approach except the presence of the enrichment
function Fr and its derivative Fr,ξ. The last two terms takes into account of the modification of
the enrichment function Fr. In the case of 1D bi-material element, Fr is explicit in terms of l as
shown in chapter 3.
Chapter6
Numerical applications
Various mechanical responses can be chosen as objective functions and/or design restrictions:
compliance, all stress components, Von Mises stress, displacements, eigenfrequency, mass and
geometric characteristics such as the volume. Presently, the implementation of the X-FEM is
available for 1, 2 and 3D elements with approximation orders up to the third degree for both
void-material and bi-material interfaces. The Level Set description can be defined in different
ways within a dedicated "Level Set Modeler" developed into the C++ software OOFELIE. Level
Sets entities can be constructed from standard shape primitives (circle, quadrangles, ellipses, ...),
quadrics or from a given set of points and curves. Complex curves and surfaces can be repre-
sented using a NURBS converted into an associated Level Set object. Finally, complex native
CSG Level Set models can be constructed within OOFELIE or imported from the Gmsh [75]
native Modeler or from generic STEP files. However, for these geometries, no optimization is
possible. Currently, Gmsh is not able to recognize the geometrical parameters of the entities in
CAD files.
An academic version of the CONLIN optimizer described in [65] has been linked to OOFELIE
and the optimization module initiated by Adam [4] has been widely extended to treat X-FEM
shape optimization applications. Access to a larger choice of optimization algorithms has been
made available by coupling OOFELIE to BOSS Quattro [142] using a dedicated driver. In all
the following test cases, the CONLIN optimizer is used unless explicitly mentioned.
6.1 Validation example: the plate with a hole
The first application presented is the academic benchmark of the plate with a hole under a biaxial
traction far field σx, σy (see Fig. 6.1). Stress concentrations occur along the hole boundaries and
the objective is to obtain a new geometry that minimizes these stress concentrations. Ideally
the geometry should present a uniform stress field along the hole. In [147], the analytical result
shows that, in an infinite plate under bi-axial traction field, the optimal hole is elliptical, the
geometry being characterized by a ratio a/b between the two major/minor axes of the ellipse
that is equal to k=σx/σy. In this case, the tangential stress is uniform along the ellipse lips.
For a unidimensional far field σ = p along a direction (cosα, sinα) with respect to the axis x,
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Figure 6.1: Geometry of the plate with a hole
the tangential stress along the lips of the elliptical hole is given by [147]:
σθ = p
(1 + k)2 sin2(α+ θ)− sin2 α− k2 cos2 α
sin2 θ + k2 cos2 θ
where θ is the angular position from the x axis. In the case of bi-axial traction field (σ1, σ2),
the total stress field is given by the superposition of the two contributions σ1 = σx(α = 0) and
σ2 = σy(α =
pi
2 ):
σθ = σ1
(1 + k)2 sin2 θ − k2
sin2 θ + k2 cos2 θ
+ σ2
(1 + k)2 cos2 θ − 1
sin2 θ + k2 cos2 θ
If k=σx/σy, one obtains a uniform circumferential stress along the hole which is equal to:
σθ = σx
(1 + k)2 sin2 θ + k(1 + k)2 cos2 θ − k2 − k
sin2 θ + k2 cos2 θ
= (1 + k)σx (6.1)
From equation (6.1), the general optimization problem can be formulated as finding the shape
which presents a uniform circumferential stress along the hole. In practice, the problem is
equivalently stated as minimizing the volume of the plate with a constraint on the maximum
circumferential stress.
Due to symmetry conditions, only one quarter of the geometry can be considered by applying
suitable boundary conditions as depicted in Figure 6.1. A uniform traction σx=45 MPa is applied
on the right side and another one of value σy=22.5 MPa along the y axis for the upper side.
The plate is placed in plane stress state. The Young modulus is E=210 Mpa and Poisson’s
ratio ν=0.3. The elements are first degree quadrangle with regular grid of 50×50 elements. The
analysis domain is a square of dimension 1.5 m × 1.5 m. Following Liefooghe and Fleury [101],
we do not introduce a constraint on the tangential stress but rather formulate the problem under
an equivalent form: minimize the volume of the plate with a constraint on the maximum Von
Mises stress. As the radial stress is zero along the ellipse free boundary, the Von Mises stress is
equal to the tangential stress. The upper bound on the maximum Von Mises stress σvm is set to
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95 MPa. The design variables are the two axes of the ellipse a and b. Their initial values are 0.2
and the side constraints are xi=1E-3 and xi=1.2. For this load case, the optimal ratio k should
be equal to 2.
Iteration nb
0.000 10.05.0 20.01 30.015 40.02
Obj FctObj Fct
8.90e+0042 23
8.60e+0042 15
8.30e+0042 08
8.00e+0042
7.70e+0041 93
7.40e+0041 85
7.10e+0041 78
(a) History of the volume objective function
31.6 41.2 50.8 60.5 70.1 79.7 
Von Mises
21.9 89.4 99.0 109. 118.
(b) Initial shape with Von Mises distribution
Figure 6.2: Optimization of a plate with a hole
The convergence criterion is based on the relative variation of the objective function: ∆f ≤ 1E-3.
It is satisfied after 17 iterations as depicted in Figure 6.2 (a). In fact, the number of iterations
is function of the move limits applied to design variables (here 10% of the initial value). For
instance, with 50% move limits, the solution is obtained after 7 iterations only. In Figure 6.2 (b)
we can observe that in the initial configuration, the constraint on the Von Mises stress is violated.
The optimizer first reduces the value of variables a and b in order to satify this constraint while
increasing the total volume. When an admissible point is obtained, the optimizer modifies the
parameters to minize the volume while satisfying the constraint on the Von Mises stress until an
optimal point is attained with a sequence of steadily feasible designs.
As expected, we get a solution with a ratio of the ellipse axis close to the optimal value of 2 with
parameter values a=9.7, b=5.3 and a ratio k=1.83. The optimal ratio is not achieved because
of the effect of the finite dimension of our structure. We can remark in Figure 6.3 (a) that the
hole is very close to the right edge of the plate.
For the sake of comparison, the same problem has been solved using Samcef and BOSS Quattro
with a Finite Difference approach in order to compare X-FEM solution with a validated com-
mercial tool. As we can clearly see in Figure 6.3, both solutions are very close as the k ratios are
equal to 1.83 and 1.85 respectively for X-FEM and FEM.
The same problem was studied by Tekkaya and Güneri [5] using Biological Growth Method
and FEM. In Ref. [5], a reference stress value corresponding to the nominal Von Mises stress
in the plate far from the hole is set to σref=40 Mpa. The evolution of the Von Mises stress
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43.9
49.6
55.3
60.9
66.6
72.3
Von Mises
38.2
78.0
83.6
89.3
95.0
(a) Optimized configuration obtained with X-FEM;
k=1.83 with Von Mises stresses
38.04
43.74
49.44
55.13
60.83
66.52
72.22
77.92
83.61
89.31
95
(b) Solution obtained with SAMCEF/BOSS Quat-
tro; k=1.85 with Von Mises distribution
Figure 6.3: Final geometry with X-FEM and FEM
σvm normalized with this reference stress σref is represented in Figure 6.4 (b) as a function of
the angular position θ along the hole boundary. We can see that for the initial geometry, a
stress concentration occurs at θ = 90◦ which corresponds to the point G in Figure 6.1 while the
minimum is located at θ = 0◦ (Point C).
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(a) Evolution of the ellipse boundary
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(b) Evolution of Von Mises stress along the ellipse
boundary for different iterations
Figure 6.4: Evolution of the σvm along the hole
According to the analytical solution, the stress concentration is around 3. We can see in Fig-
ure 6.4 (b) that during the optimization process, the optimizer successively modifies the shape
of the hole to come to a new geometry, which presents a lower stress peak and a lower variation
between highest and lowest stress. At the optimum, the normalized Von Mises stresses should
be uniform along the ellipse boundary as predicted by the theory. The stress field along the hole
is not perfectly uniform as one can notice in Figure 6.4. However, we can clearly see that stress
concentration has been strongly reduced. The evolution from a circular to the optimal elliptical
shape is shown in Figure 6.4.
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(a) Solution obtained with an extended do-
main and a fine mesh around boundary.
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(b) σVM/σref around the ellipse boundary at the op-
timum
Figure 6.5: Solution with a larger analysis domain (4.5 m × 4.5 m)
This problem has been replayed on a rather larger domain (4.5 m × 4.5 m) to get closer to an
infinite loading condition. We have set a lower max Von Mises stress which has the effect of
keeping the optimal size of the hole rather small with respect to the dimensions of the plate. As
the optimization is based on the stresses, we also create a very fine mesh close to the hole to
obtain accurate Von Mises stress values and a fine geometrical representation of the hole as it
should be very small with respect to the plate size. Doing so, we obtain the results presented in
Figure 6.5 (a) and (b) where the stress is close to a constant value along the ellipse boundary.
The variation between maximal and minimal stress values is now smaller than 1%.
The same problem could also be stated as the minimization of the volume with a restriction on
the compliance. This formulation is quite unusual because the compliance, which is the inverse
of the rigidity, is difficult to interpret unless it is expressed relatively to a reference value for
the structure. For instance, the first problem treated in this section gives a k ratio equal to
1.95 when the compliance is constrained to remain below its initial value. In this case, only one
restriction is present, the problem is much simpler for the optimizer and only 5 iterations are
necessary.
6.2 The 2D fillet in tension
The second numerical application is inspired by the investigation of stress concentration factors
by Peterson [138] and revisited by Pedersen [137] as a shape optimization problem. The design
problem consists in studying the effect of the connection zones in the 2D structure of Figure 6.6
and reducing the stress concentration factor. In the initial geometry, the parameters are fixed to
the values:
- l1=30 mm, l4=60 mm, l2=30 mm, l3=90 mm;
- lf=30 mm for applications in sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 while it is a design variable in the
section 6.2.3.
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Figure 6.6: 2D fillet geometry and load case
A plane stress state is assumed and a uni-axial stress field σx=1 N/mm2 is applied on the
two ends. The normalized material properties are: Young’s modulus E = 1 N/mm2, Poisson’s
ration ν=0.3. Due to symmetry conditions, only a quarter of the part is studied. The initial
configuration is depicted in Figure 6.7 (b) while the mesh used for the following test cases is
represented on the left side Figure 6.7 (a).
(a) Mesh used for all the test cases
sigma_x
-0.022 0.242 0.506 0.770 1.03 1.30 1.56
(b) Initial shape: η=2, σmax=1.563 N/mm2,
with Von Mises distribution
Figure 6.7: Mesh and X-FEM analysis of the initial geometry
6.2.1 Super circular connection
As pointed out by Pedersen in [137], a circular connection to a straight domain is not the best
solution and it is better to use a super-circular connection which is defined by:
xη1 + x
η
2 = r
The goal of the optimization problem is to find the configuration presenting the minimum stress
concentration:
min(max
e
σ2xe)
where e is the index of the finite elements. In practice, a multi objective approach is used by
taking into account only the most critical elements, i.e. the top 10 % of the most stressed finite
elements. No other constraint is prescribed except the side-constraints over the variable η within
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the range 2 ≤ η ≤ 4. The initial configuration, with η=2, presents a stress concentration of
σmax/σ∞ = 1.56253 with the mesh given in Fig. 6.7.
Iteration
0.000 3.00  6.00  9.00  12.0  15.0  
Obj Fct
1.57  
1.56  
1.55  
1.54  
1.53  
(a) History of the maximum stress
sigma_x
-0.023 0.235 0.493 0.751 1.01 1.27 1.53
(b) Final shape: η=2.09, σmax=1.526 N/mm2
with Von Mises distribution
Figure 6.8: Optimization with a super circle
The optimum, obtained after ten iterations, provides a rather limited improvement as the stress
concentration is reduced to the value of σmax/σ∞ = 1.52612 (small gain of 2.75%) and an
optimum value of η=2.0935 (Fig. 6.8).
6.2.2 Generalized super circular connection
The previous test case shows that only a minor improvement can be obtained by using a super
circle in comparison to a circle. Therefore, we replace the super circle fillet with a generalized
super circle defined as:
xη1 + x
ξ
2 = r
The problem is the same as the previous one, but it handles now two variables (ξ and η) which
are both constrained between the values 2 and 4. As it can be noticed, the additional exponent
allows a deepest modification of the fillet curvature, which leads to a more significant reduction
of 6.7 % of the stress concentration (Fig. 6.9).
6.2.3 Generalized super ellipse connection
The last test case shows the largest impact of the fillet length on the stress concentration. A
generalized super ellipse is used to define the boundary of the fillet:∣∣∣x1
a
∣∣∣η + ∣∣∣x2
b
∣∣∣ξ = r
With an unlimited fillet length the stress concentration could be canceled. Hence, the opti-
mization variable a is constrained between the values 20 and 60 (initial value of 30). The other
variables are constrained between 2≤ ξ ≤4 and 2≤ η ≤4. As expected, the optimization yields
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Iteration
0.000 5.00  10.0  15.0  20.0  25.0  
Obj Fct
1.57  
1.54  
1.51  
1.48  
1.45  
1.42  
(a) History of the maximum stress
sigma_x
-0.028 0.214 0.458 0.701 0.944 1.19 1.43
(b) Final shape: ξ=3.26, η=2.09,
σmax=1.43 N/mm2 with Von Mises
distribution
Figure 6.9: Optimization with a generalized super circle
the same ξ and η obtained with the previous optimizations and it maximizes the value of the
parameter a representing the fillet length. The stress concentration has been reduced by 22%
with respect to the previous case and by nearly 30% to the initial circular fillet (Fig. 6.10).
Iteration
0.000 3.00  6.00  9.00  12.0  15.0  
Obj Fct
1.61  
1.51  
1.41  .  
1.31  
1.21.   
1.11  
(a) History of the maximum stress
sigma_x
-0.027 0.163 0.354 0.545 0.7360.927 1.12
(b) Final shape: ξ=3.26, η=2.09, a=60,
σmax=1.12 N/mm2 with Von Mises distribu-
tion
Figure 6.10: Optimization with a generalized super ellipse
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6.3 Rotating disc of uniform strength
In applications characterized by high rotation speeds such as turbine and compressor discs, it is
often desirable to design the rotors for constant stress conditions. In this type of components,
the main loads are the centrifugal forces and the corresponding stresses are therefore symmetric
with respect to the rotation axis.
The rotating disc of uniform strength is a disc for which radial and hoop stresses are equal and
constant for all values of the radius r:
σr = σt = σ, 0 ≤ r ≤ R
R being the external radius of the disc. This problem has been treated by Braibant [37] using
a FEM shape optimization. The expression of the analytical thickness of the disc can be found
in [170]:
h = hR e
1−x2
2s (6.2)
where x = r/R, s = σ/(ρω2R2) and hR the thickness at radius r = R. In practice, the thickness
hR is imposed by the loads generated by the blades acting on the outer radius of the disc to
obtain a given stress condition σ = F2piRhR . Given the thickness hR and R, one yields a theoretical
thickness law represented in the Figure 6.11.
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s=0.35
s=0.45
s=0.8
Figure 6.11: Theoretical thickness of the disc for different values of s. R=0.225 m, hR=0.02 m
The axisymmetric model is given in Fig. 6.12. Because of symmetry conditions, half of the profile
is studied. The boundary conditions are the following: the displacements are blocked along the
radial direction for the nodes located on the axis of rotation (line a-d in Figure 6.12) and the
vertical displacements are blocked on the symmetry plane (line a-b in Figure 6.12). Two loads
are considered simultaneously: the centrifugal loads coming from a rotation speed of 2000 rad/s
and a radial load, applied at the radius r = R, of 60 daN. The outer radius R is fixed at 225 mm
and the initial height is equal to 30 mm. The upper face of the disc is represented with a 5 control
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points NURBS curve. The design variables are the positions along the z axis of the 5 control
points (represented with black dot in Figure 6.12). The aim of this optimization problem is to
design a disc of minimal mass with a stress constraint of σ=60 daN/mm2 imposed for both σr
and σt. The density of the material is ρ=8000 kg/m3, the Young modulus is E=194E3 N/mm2
and the Poisson’s ratio ν is 0.3.
F=60daN
r
a
c
b
d
w
Figure 6.12: Initial geometry of the disc, load case and design variables
To compare FEM and X-FEM solutions, we carry out a FEM shape optimization on a grid
composed of 87×10 first order axisymmetric quadrangle element. The optimization is realized
using BOSS Quattro with a FD sensitivity analysis. The Figure 6.13 illustrates the evolution of
the disc shape and the related transfinite mesh.
(a) Iteration 1 (b) Iteration 2
(c) Iteration 3 (d) Optimal geometry
Figure 6.13: History of the disc thickness with FEM and BOSS Quattro
The same study is realized with bi-linear quadrangle axisymmetric X-FEM elements and a mesh
grid shown in Figure 6.14.
(a) Iteration 1 (b) Iteration 2
(c) Iteration 3 (d) Optimal geometry
Figure 6.14: History of the disc shape with X-FEM
Comparing Figures 6.13 and 6.14 representing the history of the thickness of the disc, we can see
that both methods converge to similar geometries. Indeed, the Figure 6.15 shows that the two
approaches reach a nearly same optimal solution requiring both 5 iterations to convergence.
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of the objective func-
tion history for the FEM and X-FEM
x h h h X-FEM
FEM X-FEM Theory Rel. error
1 5.29 5.29 5 5.8
0.9 6.56 6.57 6.46 1.7
0.8 8.21 8.22 8.13 1.1
0.7 10.09 10.09 9.95 1.4
0.6 12.09 12.13 11.86 2.27
0.5 14.09 14.11 13.76 2.54
0.4 15.97 15.94 15.54 2.57
0.3 17.60 17.52 17.08 2.57
0.2 18.85 18.66 18.27 2.13
0.1 19.58 19.44 19.03 2.15
0 19.67 19.6 19.29 1.60
Table 6.1: Comparison of the thickness of the
disc with theoretical solution (mm)
The Table 6.1 compares the solutions obtained with FEM, X-FEM and the theoretical values for
the thickness of the disc. FEM and X-FEM agree very well with the theoretical results as the
relative difference is of the order of 3% except at the outer radius of the disc where the difference
is about 6 %.
The results of the Table 6.1 are confirmed by the Figure 6.16 representing the relative difference
between the radial and the hoop stresses for FEM and X-FEM. According to the error values in
the Table 6.1, we can observe that hoop and radial stresses are very close. The relative difference
is lower than 1 % in a large part of disc. However, at vincinity of the outer radius, the uniform
strength state is not met. The deviation between hoop and radial stresses being in the order of
5 %. This can be explained by the fact that the uniform strength theoretical solution assumes
that σz is equal to zero in the disc. In practice, this is not the case as the disc geometry is
not very thin. Moreover, FEM and X-FEM solutions do not present a strictly constant radial
and hoop stress as illustrated by the histograms in Figure 6.17. Both methods converged to a
geometry where σr and σt present a maximum value of 600 N/mm2, X-FEM solution presenting
a mean value σ¯r=592 N/mm2 and σ¯t=594 N/mm2. These numbers are very close for the FEM
model: σ¯r = 592 N/mm2 and σ¯t=595 N/mm2.
0.0     0.46   0.92    1.38     1.84    2.30   2.76   3.22   3.68    4.14    4.60   5.06   5.52
(a) FEM
0.0     0.44   0.89    1.35     1.80    2.25   2.69   3.14   3.59    4.04    4.49   4.94   5.39
(b) X-FEM
Figure 6.16: Relative difference of radial and hoop stresses (%)
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Figure 6.17: Histogram of radial and hoop stresses for FEM and X-FEM model
6.4 Shape and topology optimization of a 2D bracket support
This classic shape optimization problem has been initially proposed by Bennet and Botkin in [30]
and revisited by many other researchers (e.g. [78, 183]). The bracket support, represented in
Figure 6.18, is submitted to a vertical bending load F=15 kN applied at the left hole C1, while
the two other ones are clamped. The load is applied at point A, the center of circle C1 being
completely filled with a stiff material. The objective is to minimize the mass of the structure
with a constraint on the Von Mises stress.
C
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r
w
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Figure 6.18: 2D bracket support geometry
This problem has been widely presented by several researchers to validate and compare numerical
analysis methods. The two Figures 6.19 illustrate the optimal shape obtained by Zhang [183]
using a shape optimization method and the same problem studied by Duysinx [57] using a topol-
ogy optimization approach.
Comparing the two solutions, we can observe some major differences. The shape optimization
is not able to modify the topology of the structure and the optimal solution is similar to the
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(a) Shape optimization solution obtained by
Zhang [183]
(b) Topology optimization solution obtained by
Duysinx [57]
Figure 6.19: Two optimal geometries for the bracket
initial geometry while being much lighter. Conversely, the topology optimization is free to create
holes to propose a new connectivity and a novel shape. Hence, we can observe that the very
thin structural part between circle C2 and C3 present in the shape optimization solution has
been completely removed in the topology optimized geometry. Therefore, the topology can use
this material saving to strengthen the two arms and enlarge the overall thickness by placing
secondary arms. Moreover, we can remark that both methods tend to a geometry where the two
arms joining C1 to C2 and C1 to C3 have a higher angle, moving the supports to a new position
respectively higher and lower for the circles C3 and C2.
From these observations, it is clear that if the shape optimization would be able to remove the
part joining circle C2 and C3, a better intermediate geometry between classical shape and topol-
ogy solutions could be obtained. To illustrate the capability of the present method to achieve
such modification of the topology, we consider different formulations and geometrical parame-
terizations in the following.
For all the test cases, the material is characterized by a Young modulus of E=207.4E3 N/mm2,
a Poisson coefficient ν=0.3. Plane stress state is assumed. The geometrical parameters present
in Figure 6.18 are w=150 mm, r= 10mm and h= 50 mm whereas the other parameters t, s, k
are given in the relevant section.
6.4.1 Minimization of the volume with stress constraints
First, we investigate the formulation generally adopted for the shape optimization method that
consists in minimizing the volume with restrictions on the maximum Von Mises stress: σeq ≤
120 N/mm2 .
Simplified geometry
The initial geometry of the bracket is simplified by removing the inner hole h1 (see Fig. 6.18).
The optimization is realized by modifying solely the external boundary h2. It is modeled with 3
circle arcs and 3 line segments. Each segment is defined with a 6 control points NURBS curve.
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The opening angles of the 3 circle arcs are fixed and a tangency condition between the circles
and the connected segments is imposed. From the 18 control points (represented by black dots in
Figure 6.20 (a)), 6 control points remain independent and are considered as design variables as
well as the 3 radii of the circle arcs. For the vertical piece of line, the control points are allowed
to move only along the x direction whereas the control points of the two remaining piece of lines
evolves along the y axis.
Y
XZ
F
w/3 w/3 w/3
(a) Analysis domain and parametrization of exter-
nal boundaries
9.68  19.3  29.0  38.6  48.2  57.9  
Von Mises
0.0395 67.5  77.2  86.8  96.5  
(b) Initial shape with Von Mises distribution
(N/mm2)
Figure 6.20: Initial geometry and analysis domain with parametrization
In Figure 6.20 (a), the analysis domain (i.e. meshed domain) is represented with dashed line.
The 3 circles C1, C2, C3 are discretized with a conforming mesh for an easy application of the
essential boundary conditions. These circles are the unique geometrical features explicitly mod-
eled, the outer boundary being modeled implicitly with a complex Level Set object.
The analysis of the initial geometry given in Fig. 6.20 (b) clearly shows that a lot of mass can
be saved. Indeed, most of the material is far from reaching the limit value of 120 N/mm2 and
the highest stresses are localized around the two fixations.
The optimal shape illustrated in Figure 6.21 (b) is obtained after 13 iterations. A reduction of
48 % of the intial volume is realized. The maximum Von Mises stress is now located on the
boundary h1 with a maximum value of 120 N/mm2 as prescribed. As expected, the geometry is
symmetric with respect to an horizontal axis as the two arms joining C1 to C2 and C1 to C3 are
subject to the same loading, the lower arm being in compression and the upper arm in traction.
Complete geometry
Now, the hole h1 is introduced and modeled as a complex Level Set composed of 3 circle arcs
and 3 line-segments. First, the previous optimization problem is replayed considering exactly
the same design variables and relative side constraints. The hole h1 remaining constant and
fixed. After 13 iterations, an optimal solution is reached (see Fig. 6.22 (b)). In this solution, the
structure experiences a modification of its initial topology as the initial hole h1 has completely
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(a) Objective function history
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Figure 6.21: Optimization history and final shape
disappeared. The removal of this entity is possible by the movement of the external boundary
up to a position completely overlapping the Level Set representing h1. Moreover, this solution
is very close to the solution found in the first problem. The difference in the value of the final
parameters are less than 1 %.
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Figure 6.22: Initial geometry of the 2D bracket support
Taking into account the design of the inner hole geometry as an additional design variable of the
problem, the rounded triangle h1 is parametrized using 3 independent variables (see Fig. 6.18).
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The first variable is the position of the left circle. The second variable is the distance along the
y direction between the left circle and the upper right circle. The third variable is the height
of the upper right circle of the rounded triangle. The two right circles being constrained to
be symmetric with respect to the y axis. The results of the novel optimization is represent in
Figure 6.23.
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Figure 6.23: Optimal shape and convergence history considering both inner and outer boundaries
as variables
In this optimal geometry (see Fig 6.23 (b)), the introduction of the rounded triangle as a vari-
able of the problem allows to obtain a lighter design as the mass reduction is now equal to 54%
compared to 48 % for the first problem. The gain of performance is due to the introduction
of the inner Level Set that enables the optimizer to reduce the volume where low-stresses are
present. Hence, we can remark that the boundary of the structure is now divided in two parts.
The first part is represented by the initial Level Set (black contour in Figure 6.23 (b)) that
models the external boundary and the inner boundary that is represented by the second Level
Set (red contour in Figure 6.23 (b)). Treating the same problem with a FEM approach would
be much more difficult as a special treatment would be necessary at some stage of the process
to detect the collisions and the degeneracy between geometric features and to redefine the new
boundaries of the structure geometry.
The Figure 6.23 (a) representing the evolution of the objective function shows that the opti-
mization process evolves progressively and smoothly to the optimum without any oscillations.
However, we should point out that the procedure is sensitive to the mesh adopted for the analysis.
Depending on the refinement of the mesh the optimizer may stop prematurely.
6.4.2 Compliance minimization with volume constraint
Here, the problem is formulated as a classical topology optimization one. We seek to minimize
the compliance with a target value on the mass of the structure. The geometrical model is
also modified as we focus only on the shape of the inner hole, keeping the external boundary
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unmodified. The mesh (see Fig. 6.24) is built using elements conforming to the external boundary
and the characteristic size of the elements is higher compared to previous problem as we treat a
compliance problem that does not need a high accuracy at the element level. The inner triangular
hole is still modeled with a rounded triangle and the design parameters are the same than in
previous section. By inspecting the solution obtained by Duysinx [57], we know that the hole
should be ideally positioned at the right extremity of the structure. Therefore, in order to start
with a solution not too close to the optimal solution we modify the initial position of the hole
to the left using the following values: t=30 mm, s=65 mm, k=10 mm.
Figure 6.24: Initial geometry and mesh discretization
The optimization process is repeated several times with different bounds on the volume (V )
constraint: V ≤ 1.5Vi, V ≤ 0.9Vi, V ≤ 0.8Vi, V ≤ 0.6Vi, V ≤ 0.7Vi, V ≤ 0.5Vi where Vi is the
initial volume of the structure. The Figure 6.25 illustrates the results obtained for the several
bounds. In Figure 6.25 (a), corresponding to the constraint V ≤ 1.5Vi, the optimizer takes
advantage of the large volume resource to remove completely the hole in order to minimize the
compliance of the structure. This topological change is not impressive but it shows that it is
possible to remove a geometrical entity which is impossible with a classical FEM model unless
the case is explicitly treated in the geometrical modeler.
(a) V ≤ 1.5Vi (b) V ≤ 0.9Vi (c) V ≤ 0.8Vi
Figure 6.25: Optimal solutions for different bounds on the volume constraint
For the cases (b) and (c), the volume constraint does not allow to remove the hole as the final
volume should be lower than its initial value. But we can observe that the optimizer moves the
hole towards the right side, proceeding to a modification of the topology, since the hole is opened.
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(a) V ≤ 0.7Vi (b) V ≤ 0.6Vi (c) V ≤ 0.5Vi
Figure 6.26: Optimal solutions for different bounds on the volume constraint
Further reducing the admissible quantity of material for the structure constrains the optimizer
to increase the size of the hole. Comparing these solutions with the optimal density distribution
obtained in Duysinx [57], we can remark a common trend between the two approaches making
the arms to reduce the compliance. Here, the optimizer prefers to increase the height of the
triangle rather than its width even if a part of the fixation is removed to obtain a larger moment
of inertia.
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Figure 6.27: Convergence history for the problem with constraint V ≤ 0.8Vi
All these problems, except those with highest bounds on the volume, suffer from convergence os-
cillations when the current design gets close to the optimal solution. The situation is illustrated
in Figure 6.27 (a). The solution starts oscillating from the iteration 11. In fact, these oscillations
appear between two configurations depicted in Figure 6.28 (a) and (b) which correspond to the
point where there is a modification of the topology. Hence, when the optimizer removes the
part joining the circles C2 and C3, it effectively reduces the compliance but the volume increases
slightly and violates the constraint. Then, the optimizer steps back to the previous design. In
order to prevent these oscillations and to obtain a smooth convergence process as illustrated in
Figure 6.27 (b), it is necessary to introduce an adaptive move limit strategy.
Imposing a tight constraint on the volume can lead to ill-defined geometries (see Fig. 6.29 (a)).
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(a) Geometry of iteration A of Figure 6.27 (a) (b) Geometry of iteration B of Figure 6.27 (a)
Figure 6.28: Geometries of iterations A and B of Figure 6.27 (a)
Indeed, at first, the optimizer tries to reduce the constraint violation and find a feasible design. To
this end, the size of the hole is increased and it is possible to obtain a structure split in two parts
leading to a degenerated geometry with rigid modes and infinite compliance. For instance, this
particular problem occurs if we impose a volume constraint V ≤ 0.4Vi. A degenerated geometry
represented in Figure 6.29 (a) is obtained after 4 iterations. The fixations being completely
included in the negative part of the Level Set, the structure does not have any fixations left and
there are several rigid modes. More dramatically, the sensitivities on the compliance become null
and the optimizer is stuck at this design without any possibilities to back track. To circumvent
the problem, two strategies are available. The first one is to define geometrical constraints. In
practice, it is cumbersome and it can be very difficult to define geometrical constraints that do
not reduce the design domain. Another strategy that can be implemented consists in adding a
soft material to the void domain. Hence, even if the optimizer reach an ill-defined geometry, it
always has the possibility to recover the design to a feasible one. Indeed, adopting this approach
for the previous design and V ≤ 0.4Vi enables the optimizer to reach an acceptable solution
shown in Fig. 6.29 (b).
(a) Evolution stopped at iteration 4 due to
rigid mode detection
(b) Optimal solution with added soft material
in the void
Figure 6.29: Optimal solutions for volume constrain V ≤ 0.4Vi
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Robustness and accuracy of the sensitivity analysis
If we use the ’ignore strategy’ to compute the sensitivities in the previous compliance minimiza-
tion examples, we face a single model in which there is creation of DOFs during the geometrical
perturbation. This illustrates that in most cases, the simplest strategy is generally sufficient to
obtain accurate sensitivities while pathologic configurations occur rarely.
To illustrate a case where new DOFs are created, let’s consider the following geometry shown in
Figure 6.30 and minimize the compliance considering the external boundary parameterized with
2 NURBS control points on each curve. Contrary to the previous models, the load is aligned
along the x axis in order to study a symmetric problem. The control points 1,2,5,6 move along
the y axis and the points 3,4 along the x axis.
1
2
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6
Figure 6.30: Geometry and variable perturbation
With this configuration, we compute the sensitivity of the compliance considering different per-
turbations and the results are given in Table 6.2.
δx El. x ∆x dC/dx dof Rel. x ∆x dC/dx dof Rel.
dif. % dif. %
-1E-4 460 P1 -0.00598 0.2039812 0 – P6 -0.01401 -0.2040258 0 –
-1E-3 460 P1 -0.05987 0.2039899 2 4E-3 P6 -0.14012 -0.2040144 0 –
1E-4 460 P1 0.00598 0.2039782 0 – P6 0.01401 -0.2040283 0 –
1E-3 460 P1 0.05987 0.2039647 0 – P6 0.14012 -0.2040439 2 8E-3
-1E-4 460 P2 -0.00432 0.1733148 0 – P5 -0.01567 -0.1732840 0 –
-1E-3 460 P2 -0.04320 0.1732760 2 2E-2 P5 -0.15679 -0.1732656 0 –
1E-4 460 P2 0.00432 0.1733108 0 – P5 0.01567 -0.1732880 0 –
1E-3 460 P2 0.04320 0.1732934 0 – P5 0.15679 -0.1733050 0 –
1E-3 460 P3 0.40500 -0.0202156 2 1 P4 0.40500 -0.0201340 2 0.9
1E-4 460 P3 0.04050 -0.0199604 0 – P4 0.04050 -0.0200002 0 –
-1E-4 460 P3 -0.04050 -0.0198990 0 – P4 -0.04050 -0.0199373 0 –
-1E-3 460 P3 -0.40500 -0.0196260 0 – P4 -0.40500 -0.0196527 0 –
Table 6.2: Comparison of sensitivities for different perturbation steps
In this table, δx corresponds to the relative perturbation step and ∆x is the finite perturbation
step. The column ’El.’ indicates the number of elements on which the sensitivity is computed
and ’dof ’ is the number of DOFs created during the perturbation phase. Table 6.2 shows that
new DOFs are created for the perturbation of all variables except P5. In each case, the number
of DOFs created is rather small and the error becomes negligible. Furthermore, we can also
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notice that the sensitivity of variable P1 and P6 should be equal in absolute value as the model
is symmetric, which is confirmed in the results. The same remark can be stated for the points
P3 and P4.
6.5 2D suspension arm
The suspension arm problem has been initially proposed by Bennet and Botkin [30] and later
investigated amongst others in Braibant [37], Zhang [183] and also Duysinx et al. [56]. The goal
of the optimization problem is to minimize the weight of the arm represented in Figure 6.31 by
modifying the external and the internal boundaries while keeping the Von Mises stresses below
σeq=80E3 N/cm2.
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Figure 6.31: Geometry of the suspension arm
The initial values of the geometrical parameters are: R1=7 cm, R2=7 cm, R3=1.5 cm, R4=1 cm,
D1=12 cm and D2=15 cm. The structure has a length of 50 cm, a maximum width of 14 cm and
the thickness is 3 mm. The load case is composed of Fx=2789 N and Fy=5066 N. Both loads
acts in the plane XY and are uniformly distributed on the right circle whereas the left circle
is clamped. The properties of the material are: Young modulus E= 2.074E6 N/cm2, Poisson’s
ratio ν=0.3 and density ρ=7.81E-3 kg/cm3.
The design domain has a rectangular dimension of 70 cm × 20 cm meshed with approximately
7000 linear triangles. Only the two internal circles are represented with conforming elements to
ease the application of the boundary conditions. To model the inner and outer boundaries, we
use complex Level Sets composed of a set of different parametric geometrical objects. In all test
cases, only the upper part (positive y positions) of the boundary is parametrized, the lower part
(negative y positions) being constrained to be symmetric with respect to the x axis.
6.5.1 Geometry without central hole
Imagine that in a preliminary analysis the engineer investigates a very simple design and does
not insert a central hole in the initial structure model. Given the previous solutions obtained
in the literature [30, 37, 183], the outer boundary is modeled with a Level Set that is able to
describe the geometrical boundary of the external contour as in Figure 6.31. So, this Level Set
contains two circular arcs, one piece of line and one NURBS curve. In Figure 6.32, from left
to right, the first circle arc joins x axis (Point P1) and point P2, the line joins points P2 to P3,
the NURBS curve joins points P3 to P4 and the second circle arc joins the point P4 to the x
axis (Point P5). With this Level Set description, we have a total of 3 variables: the two circle
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radii (R1 and R2) and the y position of the point P3. The angular sector of the two circle arcs
remain fixed at 90◦ and the NURBS curves control points are all determined with the imposition
of tangency conditions between the line P2-P3 and the second circle arc P4-P5.
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Figure 6.32: Parametrization of the exterior contour
The initial values of the parameters are: R1=7 cm, R2=7 cm and P3y=7 cm, L= 0.85 (P4x-P2x)
and the minimal admissible values are R1 ≥ 5 cm, R2 ≥ 3.5 cm P3y ≥ 1 or 2 cm. The initial
weight is 5.23 kg and the maximum Von Mises stress is 20.9E3 N/cm2 (see Fig. 6.33 (a)). The
CONLIN optimizer is used.
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(b) Von Mises stresses at final iteration
Figure 6.33: Optimal solution for the first parametrization
The optimal shape presented in Figure 6.33 (b) is obtained after 14 iterations. The design
variables have the following values: R∗1=5 cm, R∗2=3.5 cm and P ∗3y=1.44 cm. For this design, an
important reduction of the weight is achieved. The mass is now equal to 1.91 kg, corresponding
to a gain of 267 %. Inspecting the values of the design variables, we can see that the two radii
reach their minimal values but the Figure 6.33 (b) suggests that, without taking into account
manufacturing considerations, some mass reduction could be further obtained as the Von Mises
stress around the two circles is far from the limit value σeq. Moreover, we can observe that the
variable representing the y position of the point P3 has an important influence on the Von Mises
stress. For instance, if we assign the minimal value of 2 cm for P3y, the maximum Von Mises
stress remains under the prescribed value σeq.
6.5.2 Geometry with central hole
To lower the mass of the suspension arm, one can introduce a central pocket as suggested in
the initial design proposed by Bennet and Botkin [30] (see Figure 6.31). Thanks to the fixed
mesh approach and the Level Set geometrical representation this can be achieved directly us-
ing the previous model with minor modifications. We only need to insert a second Level Set
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representing the central hole and combine it (using Level Set Union boolean operator) with the
initial Level Set representing the outer contour as depicted in Figure 6.34 (a). In this example,
GMSH needs 0.3 s to generate the mesh (15900 triangles) of the analysis domain and OOFELIE
takes 0.032 s to slice the mesh (1020 elements are cut). Replaying the previous optimization
process with exactly the same set of design variables and constraints, one gets the solution given
in Figure 6.34 (b).
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Figure 6.34: Initial and Final Von Mises distribution
This optimized design has a lower mass compared to the previous optimized geometry as the
introduction of the central hole enables to obtain an extra mass reduction of 300 g. The final
mass is equal to 1.6 kg by comparison to 1.9 kg without the hole. The gain is equal to 300 %
with respect to the intial design of Figure 6.34 (a) and 400 % with respect to the intial design
without the central hole. For this configuration, the design variables have the following final
values: R1=5 cm, R2=3.5 cm and P3y=1.44 cm. These values are exactly the same as in the
previous optimization problem, which indicates that a better performance can be achieved by
modifiying the central hole.
Optimizing internal and external boundaries
The performance in terms of mass reduction obtained for the two previous models are important
but it can be further improved by changing the shape of the central hole. Parameterizing the
central hole with 4 independent variables: R3, R4, D1 and D2 representing the radii and the
position of the two circular arcs (P5-P6 and P7-P8) as illustrated in Figure 6.35, it is possible to
modify the geometry of the internal boundary of the suspension arm.
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Figure 6.35: Parametrization of the internal contour
Introducing these new variables into the optimization problem, with the following side con-
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straints: 0.5≤ R4 ≤ 4, 1.0≤ R3 ≤ 4, 6 ≤ D1 ≤20 , 5≤ D2 ≤32, we obtain the solution
represented in Figure 6.36 (b) after 14 iterations.
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Figure 6.36: Optimal connecting rod geometry with variable external and internal boundaries
Compared to the initial design, the introduction of the internal hole allows a larger mass reduc-
tion of 377 % to 1.3 kg. Moreover, we can observe that the introduction of the 4 additional design
variables into the optimization problem does not increase the number of iterations to reach an
optimal solution. In Figure 6.36 (a), representing the objective function history, we can observe
that the first iteration provides an important mass reduction while in the following iterations
the mass is reduced with a slower and decreasing rate. This can be explained by the fact the
optimizer modifies strongly the values of the two external radii because these design variables
allow an important mass reduction in a zone where the Von Mises stress is far from the prescribed
limit value σeq. After two iterations, the radii touch their lower bounds and CONLIN optimizer
has no other choice than modifying the other variables to achieve a better design. Comparing
our geometry with the solution obtained by Duysinx et al. [56] (represented in Figure 6.37 top),
we can see that both designs are very similar. Two minor differences can be noticed: the fillet
between the arms and the right external circle are not totally identical and the arms are slighty
thicker for the FEM solution. The first difference can be related to the fact that the geometrical
parametrization used for the FEM and the X-FEM model are not exactly the same. The second
difference is due to the introduction of a minimal thickness constraint of 1 cm in FEM while
there is no such limitation for the X-FEM model. However, we can see that the optimal arm
thickness obtained with X-FEM is very close from the FEM solution. Indeed, the Von Mises
restriction prevent too thin arms designs. Finally, to obtain the design of Figure 6.37 we have
to introduce a restriction between the outer and the inner boundaries to prevent the left circle
arc P5-P6 of the internal hole to overlap the left circle where the fixations are applied.
For the first iterations of the analysis, the initial mesh presents an adequate element density and
is rather fine regarding the considered geometry. However, when the external and the internal
Level Set boundaries get closer to each other, the two arms being thinner, and the mesh becomes
quite coarse in these zones as well as near the left and right circles. The fixed mesh approach is
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Figure 6.37: Comparison of FEM [56] and X-FEM solution
in this case very useful as the initial geometry experiences a large modification during the opti-
mization but it also presents a serious drawback as the element density should be monitored and
adapted to maintain an acceptable accuracy as long as the shape gets thinner. This problem is
not specific to fixed grid methods and has already been pointed out in shape optimization using
FEM. Duysinx et al. [56] have shown that the introduction of an error control strategy and
adaptive mesh refinement within the optimization loop has an influence on the shape evolution
and leads to a better optimal geometry.
Unfortunately, up to now, no research on error estimator and mesh adaptation techniques has
been reported for the X-FEM and specifically for the material-void approach. We can only men-
tion the work by Bordas, Duflot and Le [35, 54] that focuses on the introduction of an a posteriori
error estimator in X-FEM for the analysis of structures presenting cracks.
Henceforth, without an error indicator to define where the mesh should be refined, we propose
to refine the mesh with an indicator based only on the geometry of the structure. As previously
shown in the chapter 2, Moës et al. [113] presented a simple mesh refinement criterion based
on the Level Set values in order to obtain an accurate geometric representation of the iso-zero
Level Set. However, in our case, this idea is not very relevant here as the problem of the mesh
refinement is related to the proximity of several Level Sets to each others as well as the distance
between the Level Sets and the analysis domain boundaries. Therefore, we introduce a simple
strategy that consists in refining the mesh at the proximity of the structural boundary. To this
end, the Level Set description is again very handful as it can provide immediately a useful in-
formation on the boundary location and on the distance to the domain boundaries which can be
used to define a characteristic size for the mesh.
Reminding that the Level Set is constructed as a signed distance function, the absolute value of
Level Set (see Figure 6.38) reaches a minimum value close to the boundary which can be chosen
as characteristic size lc for the mesh. Indeed, low Level Set values close to the boundary will
provide a dense mesh at the vicinity of the structure boundaries whereas the mesh size will be
progressively enlarged elsewhere. Practically, using the absolute value of the Level Set function
’as is’ to define the characteristic size is not very appropriate because the Level Set function
presents a too high variation leading to a mesh that varies quickly from very small element mesh
size to coarse ones. Moreover, if a maximum and minimum lc value is not defined, the lowest
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Figure 6.38: Absolute value of the Level Set function for the suspension arm
(highest) lc values will generate too small (big) elements. To obtain a smoother variation, we
compute a size mapping by defining a characteristic element mesh size lc:
lc = α |lsi|β (6.3)
where α < 1 is a factor that controls the overall refinement, 0.5≤ β<1 controls the range of
variation of the mesh size and lsi is the nodal Level Set value. Using (6.3), we obtain the size
map illustrated in Figure 6.39 where we can see that the variation of lc is smoother (lc ranging
between 0.2 and 1.42 whereas using the absolute Level Set values, this mesh size would range
from 0.0417 to 19.6).
In Figure 6.39 (b), we can see that the size map provides an acceptable mesh which is refined
only at the neighborhood of the boundary of the structure and enlarges progressively towards
the analysis domain boundaries.
Following the same idea, obtaining a constant mesh size over the whole structural domain or
in a prescribed band width around the boundary can be directly achieved by imposing a mesh
size lc where the Level Set value is lower than a given threshold l¯s. Doing so, we obtain a size
map that is completely constant and equal to the prescribed mesh size inside the structure as
illustrated in Figure 6.40 (a). Using this size map for generating the mesh, we obtain the mesh
shown in Figure 6.40 (b) that presents now a constant mesh size on all the structural domain.
Finally note that to obtain the presented size map, the Level Set values are not computed on the
structural mesh but on finer Cartesian background grid in order to obtain a higher accuracy on
the Level Set values, to speed up the Level Set generation and proceed to proceed to a Laplacian
smoothing to remove the peak values for nodes close to the iso-zero boundary.
Incorporating the boundary mesh refinement strategy for the shape optimization of the suspen-
sion arm after the first iteration, we obtain the optimal shape represented in Figure 6.41.
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Figure 6.39: Size map and mesh with α = 1 and β = 0.5 Figure 6.40: Size map and mesh with l¯s=0.1
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Figure 6.41: Optimal suspension arm design with boundary adapted mesh
Compared to the solution without mesh refinement, we observe the same trend than observed
by Duysinx [56]. The reduction rate of the objective function between iterations is lower and we
obtain a solution that presents a higher mass (Fig. 6.42). The most important difference between
the standard mesh and the adapted mesh solutions concerns the central hole which is smaller in
the adapted case. This result is quite natural as the finer mesh allows to compute more accurate
stress values, which influences the optimization process as the higher stresses (located on the
central hole boundary) are under estimated with the coarse mesh. The Table 6.3 summarizes
and compares the different solutions. We can see that using the adaptive mesh strategy, the
solutions are slightly heavier than without refining the mesh.
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Figure 6.42: Comparison of the history of the objective for the coarse and adapted mesh model
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Geometry configuration Initial mass Final mass Mass gain
(kg) (kg) (%)
No central hole 5.23 1.91 273
Constant central hole geometry 4.91 1.6 300
Variable central hole geometry 4.91 1.3 377
Variable central hole geometry with adapted mesh 4.91 1.42 340
Table 6.3: Comparison of performance of the different geometrical models
Figure 6.43: X-FEM coarse and adapted mesh optimal solutions
6.6 Shape optimization of a 2D dam
This test case illustrates the shape optimization of a structure with design-dependent loads. We
focus on a well known structure that exhibits this type of loading: a water dam. In the complete
design process of a dam, several types of loadings should be taken into account such as the static
loading due to the water pressure, earth-quake loadings, waves, elasticity of the foundations,
porosity and seepage. However, in the present study, we consider a simplified load case that is
the hydrostatic pressure of the water. A similar problem has been treated in [72] considering
compliance minimization with a topology optimization method.
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Figure 6.44: Shape parameter design for parametric study
Intuitively, the optimal cross section of the dam should be close to a triangle shaped structure. To
obtain a preliminary design shape that can serve as a reference performance value, a parametric
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study is realized by changing the position of the apex a of the triangle represented in Figure 6.44.
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Figure 6.45: Variation of the strain energy with respect to design variable a
The Young Modulus is normalized at E=1 N/m2, the Poisson ratio ν=0.2 according to [72] and
a plane strain state is assumed. The dam foundations are clamped and have a length l=2 m.
The height is h=1 m, the density of the water is 1E3 kg/m3 and the gravity g is equal to 1 m/s2.
Figure 6.45 plots the corresponding strain energy for varying shapes of the triangular dam. We
can see that the optimal position of the apex is a '0.75 m and the strain energy is equal to
0.0720 J.
Figure 6.46: Shape parameter design and design domain for optimization problem
For the optimization, we consider a rectangular design domain of dimension 3 m × 1 m as il-
lustrated in Figure 6.46. Both upstream and downstream surfaces are modeled using NURBS
curves with 3 control points placed at y=0, 0.5, 1.0 m. The upstream surface is subject to the
hydrostatic pressure while the downstream surface is free of traction. The initial position of the
downstream surface is located at x=2.5 m and the upstream surface is placed at x=0.5. The
optimization variables are the position of these control points along the x axis. However, to
compare the optimized geometry with the parametric analysis, the length of the foundations is
fixed to 2 m. The optimization formulation aims at minimizing the compliance with a prescribed
amount of material V ≤ 1 m3. The hydrostatic pressure ρgh is applied on the upstream iso-zero
Level Set and acts perpendicularly to the structure boundary. Notice that this example also
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illustrates that to apply the loading, it is necessary to tag each boundary intersection of the
Level Sets with the mesh in order to select the appropriate surface.
In this application, the loads depend on the shape of the boundary in contact with the water.
Therefore, we have to take into account of the variation of loads when computing the sensitivity
of the compliance C as mentioned in chapter 5.6 using:
∂C
∂z
= uT
∂K
∂z
u+ 2uTK
∂u
∂z
= −uT ∂K
∂z
u+ 2uT
∂f
∂z
(a) Optimal X-FEM geometry with optimal triangular
dam
(b) Solution obtained by Fuchs and Shemesh [72]
Figure 6.47: Optimal solution with a volume constrain V ≤ 1 m3
The optimal solution is obtained after 11 iterations and is illustrated in Figure 6.47 (a). We can
see that the result obtained with the parametric analysis is very close to the solution obtained
with our shape optimization. The optimal geometry has a strain energy W=0.068 J that corre-
sponds to a gain of 5 % with respect to the optimal triangular dam. Moreover our solution and
the optimal geometry presented in [72] are very similar. The main difference comes from the
length of the foundations that is fixed to 2 m in our application and is free (and smaller) in [72].
Compared to topology optimization where the interface between the dam and the water have to
be interpolated, the use of a Level Set description is much easier as we have a clearly defined
interface zone where the loads can be imposed.
6.7 Optimization of a impactor impeller
This industrial application aims at analyzing and providing new impeller designs for the Mag
Impact, a high performance vertical shaft impactor designed and produced by the company
Magotteaux represented in Figure 6.48.
We have to study the shape of the impeller blades that are fixed on the rotating table illustated
in Figure 6.49 (a) and (b).
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Figure 6.48: MAG Impact impactor
(a) MAG Impact table 3D view (b) MAG Impact table (cross section)
Figure 6.49: MAG Impact table
6.7.1 Analysis of the initial 2D design
The impeller is studied on a 2D model derived from the original 3D CAD. The geometry con-
sidered is represented in Figure 6.50 and corresponds to a slice of the 3D impellers at the level
of the table. The positions of the different points can be found in [55].
To simulate the presence of the ceramic padding, which ensures a high wear resistance, the
geometry is divided in two domains. The upper rectangular domain in Fig. 6.50 is the padding
zone. As it is the working zone of the impeller, it cannot be modified and is therefore kept
fixed during the optimization. The lower domain (back face of the impeller) is submitted to the
optimization process and is the design domain for the shape optimization. This domain will be
referred as domain 2.
Material data and boundary conditions
Although the two domains are made of different materials, the mechanical properties assigned
to the two domains are considered as equals. Indeed, according to the designers, the padding
is supposed not to contribute to reinforce the impeller but is only present to improve the wear
resistance. The mechanical properties considered are then: elastic isotropic material, Young
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Figure 6.50: Geometry of the impeller in its original configuration
modulus of E=100 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν=0.3 and mass density of ρ=7800 Kg/m3.
The 2D structure is supposed to be in plane stress state and the thickness is taken equal to the
3D thickness measured perpendicularly to the table. The considered load case is a centrifugal
load F=mω2r about a rotation center located at the table center. The rotation speed of the
table is 1000 rpm. The structure is fixed at the 3 circles C1, C2 et C3 (see Fig. 6.50), which
corresponds to a perfect clamping of the impeller with infinitely rigid bolts.
Heavy assumptions have been made to build the model, which is justified by the preliminary
character of this study. Ideally, the impeller should be studied in 3D and a pre-stress between
the bolts and the impellers as well as the clearance which should affect the boundary conditions
should be taken into account for further improvements. The impacts of the rocks with the im-
peller may also be introduced.
In order to compare the results obtained after a shape optimization, the structure is first an-
alyzed in its initial configuration. The main difficulty of this model is that the fixation holes
are not modeled with a conforming mesh but with three Level Set. So the boundary conditions
have to be prescribed within the mesh. To this end, the geometry is meshed with linear triangle
finite element and the Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied with the method presented in
section 4.5.2.
Figure 6.51 (a) gives the displacements obtained with X-FEM. The maximum displacement is
located at the upper right corner of the impeller and takes a value of umax = 14.95 µm. Due the
eccentric position of the rotation center, the centrifugal load is not parallel to the axis x of the
impeller local referential (see Fig. 6.50). The loads has therefore a non zero y component that
tends to bend the external part towards the back of the impeller.
The Von Mises stresses for the initial geometry is given in Figure 6.51 (b). The most stressed
zone is located around the fixation, at the external radius, where the centrifugal loads are the
highest. The maximum values (σmax = 26 MPa) occur in the upper part of the fixation C3.
We can remark here the limits of the model considering a perfect clamping as the bolts should
normally introduce some compression and traction efforts. Considering the St Venant Principle,
we can admit that this modeling imperfection should only introduce local perturbations and not
too many errors in the model.
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(a) Geometry and displacements of the initial impeller ge-
ometry (m)
(b) Von Mises stress for the initial configuration
(Pa)
Figure 6.51: Initial configuration
6.7.2 Optimization of the bolt positions
In a first step, the optimization tries to find the best positions of the bolt that attach the impeller
to the table. The geometry of the impeller is fixed. and the design variables are the position
(x, y) of each bolt C1, C2 et C3 of the model. The choice of these design variables calls for
the application of variable embedded boundary conditions non conforming to the mesh. These
circles are restricted to stay inside the design domain by introducing geometrical constraint. The
objective function is to minimize the structural compliance. No mechanical or mass constraints
are considered as the problem is self constrained in body load problem as noticed by Bruyneel
and Duysinx in [40].
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Figure 6.52: History of the objective function for the restricted padding zone and extended
padding zone
In Figure 6.52, the blue cross curve represents the evolution of the objective function (relative to
the initial value of the compliance). In this figure, blue cross curve refers to this first case named
’restricted padding zone’ whereas the circle read curve is relative to the next example (see 6.7.2).
Considering the positions of the fixation as design variables allows to increase the rigidity of
the structure by 43 %. This gain is realized by moving the two outer fixations towards a new
position which is more symmetric with respect to the thickness of the structure. Notice that the
two bolts C2 et C3 move to the outer radius of the impeller whereas the first bolt C1 (initially
close to the padding) does not move significanlty. For all fixations, the y positions is touching
the geometrical constraints prescribed in order to take care of the presence of the padding. The
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rigidity improvement is rather large and the maximal deformation of the impeller is reduced by
55 % (umax=6,5 µm instead of 14.9 µm). The design improvement introduces a reduction of
37 % of the maximum Von Mises Stress compared to the intial geometry.
Figure 6.53: Displacement (m) and Von Mises stresses (Pa) after the optimization of the fixation
positions considering the geometrical restriction for the padding
Extended padding zone
Analyzing the worn impellers shown in Figure 6.54, we can remark that the padding zone is
highly deteriorated in the peripheral zone at the proximity of the fixations C2 and C3 but it
remains nearly undamaged in the upper left zone. This suggests that the geometrical design
domain considered before could be extended in order to obtain a larger design domain especially
around the fixation C1.
OOfelie Graph
Figure 6.54: 3D model of a worn impeller
In the initial design, the padding zone presents a constant thickness that highly restricts the
design domain where the fixation positions can evolve. In order to obtain more design freedom,
especially for the fixation C1, we redefine the padding zone by placing a parallel line (5-8) passing
by the point 1 (see Fig. 6.55).
Hence, the outer radius thickness is kept equal compared to the initial domain, as it should not
modify the life time of the initial impeller. The maximum thickness of the padding is equal to
58 mm at the outer radius and 52 mm at fixation C3.
Replaying the optimization process with this larger design domain, the new optimal fixation
positions are characterized by the displacement and Von Mises stresses in Fig. 6.56.
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Figure 6.55: Geometry of the extended model with a variable padding restricted zone
By reshaping the design domain with a variable padding thickness, the solution of the optimiza-
tion gains 6 % more in terms of stiffness (see Fig 6.52 red circle line). In this configuration,
the optimal positions of the two fixations C1 and C2 are not touching anymore the gometrical
constraint due to the padding restricted zone, the fixation C3 still being limited by the padding
zone.
Figure 6.56: Displacement (m) and Von Mises stresses (Pa) of the extended optimized model
Finally, it is interesting to remark that this optimal geometry presents a maximum displacement
umax=6.7 µm, which is higher that with the initial padding domain (+ 5 %) but has a maximum
Von Mises stress reduced by 10 %.
6.7.3 Optimization of the back face of the impeller
Finally, we consider that the back face of the impeller is the designable feature. To this end,
we replace the straight line 8-5 of the initial geometry with a 9 control points Level Set spline
in order to be able to modify the back face of the impeller (see Fig. 6.57). In this problem, the
optimization variables are on the one hand the positions x, y of the three fixations and, on the
other hand, the 7 control points of the Spline curve.
Figure 6.57: Initial modified geometry
The points {500,1000,1500,2000,2500,3000} are free to evolve along the y axis whereas the point
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3500 can move in both x and y direction. The points {500,1500,2500,3500} are constrained to
remain outside of the padding zone and the points {1000,2000,3000} remain at the same abscissa
as the center of the fixation circles. The y coordinates of these ones should be greater than
the coordinates of the opposite control points with a gap of 27 mm to take into account of the
presence a the bolts and nuts. The two extreme points {8, 5} cannot be modified during the
optimization procedure. All together, the problem has 12 design variables.
Figure 6.58: Displacement (m) and Von Mises stresses (Pa) in the optimal geometry
Compared to the previous optimal solutions, the flexibility of the Spline curve on the back of
the impeller enables to obtain an important gain of performance simultaneously for the objective
function, the maximum displacement and the maximum Von Mises stress. Hence, the structure
presents a rigidity 33 % higher than the previous optimized model and 69 % higher than the
inital design. The maximum displacement umax is equal to 5.7 µm to be compared with 14.9 µm
for the intial geometry and the Maximum Von Mises stres is equal to 13.7 MPa whereas in the
intial geometry it is equal to 26.1 MPa (see Fig. 6.58).
6.8 Design of a 3D Tuning Fork
This test case aims at finding the length of a tuning fork in order to obtain a prescribed frequency
tuned at A-440 Hz. To do this, the design of the tuning fork (Fig. 6.59) has been parameterized
to present a first natural frequency with a symmetric bending eigenmode (see Fig. 6.59).
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Figure 6.59: Geometry and first eigenmode of the tuning fork
The initial geometry of the tuning fork is l=130 mm, t=3.9 mm and e=8.3 mm. The thickness
is 5.5 mm and the material properties are: Young modulus E=2.11E11 N/m2, Poisson’s ratio
ν=0.3 and a density ρ=7800 kg/m3. As the initial design presents a first natural frequency
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of 295 Hz, by analogy with a guitar string, the simplest geometrical modification to obtain a
higher first frequency consists in reducing the length l of the fork. To this end, a cutting plane
perpendicular to the x axis is introduced (see Fig. 6.59) in order to be able to modify the length
of the tuning fork by adjusting the variable α that define the position of the plane. The tuning
fork is modeled with 62,000 linear tetrahedra and has free boundary conditions.
The optimization problem is first formulated as the minimization of the volume with an upper
bound on the first eigenfrequency of 440 Hz. The initial value of α is set to 100 mm. Using
CONLIN optimization, a solution presenting a first eigenfrequency at 440 Hz for a value of
α=80.27 mm is obtained in 5 iterations.
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Figure 6.60: Objective function and constraint histories
The first optimization problem formulation is not general as it is based on the intuition that the
frequency will increase when the variable α decreases leading to a reduction of the mass (volume)
as it is be confirmed in Figure 6.61.
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(b) Evolution of the volume with α
Figure 6.61: Parametric study of the first tuning fork
However, the parametric study presented in Figure 6.61 illustrates that the evolution of the first
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eigenfrequency is similar to a function of the type 1/α while the volume is linear in α. Hence,
these two functions are very well adapted to the CONLIN approximation which is confirmed by
the small number of iterations necessary to come to the prescribed frequency.
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Figure 6.62: Objective function f1(ν1) and f1(α)
The same problem can be studied with a more general point of view by minimizing a function
presenting a minimum located at the target ν∗ value. To this end, we define a new objective
function f1 (represented in Figure 6.62) as:
f1(ν1) = (ν1 − ν∗)2
where ν∗ is the target value of the first eigenfrequency and ν1 the current value of the first
eigenfrequency of the current design. The sensitivity of the objective function is readily obtained:
df1
dα
= 2 (ν1 − ν∗) dν1
dα
posing λ=ω2, with ω the natural pulsation, we have:
df1
dα
= −2 (ν1 − ν
∗)
8pi2ν1
dλ
dα
Stating the optimization problem as the minimization of the function f1, with ν∗=440 Hz,
without any constraint, we obtain the convergence curve sketched in Figure 6.63.
In Figure 6.63, it can be observed that the number of iterations to come to the target value
(within the same tolerance than the previous formulation) is much higher inasmuch as 15 itera-
tions are performed. Indeed, we can see that the function f1, represented in Figure 6.62 (b), is
non monotonous and CONLIN can hardly represent it, which leads to a high number of iterations.
To remedy to this problem, we can introduce a new objective f2 better adapted to the CONLIN
approximation by adopting a function based on the principle of the moving asymptotes of MMA:
f2(ν1) =
b
ν1 − a
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Figure 6.63: Iteration history for the minimization of f1=(ν1 − ν∗)2
where the value of a is chosen to introduce an asymptote in ν1 = a and b is set to +1 or -1
depending on the current value of ν1 (b is positive when ν1<ν∗). This function is represented in
the Figures 6.64 with respect to ν1 and α.
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Figure 6.64: Objective function f2(ν1) and f2(α)
The derivative is easily obtained in terms of the natural pulsation:
df2
dα
= − 1
(ν1 − a)2
dν1
dα
= − 1
8pi2ν1 (ν1 − a)2
dλ
dα
Compared to the function f1=(ν1 − ν∗)2, the function f2= bν1−a is monotonous and the minimum
has to be bounded by the introduction of a constraint on the target value ν1. In this case, the
optimum is achieved by the optimizer after only 4 iterations. The computational effort is much
lower in this formulation compared to the formulation with one volume constraint as only the
derivative of the frequency has to be computed.
Notice that the solution has been compared with FEM for the prescribed value of l=80.27 mm and
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Figure 6.65: Evolution of the objective function f2= bν1−a , (a=200,b=1)
a very good agreement is obtained as the FEM model predicts a first eigenfrequency at 439.79Hz.
We observe that with this application our sensitivity analysis scheme can fail when the perturba-
tion over the variable α is positive. In this case, there is a strong probability that new elements
appear during the sensitivity perturbation step. To prevent the creation of new elements, we
have to prescribe a negative step ∆α for the computation of the semi-analytic scheme to avoid
underestimation of the derivative.
Sensitivity method Sensitivity Difference
Finite difference + 8.09091E6 0.6%
Finite difference − 8.18182E6 0.5%
Semi analytic + (6 elements are created) 7.53568E6 7.5%
Semi analytic − (0 element is created) 8.13194E6 0.1%
Semi analytic adapted +/− (0 element is created) 8.15478E6 0.2%
Analytic 8.14E6 -
Table 6.4: Comparison of sensitivities with different approaches for α=1.1
The Table 6.4 presents a comparison of the derivative of the first eigenfrequency for α = 1.1
computed with different approaches, the ’−’ and ’+’ signs indicating whether the sensitivity is
computed with a negative or a positive perturbation ∆α step respectively. The mention +/−
in the semi-analytic adapted method refers to the computation of elementary derivatives and
the use of an adapted perturbation step ∆α. In this case, no new step has to be computed
and the sensitivities are computed using a mixed +∆α and −∆α perturbation depending on
the configuration of the element. Moreover, as this problem has only one variable, a single
velocity field can be obtained analytically. The results obtained with an analytical method
which serves as a reference for the comparison for the other approaches illustrates the accuracy
of the implemented semi-analytic methods .
6.9 Shape optimization of a 3D suspension triangle
To illustrate the ability of our method to deal with 3D geometries as well as providing large
shape modifications, we study the design of the arm of a double wishbone suspension car. The
geometry of the suspension arm being dictated by the position of the kinematical joints between
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the arm and the car body, the upper arm have to be optimized without changing the boundary
conditions. The complete suspension is represented in Figure 6.66 (a) and the suspension arm is
shown in Figure 6.66 (b).
(a) Double wishbone suspension
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Figure 6.66: Initial suspension arm
To realize the optimization, an equivalent critical static load case is considered. This loading
mimics the situation where a car of 1445 kg overcomes a succession of bumps in cornering. The
bump travel is 15 cm and the speed of the car is 60 km/h. In the model, the applied load F is
decomposed into 3 loads aligned along the x, y, z axis: the longitudinal load Fx=100 kN, the
lateral load Fy=-28 kN and the vertical load Fz=62.5 kN. These loads are imposed on the right
hole that connect the arm to the knuckle. Clamping fixations are applied on the two cylindrical
holes which are the hinge connecting the suspension arm to the chassis. The initial structure
design shown in Figure 6.66 has a compliance of 6.22E6 J.
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Figure 6.67: Design domain
From the initial suspension arm, we can obtain all the geometrical data needed to create a suit-
able design domain. It is constructed to the bounding box of the actual suspension arm to which
we allow a higher z thickness compared to the initial geometry. This domain is represented in
Figure 6.67 (a). It is composed of 2 volumes as illustrated in Figure 6.67 (b). The external
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volume (transparent domain in the Figure 6.67 (b)) is composed of X-FEM elements and can be
modified whereas the second volume (gray domain in Figure 6.67 (b)) is fixed. Additionally, we
introduce in this domain the position of the fixations and loading surfaces on the joints. Both
surfaces are discretized with a conforming mesh. This approach is chosen to facilitate the imple-
mentation of the model as we do not have to impose Neumann and Dirichlet inside the mesh.
Moreover, given the constraint that the fixation and the loading domain are fixed, the choice of
a conforming mesh is natural.
The geometrical description is built using four Level Set objects: three Level Sets representing a
NURBS surface and one Level Set representing an oblong. One NURBS surface is placed between
the two fixations to the car body (curve 1 in Figure 6.68 (a)) and the two others connect one
fixation to the knuckle where the equivalent load is applied (curves 2 and 3 in Figure 6.68 (a)).
The 3 boundary surfaces generated are perpendicular to the OXY plane and cut the entire design
domain.
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Figure 6.68: Level Set parametrization
The black circles in Figure 6.68 (a) represent the control points of the different Level Set curves
and the arrows indicate the direction of movement for the optimization. The last Level Set object
represents an oblong (see Figure 6.68 (b)) extruded along the y direction, which allows to modify
the thickness along the z direction.
The upper arm flexibility of the front suspension has an important effect on the vehicle han-
dling during high-speed cornering. Therefore, objective function considers the minimization the
structural compliance with a restriction on the total a mass that should be equal to the ex-
isting structure: 6 kg. The material considered has the following properties: Young modulus
E=200 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν=0.3. The problem involves 9 variables which are the 7 control
points of the Level Set NURBS and the two radii of the oblong Level Set. Similarly to the 2D
bracket support problem, we have to introduce several constraints on the design variables to
prevent the degeneracy of the geometrical model.
The Figure 6.69 illustrates the evolution of the compliance and the volume of the structure.
The red stars curve represents the volume, relative to its initial value. The blue crossed curve
represents the compliance, relative to its value at the first iteration. The black dotted curve is the
compliance of the structure relative to the compliance of the initial arm design. The history of
the volume and compliance is typical of a compliance minimization problem. At the beginning,
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Figure 6.69: History of the objective function and volume constraint
the volume is higher than the prescribed bound and the optimizer first reduces the volume
yielding to an increase in the compliance. After two iterations, the volume satisfies the volume
constraint and the compliance starts decreasing. Furthermore, we obtain after 5 iterations a new
design which is stiffer than the initial geometry and the original arm. Then, approximately 5
more iterations are needed to obtain a significant gain in terms of rigidity. After this stage, the
compliance does not change significantly and decreases at a slow rate. The optimal geometry
(see Fig. 6.70) obtained, presents a 42 % stiffness increase with respect to the original design.
(a) Top view (b) Side view (c) 3D view
Figure 6.70: Optimal design
However, while the compliance does not evolve significantly after the 14th iteration (less than
1% reduction between each iteration), some variables are still presenting a considerable variation
between successive iterations. This is due to the fact that in the first iterations, the optimizer
change the positions of the control points to meet the volume constraint in such a way that the
movement of the Level Set 2 and 3 move to the left (see Fig. 6.71 (a)-(b)). In these geometries,
both front and rear arms of the structure present a bended shape. Then, when the volume is
lower, the optimizer progressively moves all the control points to the right and proceed to a fine
tuning of the relative positions of the control points and of the oblong radii. Indeed, we can see
in Figure. 6.71 (a)-(i) that the two arms become progessively thinner, the upper arm changing
from a S shape to a single curvature shape whereas the lower arm emphasizes its S shape.
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(a) Iteration 1 (b) Iteration 2 (c) Iteration 3
(d) Iteration 5 (e) Iteration 7 (f) Iteration 10
(g) Iteration 15 (h) Iteration 20 (i) Iteration 35
Figure 6.71: Optimal design history of shape optimization of an upper triangle suspension
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6.10 3D Level Set CSG connecting rod
The final application considers the minimization of the weight of the connecting rod represented
in Figure 6.72 (b). To obtain a rather complex geometrical representation that is close to an
industrial design, the connecting rod is built with 12 Level Sets as illustrated in Figure 6.72 (a).
(a) View of the different iso-zero Level Set boundaries (b) View of the 3D initial design
Figure 6.72: Initial geometry of the connecting rod
The conrod is clamped at the big end connecting the left hole to the crankshaft. A compressive
axial load F=60 kN is applied at the small end (right hole) which is connected to the piston
pin. The stress constraint is limited to σeq ≤150 N/mm2. The material has a Young modulus
E=210E3 N/mm2 and a Poisson’s ratio ν=0.3. The design variables are: the two external radii
r1, r5, the depth l4 and length l2 of the central oblong pocket hole and the profile of the central
arm that is modeled with two 3 control points NURBS surfaces (see Figure 6.73). The connecting
rod is symmetric with respect to the horizontal axis and the oblong depth is symmetric with
the rod thickness. The thickness is 18 mm on the central part and 22 mm at both ends. The
initial geometrical parameters are: l3=60 mm, l2=60 mm, l4=4 mm, r1=40 mm, r2=25 mm,
r3=12 mm, r4=10 mm, r5=20 mm and r6=12.5 mm. The problem is studied with an analysis
domain of size 250 × 100 × 22 mm meshed with 49728 linear tetrahedra. The meshing time
with GMSH is 2.6 s for the 3D mesh and 16 s for the mesh optimization. By comparison, the
time needed to slice the mesh is approximately 3 s.
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Figure 6.73: Conrod geometry and parametrization
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Figure 6.74: History of the conrod volume and final geometry
The solution of this optimization problem is obtained after 8 iterations (see Fig. 6.74) and it
yields a geometry where the central pocket hole has nearly disappeared, the two circles have
a lower radius (r1=30 mm and r5=20 mm) and the central arm presents a higher thickness
(18.4 mm compared to 18 mm) as illustrated in Figure 6.74 and 6.76. The volume reduction is
equal to 222 % (from 188,025 mm3 to 84,372 mm3) and the maximum Von Mises stress increases
from 112 N/mm2 in the initial design to 150 N/mm2 for the final configuration as prescribed
by the constraints. The Figure 6.75 shows that in the final configuration the structure is widely
stressed, indicating that the material is well used compared to the initial geometry where the
Von Mises stress distribution is less uniform. Notice also that the total number of elements in
the analysis is nearly divided by two from first iteration to the last iteration.
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Figure 6.75: Von Mises stress distribution for initial and final design
The rod is studied considering only one load case that corresponds to a pure compressive case.
In these conditions, the presence of the central pocket hole does not present any interest as it is
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Figure 6.76: Optimal geometry with Von Mises stress distribution (N/mm2)
the overall arm cross section which is important. However, if we observe a real connecting rod
we can see that the central arm presents a I or H beam shape as illustrated in Figure 6.77.
Figure 6.77: Practial connecting rod design
The difference between our optimized shape and a real structure comes from the fact that the
design process of a connecting rod has to take into account different load cases. The introduction
of a multiple load cases optimization is therefore one important extension of the current devel-
opment that could be done. Furthermore, in the case of the connecting rod, the compressive
load is very high during the combustion stroke and one should not only consider the highest Von
Mises stresses in the design process but also the buckling load factor. It is believed that intro-
ducing a constraint on the buckling load factor into the optimization procedure should provide a
different geometry. Indeed, the depth of the central hole would be higher to achieve a significant
improvement on the buckling load factor and provide I or H beam shapes.
Chapter7
Perspectives
The aim of this chapter is to present possible extensions of the current developments and further
fields of applications where the X-FEM can be useful. The topics presented hereafter cover
different preliminary studies realized with the aim of applying the X-FEM where we believe it
may help the engineers to simplify existing approaches.
7.1 Optimization of periodic micro structures
When improving the performance of a structure, one has two choices: to modify the structure
design (the shape or the topology) or to change the material properties. While the first approach
has been studied since the beginning of the 60′s, the latter approach has received considerable
attention with the advent of materials science, new composite materials, micro systems (MEMS)
designs and new manufacturing processes such as the stereolithography. In this topic, the topol-
ogy optimization has proven to be a nice tool to design new micro structures. In [130], Sigmund
proposed the implementation of a topology optimization technique to obtain prescribed con-
stitutive material properties using an inverse homogenization problem. Thereafter, researchers
extended the range of applications to design new composite materials for instance with negative
Poisson’s ratio and also negative or zero thermal expansion coefficients that are very interesting
for structure subject to temperature changes such as space structures.
In [151], in collaboration with Schoonjans, we have investigated the application of the X-FEM
and Level Set description to realize preliminary investigations on design of periodic micro struc-
tures using the X-FEM code developed in this thesis. Several applications of finite and infinite
sized structure have been realized with very promising results.
For instance, we have studied the shape of an optimal micro structure in an infinite plate under
hydrostatic loading. Considering a thin elastic plate, the Vigdergauz’s micro structure [157] is
associated to the problem of finding the shape of spatially periodic inclusions that minimizes the
potential energy.
A 2D infinite micro-structure is formed by replicating a basic cell that is considered for the
analysis (see Fig. 7.1). This base cell is taken to be a square with a volume fraction denoted
c2 while the inclusion volume fraction is c1 = 1− c2. In the present case, no second material is
introduced and the inclusion is considered as a hole.
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Figure 7.1: Modelization of a unit cell
The plate is remotely loaded by a uniform stress field σ0: σxx=P0, σyy=Q0, σxy = 0. The
behavior of the structure can be determined by isolating one cell and reproducing appropri-
ate periodic boundary conditions. Considering a hydrostatic loading (Tr(σ0)=σxx + σyy=α and
Dev(σ0)=σxx − σyy=0 with α=1 N/mm2), the optimal structure is symmetric and the displace-
ment field is uniform over the side of one cell. This is achieved by imposing a displacement
field u=v=1E-5 mm on the boundary. The cell has a side length of 5 mm and the inclusion
boundary is represented with a super ellipse Γ=xa
ξ + yb
η. Since u=v, the solution is equal in x
and y directions, the solution is such that a=b and ξ = η and the problem can be reduced by
considering only 2 design variables. The range of design variables are: a=[0.5;4.5] and η=[1;20].
The initial conditions are η = 4 and a is taken such that the volume ratio c1 is achieved.
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Figure 7.2: A quarter of a square cell: optimal shapes and comparison between analytical and
X-FEM optimization for hole volume fraction of c1 = 0.1 (1), 0.2 (2), 0.3 (3), 0.4 (4), 0.5 (5),
0.6 (6), 0.8 (7)
To obtain the analytical solution of Vigdergauz, we formulate the optimization as the mini-
mization of the Von Mises stresses over a periodic cell with a prescribed amount of volume c1.
Repeating this problem for c1 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, we obtain the optimal holes rep-
resented in Figure 7.2. Until c1 = 0.4 the shape is a smooth circular curve. For higher values
of c1, the exponent of the super ellipse expression grows rapidly to present a shape with nearly
rectilinear sides and rounded corners. These holes appear to be very close to the analytical
results of Vigdergauz [157] as indicated in Figure 7.2 right.
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7.2 Stochastic Analysis
In the recent years, non-deterministic finite element methods have received an increasing atten-
tion. These methods intend to evaluate the effect of numerous uncertainties on the response of
the structural system. These uncertainties can have several origins and arise either due to the
lack of knowledge of some parameters and loading conditions or due to inherent variabilities of
physical quantities. In non deterministic numerical methods, uncertainty sources are of various
types:
- mathematical modeling assumptions;
- discretization error of discrete methods such as FEM;
- model parameters variation: material properties or loads uncertainties, manufacturing tol-
erances variability, ...
With the development of MEMS devices, the geometrical uncertainties related to the man-
ufacturing tolerances and material properties are very important as it may severely affect the
performance of such a device. For instance, the shape of the fixation of a clamped-free electrome-
chanical beam will highly impact the MEMS structural response. Due to the large magnitude of
uncertainties relative to the physical scale and highly nonlinear behavior of small-scale structure,
it becomes very important to take into account geometric uncertainties in the design methodolo-
gies. While material properties uncertainties can be treated with limited computational effort
within FEM, the geometrical uncertainties suffers from the same difficulties than classical shape
optimization, which are the management problems and the associated computational cost. Re-
garding this aspect, one can conceive that the advantage of X-FEM in such approach can be
helpful. Hence, when using a Monte-Carlo approach to compute the influence of a geometrical
parameter, X-FEM can provide a fast re-analysis with less burden than if a FEM approach is used.
Additionally to X-FEM, the Level Set approach appears very interesting for treating geometrical
uncertainties because it provides a direct method to generate a set of random geometries from a
given nominal geometry. Reminding that one can freely modify a boundary represented with a
Level Set description, the perturbed boundaries can be realized by using random velocity field
Vn as illustrated in Figure 7.3.
W
V
n
Figure 7.3: Nominal geometry and perturbation
These capabilities have already been used by Jang et al. in [87] where the geometry of micro com-
pliant mechanisms are represented with uncertain etching parameters around a nominal model.
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Because the boundaries of a structure are given as contour lines with a fixed nominal Level Set,
the under- and over-etched structure can be constructed by shifting the level-set function uni-
formly upward and downward respectively. Because the uncertainties during fabrication process
of micro systems are relatively large compared to macroscopic structures, their performance is
highly sensitive to geometric parameters. Thus it is a primary importance to obtain reliable de-
signs. For example, the hinges of micro compliant mechanisms play a key role in the kinematics
of such device that can be severely affected by the etching uncertainties.
7.2.1 Stochastic Finite Element Methods
Stochastic finite element methods can be classified in two main categories depending on the type
of results they yield. On one hand, reliability methods are interested in determining the failure
probability and focus only on the probability density function of the response. On the other
hand, other methods aim at computing the probabilistic characterization of the response.
In this category, particular methods that determine only the first two statistical moments of the
response are available. In the preliminary study that we have carried out with Dr. Séverine
Lepage, we have limited our investigations to two methods: the Perturbation Stochastic Finite
Element Method (PSFEM) and to the Monte-Carlo method (MC). These two approaches are
briefly presented hereafter. For more details about these methods. Interested reader should refer
to [92, 99].
Monte-Carlo Simulations
The Monte-Carlo approach consists in generating a sampling for each uncertain input parameters,
according to their probability distributions and correlations, and to proceed to a deterministic
finite element analysis for each input sample. Then, given the corresponding response sampling,
one can compute the mean and the standard deviation of the response. Monte-Carlo methods
present the advantage that if a large number of simulations is carried out, they statically converge
to the correct distribution but on the other hand it is highly computationally demanding due to
repeated analyses.
Perturbation Stochastic Finite Element Method (PSFEM)
The Perturbation Stochastic Finite Element Method consists in realizing a deterministic analysis
of the nominal structure complemented by an additional sensitivity analysis with respect to the
random variables. This approach allows the development of a Taylor series expansion of the
response field from which the mean and variance of these quantities can be derived according
to the mean, variance and correlation of the random parameters. The main advantage of the
PSFEM is its simplicity and its applicability to a wide range of problems with a limited additional
computational cost. In this work, PSFEM approach appears to be the most interesting one as
we can take advantage of the sensitivity analysis methods developed in this thesis.
7.2.2 Application: clamped - clamped silicon beam
In this application, we study the influence of the variation of the first eigenvalue of a clamped-
clamped beam under an uncertainty of the beam height h. The geometry and the material
properties are characterized by the following average parameters: Length=L=80 µm, Height
h=4.5 µm, Young Modulus E=158E3 N/mm2, mass density ρ=2.3E-6 kg/mm3, Poisson’s ratio
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ν=0.2.
h
Figure 7.4: Half of clamped-clamped beam geometry
The beam being in clamped-clamped conditions, only one half can be modeled by applying
the suitable boundary conditions. As mentioned, the variable parameter is the height h, which
distribution is: mean value=4.5 µm. The analysis domain is defined as a rectangle of dimension
40 µm ×6 µm modeled by 20 × 6 bilinear quadrangular finite elements.
Monte-Carlo method
The Monte Carlo solution is taken as a reference solution and it is computed with a pop-
ulation size n=500. The relative mean value for the first eigenvalue obtained is equal to
1.5012E15 (rad/s)2 and the standard deviation is 1.31163E14 rad/s2.
PSFEM
In order to obtain the stochastic eigenvalue equations, the dependence on the uncertainty ’b’ for
each parameter is introduced into the weak form of the governing equations. The stochastic finite
element eigenproblem to be solved is then obtained by introducing the uncertainty dependence
in the discrete eigenvalue equation:
K(b)q(b) = λ(b)M(b)q(b) (7.1)
In practice, the uncertainty is represented by a finite set of random variables:
b = {b1, b2, b3, ..., bn}
The perturbation method supposes that the random design variables bi can be decomposed as a
sum of a deterministic value b¯i and a zero mean random perturbation variable ∆bi:
bi = b¯i + ∆bi
In the PSFEM approach, the random quantities in equation (7.1) are expanded around their ex-
pectation using a Taylor series expansion. For instance, the mass density ρ can be approximated
as:
ρ(b1, ..., bn) ≈ ρ(b¯1, ..., b¯n) +
n∑
i=1
ρ,i∆bi +
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
ρ,ij∆bi∆bj
where the subscripts ,i and ,ij respectively denote the first and second order partial derivative
with respect to bi and bj . Substituting the truncated Taylor series expansion into the finite
element formulation (7.1) leads to the following eigenproblems to be solved:
- zero order term:
K¯q¯ = λ¯M¯ q¯
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- first order term (i=1,...,n):
(K¯ − λ¯M¯)q,i = (λ¯M,i + λ,iM¯ −K,i)q¯,
- second order term (i, j=1,...,n):
(K¯ − λ¯M¯)q,ij = (λ¯M,ij + λ,ijM¯ + 2λ,iM,j −K,ij)q¯ + 2(λ¯M,i + λ,iM¯ −K,i)q,j ,
with the superscript .¯ denotes that the quantity is computed at the nominal value of b¯.
Reminding that the probability that the value of the variable X lies within an interval [a, b] is
given by:
P (a ≤ X ≤ b) =
∫ b
a
fX(x)dx
where fX(x) is the probability density function of X, and the expectation of the function g(X)
is defined as:
E [g(X)] =
∫ ∞
−∞
g(X)fX(x)dx
The eigenvalue expectation is then given by:
E
[
λ(b¯)
] ≈ λ¯+ n∑
i=1
λ,i∆bi +
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
λ,ijE [∆bi,∆bj ]
= λ¯+
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
λ,ijCov(bi, bj)
since the ∆bi are zero-mean random variables of known covariance. The eigenvalue variance is:
V ar(λ(b¯)) ≈
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
λ,iλ,jCov(bi, bj)
where the covariance Cov of two variables bi,bj is defined as the expectation of the product of
the deviations from their respective means, mi and mj :
Cov(bi, bj) = E [(Xi −mi)(Xj −mj)] = E [XiXj ]−mimj
The approach is summarized in the Flow-Chart 7.5. For the silicon beam problem, we obtain a
first mean eigenvalue of 1.4983E15 (rad/s)2 with a first order approach and 1.5012E15 (rad/s)2
with a second order approach to be compared with a value of 1.5012E15 (rad/s)2 for the Monte-
Carlo method.
Method Mean [(rad/s)2] m [%] Std. dev. [(rad/s)2] std (%) Mean()[%]
Monte-Carlo 1.5012E15 - 1.3163E14 - -
PSFEM (1st order) 1.4983E15 -0.1894 1.3173E14 0.0733 -0.1965%
PSFEM (2nd order) 1.5012E15 0.0015 1.3173E14 0.0733 0.0035%
Table 7.1: Mean value and standard deviation of λ with MC and PSFEM
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Domain meshing
Structural matrices computation and semi-analytical compu-
tation of the 1st and 2nd order sensitivity structural matrices
Computation of the nominal eigenvalue
and its 1st and 2nd order sensitivities
Computation of the mean and variance
Figure 7.5: PSFEM Flow chart
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of Monte-Carlo and PSFEM results
We can observe in Figure 7.6 (a) that the PSFEM approach gives very good results compared to
Monte-Carlo method. Indeed, using a 1st order PSFEM, we can see in Figure 7.6 (b) that the
relative error is very limited for small variation but increases quite quickly far from the nominal
height value. Resorting to a second order PSFEM, we obtain an excellent relative error that is
lower than 1% for a large range of beam height. Finally, the Table 7.1 summarizes the compari-
son of the MC and PSFEM method for this application.
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7.3 Computation of pull-in with X-FEM
Accurately predicting the electrostatic forces appearing on (dielectric or conducting) moving
structures is primordial in the modeling and simulation of advanced micro sensors such as
RF-switches. In [143], a consistent variational approach was introduced to derive a mono-
lithically coupled electromechanical Finite Element approach allowing accurate computation of
pull-in [152] limits and dynamic behaviors. However, in the standard Finite Element techniques
applied to coupled electro-mechanical models, one often has to face some serious limitations when
the structure undergoes large displacements: the electric mesh around the structure is strongly
deformed in order to follow the displacement of the structure. In this process, the electrostatic
mesh may be severely distorted, as illustrated in Figure 7.7, and might, in the limit case of
contact, rapidly degenerate.
Figure 7.7: Deformation of the FEM mesh in a clamped-clamped micro beam under electrostatic
field
To overcome this limitation, one can apply re-meshing or use the Boundary Element Method
(BEM) in the electrostatic domain. However, both methods suffer from at least one drawback:
it is not possible to compute the solution up to contact between the micro beam and the lower
electrode. Here we investigate the possibility to represent the shape modification of the electro-
static domain using a fixed mesh method and to apply the X-FEM to account for boundaries
and interfaces traveling across this fixed mesh.
In the electromechanical problem under consideration, the moving interfaces appear at the
boundary between the electrical and mechanical domains while the latter undergoes large dis-
placements through the fixed global electrostatic domain. The coupling occurring between elec-
trical and mechanical fields comes from electrostatic forces acting on the structure. Those forces
being themselves dependent on the deformation of the structure.
Figure 7.8: First approach, Lagrangian structural mesh and Eulerian air mesh
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Two different approaches can be applied to take advantage of X-FEM for this kind of problems:
1. One can choose to model the beam using a FEM mesh that overlaps a second fixed X-FEM
mesh modeling the air surrounding the beam as shown in Figure 7.8. In this case, we have
two overlapping meshes and the electrostatic loads have to be projected from one domain
to the other;
2. Alternatively, one can model the structure and the air using one Lagrangian mesh as
in Figure 7.9 and let the mesh overlap the electrode, which is fixed and modeled with
embedded boundary conditions.
Figure 7.9: Second approach, Lagrangian mesh and fixed electrode modeled with embedded
boundary conditions
The first approach is very general because there is no limitation on the shape and the movement
of the structure or even on the number of structures overlapping the air domain. However, the
challenge is obviously to properly handle the fact that some elements of the electrostatic domain
are crossed by the interface. Moreover, this interface should be considered as a boundary condi-
tion for the electrostatic domain if the moving structure is a perfect conductor. This method has
been tested in our implementations but it appears that the management and the computation of
the electrostatic loads is very difficult. Indeed we have to deal with a high number of overlapping
patterns in the projection of the loads which is quite difficult in 2D and even more arduous in 3D.
The second approach is much easier to implement because the computation of the loads does
not call for a special treatment. The difficulty lies in the imposition of the Dirichlet boundary
conditions inside the mesh to model the electrode. However, this approach is not general inas-
much the electrode should be fixed. Indeed, if we have two moving objects that get closer to each
other, this method can not be used unless the analysis is decomposed into several sub domains.
However, for simple geometries, this approach can be directly extended to 3D.
Currently, the second approach has been successfully investigated with two preliminary analy-
ses. The first one consists in the computation of the equilibrium position of a clamped-clamped
quartz micro beam subject to a voltage difference of 200 V applied between a lower electrode and
the beam as illustrated in Figure 7.10. The geometrical parameters are: beam length L=30 µm,
beam height h=1 µm, air gap (air domain between the lower and upper electrodes)=1 µm. The
material properties are: air permittivity air=8.85E-012 F/m, beam Young modulus E=86.790E9
N/m2, beam Poisson’s ratio ν=0.19 and beam permittivity beam=8.85E-9 F/m.
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Figure 7.10: FEM mesh model
Using a Newton method with FEM to compute the equilibrium position, we obtain a displace-
ment max(uy)=-5.35275E-2 µm for the central lower node of the beam (see Fig. 7.11).
1.07e-008 2.15e-008 3.22e-008 4.29e-008 5.37e-008
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0.000
Figure 7.11: FEM equilibrium position. Mesh deformation scaled 5×.
For the X-FEM model, the geometry of the beam is the same but the air domain is extended at
the bottom (see Fig. 7.12). The lower electrode is modeled by imposing a 0 V condition inside
the mesh using a Lagrange multiplier method coupled to a Laplace stabilization as proposed by
Bricteux and Remacle [39].
Figure 7.12: X-FEM mesh with non-conforming lower electrode
Whereas the electrode is modeled with strong boundary conditions and is clamped with FEM,
the X-FEM approach enables the air domain to deform following the movement of the beam as
illustrated in Figure 7.13.
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0.000
Figure 7.13: X-FEM equilibrium position with deformed mesh with lower electrode in red
Using X-FEM for the air domain, the equilibrium displacement of max(uy)=-5.35599E-2 µm
compares very well with the FEM results (0.06 % of relative error with respect to FEM).
The second analysis considers the same geometry but we compute the pull-in voltage that is the
limit voltage for which an equilibrium position can be found.
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0.000
Figure 7.14: FEM pull-in equilibrium position. Mesh deformation scaled 1×.
The analysis is firstly realized using FEM [143]and the pull-in voltage computed is Vpi=399.32 V.
The vertical displacement of the central node is equal to max(uy)=-0.39474 µm. In Figure 7.14
representing the deformed beam at Vpi, we can see that the mesh becomes thin at the center of
the beam.
Using X-FEM, we obtain Vpi=398.88 V and the maximum vertical displacement is equal to
max(uy)=-0.39628 µm. The relative error compared to FEM is 0.1 % for the pull-in voltage and
for the maximum vertical displacement the relative difference is 0.4 %. The beam is represented
at pull-in voltage in Figure 7.15. In this figure, we can see that the air mesh follows the defor-
mation of the beam and the elements keep a good aspect ratio.
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0.000
Figure 7.15: X-FEM pull-in position
Currently, resorting to X-FEM for this example is not very useful as the FEM mesh exhibits
a good quality even at pull-in voltage. However, one can conceive that as long as the voltage
increases the mesh gets more flat and singularities should occur at contact. Conversely, with X-
FEM, the mesh remains good and continuing the analysis until the beam get in contact with the
electrode could be considered. There is a great demand for such a capability from the companies
involved in the design of MEMS devices.

Chapter8
Conclusions
8.1 Summary of the work
In this work, the eXtended Finite Element Method (X-FEM) is coupled with the Level Set de-
scription to investigate a novel approach to structural shape optimization. The X-FEM is used
to avoid the mesh difficulties encountered with a CAD-FEM shape optimization by working with
a fixed grid approach. Naturally associated to X-FEM, the Level Set description is used to
describe the structural geometry and to provide the ability to modify the CAD model topology
during the optimization process.
To this end, we have explored finite elements presenting internal void-material interface using
X-FEM. The specific aspects of such elements have been presented in this manuscript with a
focus on static and modal analyses of mechanical structures. The developments have been vali-
dated and a discussion on the accuracy of the method has been presented as well as comparison
with FEM models and analytical solutions. One important issue that has been investigated is
the quality of the X-FEM approximation for stresses. The source of the problems is the small
elements that have only a very low fraction of their surface filled with material. These elements
lead to large errors in the stress estimation and several approaches to circumvent or reduce this
numerical error have been proposed. The problematic of embedded boundary conditions has also
been succinctly treated. Imposition of Neumann boundary conditions has been presented and
validated with analytical solutions. The Dirichlet boundary conditions have been successfully
implemented using stabilized approaches. Moreover, a dedicated triangular element allowing
strong Dirichlet conditions has been proposed.
To describe the geometry of structures, a Level Set description and a basic Level Set geometri-
cal modeler have been developed. This tool allows the creation of basic shapes from analytical
functions, simple geometrical features (circles, squares, ...) or more general curves and surfaces
with a NURBS-to-Level Set converter. The concept of Constructive Solid Geometry with Level
Set has been combined with the Level Set description and implemented to model complex 3D
geometries. The Level Set description appears to be very attractive for shape optimization as this
geometrical representation is able to treat merging interfaces as well as changes in the structure
topology with a great flexibility.
Finally, the optimization module of OOFELIE has been extended to deal with the specifications
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of these two new methods. The major contribution of this work lies in the investigation of the
sensitivity analysis with the X-FEM method. Our developments have shown that resorting to
a semi-analytic scheme may lead to large errors in certain configurations. Three approaches
to circumvent these problems have been developed. The simplest strategy consists in adding a
soft material in the void domain to keep a constant number of degrees of freedom. The second
approach aims at adapting the perturbation step with a semi-analytic scheme. Finally, the last
approach is to resort to an analytical sensitivity method that we have developed. We have shown
that the computation of analytical derivatives can be realized with an approach similar to FEM.
However, the expression of the structural matrices integrals and the nature of the shape param-
eters have a direct influence on the derivatives. It has been shown that this approach provides
similar results with respect to semi-analytical or finite difference schemes. Several academic
examples have illustrated the approach and showed that the sensitivity can be computed using
domain or contour integrals (i.e. along the Level Set boundary). Finally, this approach has been
extended to the case of element presenting enrichment functions such as the bi-material element.
The sensitivity analysis method has been developed for various objective functions and con-
straints such as displacements, compliance, volume, natural frequencies and local stresses. The
novel shape optimization approach has been illustrated with several applications from classical
shape optimization to industrial test cases. These applications have demonstrated the ability of
X-FEM and Level Set to treat successfully a large range of applications including axisymmetric
geometries, design dependent loads and self weight problems. Moreover, we have shown that
topology modifications are possible using the proposed method. However, numerical applica-
tions have also illustrated that the geometrical parameterization of the model is very important
in order to avoid invalid geometries.
The generalized shape optimization using X-FEM and Level Set description developed here takes
place between shape and topology optimization. The X-FEM method takes full advantage of
the fixed mesh work approach of topology optimization whereas the smooth curve description
from the shape optimization is preserved. Contrary to shape optimization, no remeshing pro-
cess is needed in our applications, and only one mesh is created for each test case. However,
applications have shown that proceeding to shape optimization on a fixed grid presents some
limitations and mesh refinement or adaptation may be necessary when the geometry undergoes
large modifications. The various applications give encouraging results to study large scale indus-
trial problems, especially complex 3D problems. However, by now, the present approach may
be considered as an improved shape optimization method rather than a substitute to topology
optimization. Therefore, future work should be devoted to extend the possibility to model deeper
shape modifications and complex 3D geometries.
8.2 Achievements
This dissertation has tailored an novel shape optimization based on the Extended Finite Element
Method coupled to a Level Set description of the geometry. The main contributions can be listed
as follows:
- Implementation of an efficient C++ X-FEM code to perform mechanical and electrostatic
analyses. The currently available developments contain 2D, 3D and axisymmetric elements
with approximation orders up to the third degree;
- Development of a Constructive Solid Geometry modeler based on a Level Set description.
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Regarding this topic, all lot of attention has been paid to design a generic tool with reliable
and efficient mesh slicing routines;
- Investigation of different sensitivity analysis methods with X-FEM. A practical approach
consisting in ignoring the change of the structural matrices dimension when using a semi-
analytical scheme is proposed. Two alternative approaches are developed to reduce the
error introduced with the ignore strategy. The first one consists in adapting the perturba-
tion step to avoid the creation of new DOFs. The second one introduces a soft material in
the void domain to prevent the creation of new DOFS. Moreover, a rigorous analytical sen-
sitivity analysis is developed and validated on numerical applications for material-void and
bi-material X-FEM elements. The analogy between FEM and X-FEM analytical sensitivity
analyses is also highlighted;
- The problem of the evaluation of the stresses in small solid elements is exposed and several
approaches to circumvent the problem have been investigated. To enhance the estimation
of the stresses during the optimization, a geometrical mesh refinement criterion based on
the Level Set is proposed;
- The developments have been validated on academic benchmarks and several applications
considering 2D and 3D models as well as industrial application considering compliance, dis-
placements, eigenfrequencies or stresses as objective functions and constraints have been
realized. The capacity of the proposed structural optimization method to deal with topo-
logical modification is also demonstrated;
- To deal with design dependent loads, the prescription of Neumann boundary conditions has
been considered. A novel enriched element is proposed to prescribe strongly the essential
boundary conditions on triangular elements;
- Some pioneering work has been realized on the optimization of micro-structures, stochastic
analysis under geometric uncertainties and electro-mechanical pull-in computation.
8.3 Future works
In this work, we have demonstrated the great potential of an optimization method coupling X-
FEM with a Level Set description of the geometry. With the current implementation, various
simple test cases have been realized. But it is a work in progress and we foresee several new fea-
tures, which are necessary to get a complete framework able to treat a wider class of applications
and industrial problems.
8.3.1 Level Set and CAD Modeling
Currently, the main limitation of our approach to tackle industrial applications lies in the cre-
ation of complex geometries. To our opinion, the development of a Level Set modeler makes no
sense since it would take a lot of time and effort to develop a tool that would have equivalent
robustness and features as existing commercial CAD tools. Another approach would be to inter-
act with an existing CAD modeler in order to generate a Level Set model from the geometrical
entities. However, most CAD commercial packages do not have a open interface (API) to pro-
vide access to the data structure of the geometrical model as well as the different relations and
operations realized during the construction of the geometry. Therefore, even if this seems to be
the best approach, in practice it is quite difficult to settle in practice. Furthermore, even if an
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open interface is available, the implementation would be linked to a specific CAD package, it
would thus be more interesting to work with standard CAD files.
In the chapter 2 we have shown that it is possible build a Level Set from a CAD file using a STL
triangulation of the surfaces. However, this approach is not able to deal with complex geometries
and especially with sharp corners. Hence, this approach should be extended in order to generate
automatically high fidelity Level Set geometries from CAD files. This topic is currently studied
by Mouton [123]. Current progress of this research indicates that complex geometries can be
constructed automatically from B-Rep models. The introduction of these developments should
be considered as well as the development of modification tools to be able to realize optimization
problems.
8.3.2 Bi-material optimization
X-FEM elements to model bi-material interfaces have been introduced in OOFELIE in 2D and
3D and the expression of the analytical sensitivity for enriched elements has been developed
in section 5.11. Currently, all the tools are readily available to study optimization of multiple
materials models. One possible extension of the current development could be devoted to the
optimization of stiffeners or inclusions.
8.3.3 Analytical velocity field of CAD entities and complex velocity fields
In this work, analytical sensitives have been implemented only for basic geometrical features
such as circles, ellipsis, planes as those shapes present a simple analytical velocity field. When
dealing with NURBS interfaces, the Velocity field is computed with a finite difference over the
Gauss points movement. In this case, the procedure is not purely analytical because it involves a
perturbation step. In [93], the authors show that the Velocity field can be obtained analytically if
one has access to the parameterization of the curve. The same approach is detailed in [102, 158]
for NURBS curves and surfaces. The introduction of a complete analytical method for this type
of boundaries could therefore be considered.
8.3.4 Analysis of fixed CAD and image based models
In the industry, it is usual that companies have to work with models based on dead geometries.
Generally, models are provided in a neutral geometrical format such as STEP and IGES or in
a FEM mesh format. It is then very difficult to proceed to a shape optimization of the struc-
ture since the geometry is fixed. To overcome this problem, several authors have proposed [33]
to modify directly the structural mesh using surface node coordinates and a suitable coupling
between the nodal displacements or using mesh morphing approaches. These techniques are
already implemented in commercial packages and perform quite well in practice. However, the
number of variables can be very large and the modifications provided by these techniques can
not alter the topology of the structure.
Our approach presents a major advantage over these techniques as one can modify the topology
of the structure by adding a Level Set feature and optimize the shape of this component. Cur-
rently, our developments are limited to the insertion of holes or inclusion inside the mesh and a
material domain can not be added. However, it can be conceived that using an enlarged meshed
domain, the geometry could be modified and optimized. Hence, the extension of our approach
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could provide a flexible method to study the influence of a geometrical change such as the inser-
tion of an internal or external feature as well the modification of the boundaries or an insertion
of defects. Coupling this approach with an efficient octree X-FEM approach would supply an
efficient and fast tool to perform preliminary analysis of new designs. Finally, we should mention
that several software packages are available to obtain a Level Set from a set of images. Analysis
and optimization could therefore even be realized on structures without any CAD or initial mesh.
In the same topic, implementation of robust and accurate imposition of Dirichlet boundary
conditions should be considered to be able to work with complete unconforming meshes.
8.3.5 Integrated layout design with X-FEM and Level Set
In his PhD thesis [184], Zhu proposed to couple topology and shape optimizations in order to
perform an integrated layout design process. In his work, the main aim was to design new inno-
vative geometries using a topology optimization approach that could take advantage of existing
predefined moving structural objects inside the analysis domain.
Figure 8.1: Simplified pylon optimal topology with two embedded objects [184]
Zhu proposed a successful two-step procedure composed of a topology optimization approach, to
generate the global structure topology, followed by a shape optimization to optimize the positions
of (possibly) multiple embedded objects as illustrated in Figure 8.1.
O
1
O
2
Figure 8.2: The FCM approximation of the components [184]
The main difficulty of the approach developed by Zhu relates to the prescription of non overlap-
ping constraints between the different embedded objects. To this end, Zhu proposed to resort
to the Finite Circle Method (FCM) that consists in approximating an object by overlapping
its geometry with a finite number of circles as shown in Figure 8.2. The more circles we use
to approximate an object, the higher is the accuracy of the geometry representation. The non
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overlapping constraints of two objects O1 and O2 are then easily defined by computing distance
between circles overlapping O1 and O2. The advantage of this approach being that both the dis-
tance constraints and their derivatives are continuous and easy to evaluate. However, when the
embedded object becomes complex, one can imagine that the number of circles needed to obtain
an acceptable geometrical overlapping can yield to a high number of constraints to evaluate.
In this application, we think that resorting to a Level Set Description for the several embedded
objects could provide an interesting improvement to the FCM approach. Indeed, using one
Level Set per embedded object, one design constraints for each pair of components is needed
and the sensitivity of the constraint can be evaluated. The detection of overlapping objects is
straightforward and call for a simple Level Set sign comparison.
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